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statements and com-

ments on New

Kngland farms and fannreaders may find useful as
well ;ts interesting, lie writes:
Scattered all over New Kngland are
men who leel dissatisfied, and think their
own is the hardest section ol' our
great
Hay for Hens.
country to got a living in. Though 1
shall speak ot other occupations more or
Hie Poultry World advises the use of
less, i propose to address this letter ehietin the diet of fowls in winter, as
they
'v to lamu rs, ot which class there are a hay
eat grass to advantage in summer. ‘‘Bulk
great main in New Kngland disposed to in food is required tor health as well tor
sacrifice thr.r farms and property at a dispoultry as man or animals. Bieh and conadvantage ami seek a better clime. And eentrated food is not
readily digested and
first let me-;av that the young man who
invites disease. It is stated that, in imannot matte a living and lay by a little
portation. the life of a valuable horse was
no nt-,
vi r\
n or in New Kngland will
saved on shipboard by feeding to him rut
i
a
mvwntov. and the family who
shavings in ttie absence of hay. in order
e
mi,.iiofii
eau,.oi
upport nis family to dilute, so to speak, ids grain diet. Some
ti., re ann, ] do ,1 elsewhere
i hev are
think a craving tor bulky lood is one chief
not madf
the right kind ot stilt! to
cause of feather
in winter, or among
snei eed. and u< ceed they \vill not
This lewis confined eating
Mow, just try and secure
kiss ran never do am better than to stay
a good supply ot second
crop hay, short,
u here thev
on
no the cost ot
moving, and. d possible, containing clover. Cure
matter where they go, will be a dead
onlv enough to preserve, and vour fowls
such, and all who have will eat
every time
a portion nt it all winter when
grow ng up, it they "go West,”
would turn away from stale cabbage.
they
mom I,
nelined. will 1 egret the What is not eaten
will tnrnish untold
Hie reason ot this in the hr-t ease
‘‘p
amusement in scratching over.
Hemem,s, that nature alway
rewards intelliber in winter, if poultry stand on one leg,
ren >
indu tt y and perseverance, in New
all day, they are disposed to
I- upland a well as elsewhere, and with- unemployed,
have the “blues."’ Idle meditations lead
in tiio-i >|inilitit
life would be a worse
always to bad habits; while a wealthy
.'.noire on ihi
<-:i : than
anywhere else. mind, in
vigorous body, suggests busiAnd i! one has children to
tiring up, his ness, which, with fowls, means winter
in i
and iin L a, red dull to them, to
Secure your
eggs and early cldi ken
his imind v, and to Hod. is
laimaiity.
lowen this month before it is too late, it
in ioi.e licit enui e which will make them
you have not already attended to the mattli" be t and most uselnl citizen.
Noter, and betore severe trust, it possible,
vheie eon this be done l,, better advanfor it is injured in quality by being frost:
thon
in
New
I
whose
schools
op•
ngland.
bitten.
The above advice is good, alout whose s.,, ,i ]v ove the best in die
few suppose liens would cat hay if
though
l ien
.orld
or
ing. which

our
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"Dames most delicate, amorous!
Damosels blithe as the banded bee,
Hearken awhile to the prayer of usbeggars that come from the over seas!
Nothing we ask of the tilings that please;
Weary are we, and old and gray;
l.o—for we ciutcli and we clasp your knee»nt e us—all
git e us—but yesterday
1

1

•‘Daraoseis—dames, be piteous!*’
I Bat the dames rode fast by tiie roadway trees.!
"Hear us, u knights magnanimous!*'
But the knights pricked on in their panoplies.
Nothing they got or of hope or ease,
But unit* to beat on the breast and say,
"fife we drank to the dregs and h-es
t.iiteus all* give us—but yesterday:"

■

five

Hundred Thousand

way now, 'Mind your

-mi

of

business.” To

own

asking about the advisability
coming to Calitornia, 1 should say

ll a man,

■•Come. In all means ei.me. You will he
rich in a tew year--." Hut to the man who
has no money, I would giye the opposite
advice, lie lias been tried in the New
Kugland school, and found wanting. This
coast is Hooded with
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Utilizing Cider Pomace.
At this season ol the year, and especially when apples are so plenty as now, there
is much fruit manufactured into cider, the
pouiaec after pressing,being often troubleto dispose of. We have found it pay
well to feed pomace to stock, which usually eat it greedily. If placed in layers
si\ inches thick, with twelve or fifteen
inches of hay or straw between the layers,
it. will not ferment, but will keep in good
condition until led out, provided it is kept
from freezing.
Cattle, sheep or horses
will cat straw readily, if it has been used
to dry pomace, and frequently improve in
condition, even if fed nothing but the
straw and pomace.
A neighbor once
stateil to us that the owner oh a cider mill
near his father's farm in Lyme, Conn., alsome

are too

cold

but.
il is

provide

l a
ventilation, but we
many open eract. between the
board
and !■ many jeine a if glass broken, and excuse our shiltlessness on the
plea ot ventilation When building a barn
i a cattle, we should make the walls
tight
oid then if there i danger ot too little air
iside .n these cold, windy night >, a window may be left open an inch or two at
this top
V\ -have -cen a few table- that
ceded
mall opening lor ventilation,
wai ,n tue coldest weather, but the number ot -noli i very -mall, on where there
.s one that i-. i.... close
there are titty that
o
ue
op.'-ii. .ewly Imilt stables are now
isuafiv boarded and clapboarded, or the
it'd ue jointed mid ma'ched, but many
old Imrn are eon m all pan.-, ot tliecormwith tin* covering board
r\
nailed on
With r iel between them trom an eighth
shall inch ill width. iViiiap- they were
till closer when they
were put on, 1ml
nheroii account ni lie* boards being ime
isoiR-il, or wet, when hud, the joints arc
> -.ti'emelv
open now. In such stables, we
have seen the animals covered by white
trust, or snow, on cold mornings when the
mercury was, perhaps, below zero. Now,
■

tm.

there can be no
nun

:irr

profit

in

keeping animals,

well uni ami

well

purpose,
fat alter shearing in the spring, lie allowed the sheep to eat all the pomace and
straw they would, and in so large a mass
it kept secure from freezing, except at the
outer edges, so that it was always fresh
and soft when fed
In making cider with
tilt* lion common hand mills, we have
usually pressed about one bushel of apples
at each time, and the resulting cheese will
usually last a horse one day, with hay or
straw in addition.
This feed makes the
horse’s coat ill.v, and make him lively
when driven.

cpption-i, undoubtedly,

oi our farm barn

well t.

'injrs’

ot lood that facilitates diges'that is the point in tile ration of
shavings witii the grain in the loot! oi
the horse. The stomach cannot well manage solid food. Only a lew minutes will
be required to prepare tills hay for a large
number ol poultry. [National Live Stock

porotMiess

only knows how.

which
them poor here
ti n men with trades
o.d an unyielding firmness to resist the
temptations to gamble and drink are done oetter i,■ ri• than they would fast. Itut
those who, cither in
tu-c they are interim
workmen m because of unsteady habits,
iicidleiialt tin time, will never .succeed,
idiom--- i- mon
pensive Imre than nnywdiere el-e, hoi in-ctlie
line circ’.imstanc- which
omake v,
high make everything el f high

leave

hay because it possesses egg-making nutriment, besides libre to separate
the particles ot grain.
It i-> not hulk, as
mere
quantity that is needed, but coarse
libre to separate the concentrated food in
the stomach, so Unit the gastric juice can
circulate through the mass.
It is the

ways tilled a thirty or forty foot barn full
I he
of straw and pomace, on which he winunthrilt, the same lack of brains tered a
(lock of sheep, bought up in
kept them poor in the least, keeps the tall large
for this
and sold them

who live, lleaven

most

e

other

withi n;

any outside income, pay
the land, creel substantial buildings
old bai t- ready money tor all his wants.
he secret ot his success was, not that ho
W orked
hard, early and late, lor lie did
i labor a- hard as
many men who remain poor all their lives, hut that lie
w uked
intelligently, and that all iiis energies were turned to making his farm
better,
lie did imt go into outside speculative ventures, nor attend races and
shows, but obeyed the injunction which
was inscribed on the first
copper coin of
the I nited States, and whicli it would be
well to keep before the people in the same
'-si'-,

greedily

advise short-cut clover wcil
boiled lor them bet them have the water
it is boiled in.
Clover is better than any
W

them

prices askeil or paid
them, be on e proper < oiltii at ion will
tlieni o •• productive a any' in the
1 lie -.one .duly, tart and shrewdold
that are used in every other branch
i business would, make
farming in New
J.ngland the rnn-t pi'olilalde occupation.
my wn native Vermont the number of
people who are gi, ing up their farms and
going West is great. Vet in that State,
the most
r in in rtiiern border
1 li:u e re;-, a mail take a small tract
:
.and wide;, wo- e.msidered almost
ivnrthles.-. n i:!11ni capital, and in a lew

protect

I from the inclemencies ot the weather.
It requires a certain amount. ot food to
maintain present, condition, to repair the
wastes of the body, ami to keep up the an.mat heat. It more food is given than is
required liir these three purposes, the body
will grow larger, or fatter, or it mav produre milk iu the cow, or labor iu the ox.
1 he prntit derived from
keeping animals
must all eome from that food which is given above the amount
required for main-

Ini

tion of its food is used up iu maintaining
animal heat, there can lie little or no prolit realized on the food consumed.
It is
like trying to keep warm before a lire in
the open air. One may burn wood without stint, and yet fail to be comfortable.
But, shut ot)' the cold air by tight walls,
and the heat from the lire is utilized,
livery warm blooded animal converts a
portion of its food into heat, and the more
we can save this animal heat by the use
'd boards, the less food will be required,
and as boards are cheaper than hay for
keeping animals warm, it will pay to use
them pretty freely.
A great deal of cold may be

kept

out ot

old stables by sheathing iqi on the inside,
from tin' door to the scaffolds, with
matched boards. Cheap, sappy, unplaned
hoards will answer a good purpose for
such inside work, if the edges are jointed
and matched. Such work may he done
by
almost any common laborer who can use
:i s:iw, hammer and
and
if
taken
plane,
under cover, one can keep warm at such
work almost any day in winter.
One great drawback to tin*
profits ol
f irming, in our latitude, is the
long, cold
winter, when we are obliged to consume
tin stores laid up in summer, but if we
would take a little more pains in preparing lor cold weather, and in protecting
ourselves and our cattle, our profits would
be increased more than we might at first
suppose. So we say again, our barns are
too cold, and it, will pay to make them
warmer.
Boards are cheaper than hay.
| N. E. !• ai mer.
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About lour

years ago the New York Tribune referred
editorially to Cen. A ,1. Pleasonton’s theories concerning the intluonce of blue and
sun light upon life and disease.
The exchanges took up the subject with one consent and indulged in comments more facetious, perhaps, than wise. A correspondent of the Chicago Tribune has recently
triven to renew public interest in the mattei
by relating sonic of the remarkable
cure-* which have been wrought by means
of blue idsI'or instance, two old
friends of (Jen. Plen.-.nntnn were aitlicted
with rheumatism, in the forearms, from
their elbow-joints to their !inger-end.o, so
severe at times that they were unable to
bold pens
They obtained a piece nl blue
glae and set. it up loosely in one ol their
window-’ I or three days they bared their
arm and held them m tie* associated blue
and tin light ior ihirty minutes.
latch
day brought them rebel, and at the end of
three days the rheumatism had disappeared, A little child that had, from its birth,
scarcely any use ol its legs, was taken to
play daily in a room where blue glass
formed a portion of one ol the windows.
In a very short time if obtained the use ol
its legs, and learned to walk and run without difficulty.
The correspondent gives a
■
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■

taining present condition. It an animal is
kept in a ham so cold that a large propor-
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lamily, about six weeks ago, had

Dollars.

'I hero is

no doubt Unit 1 was a lion.
I
made to leel it wherever 1 went. l’eople nudged each other in passing me in
the street, and whispered “There lie is !”
Hrof'essed lion-hunters besieged me; my
rooms were deluged with cards,
congratulations, criticism, and counsel were of
lereil me gratuitously ; lady-like mammas
smiled upon me; beautiful girls looked at
me with interest and admiration in their
innocent eyes; now and then some true
soul spoke words that were dearer than

was

maiden, exposed
youth
pi\ on them, bat Hus is because they have
pernicious society and loose ideas not watched the habits of their
poultry
morals which prevail on the I’aeitie
We hav noticed them often picking short
"Ost. i- in deadly peril,
Then the
Int-. oi cut hay ot almost any variety, ami gold.
Some of
II I < 0 MM INi.iOM' I.Uill'
hay cooked tor cattle is eaten
bv
than the
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"Princes!—anil you most valorous.
Nobles anil barons ol all degrees!
Hearken awhile io the prayer ol us—
Beggars that come from the over-seas'
we ask of gold or fees ;
Hurry us not with the hounds, we prat
No—for the surcote's hem we seize
Hive ns—ah' give us—but yesterday1

..

the

there

this was

very pleasant;

the habit of sitting, the blue glass constione-half ol the lower sash of the
window The lady sat daily in the associated lights, allowing the blue rays especially to fall upon the nerves of the back ol
tlie neck for about an hour a day. The
second day, the sun’s rays being unusually strong, she got too much blue glass and
at night felt peculiar sensations in tlie
back of the neck, among the nerves, and
an unpleasant tulness in the head.
These
sensations wore oft’ next day, and since
then she has not remained so long at a
time under the blue glass.
But from the
first she began to grow stronger, her face
soon gaiued its natural fullness, and in a
week she was to all appearance as well as
ever.
()f course she was not cured ot the
trouble in her lungs in so short a time,
hut tlie soreness in her chest has passed
away and she begins to feel well again.”
Another lady who had lost her hair sat
under glass and regained it. Another—but
a paragraph, like all other
good things,
must come to an end sometime.

tuting

‘What; haven’t you

been seen lor half
hour in close eonlali with Miss \ andernieyet ; and didn’t you
‘An t what of it ?’
•What of it ? U hv, .Miss Yandermeyer
is worth live hundred thousand dollars!’
‘Indeed!’
‘And is the sauciest, severest, most lovahle, most provoking little witch that ever
existed with only one fault in the world.’
What is that ?’
‘Why, her fortune is such a terrible
bugbear. She wants to lie wooed for her
own sweet self; hut she knows how potent are the charms of gold; and so the
poor little Circe is doomed to perpetual
celibacy —for she’ll never dare accept anybody.’
•How dreadful! What a misfortune it is
to bo worth a fortune.’
Mason letL me, and 1 saw him circling
round Miss Yandermeyer, in company
with a troop of other foolish moths, all
the rest ol the evening; and the lady, holding herself loftily in her queenly grace,
minded them not in the least. As for me,
1 made a vow that night, sitting before
my small fire, that I’d not fall into her
train or lose my heart to her.
an

but

compensating inconveniences.
Imprimis, my pockets were still woefully
empty, lid* my works had brought me
more renown

than money, and 1

was

ap-

propriating all my lands, as fast as they
accumulated, to the payment of debts contracted in less promising times.
1 longed

lilt, that weight from my shoulders. Artists do not borrow their tints from the
lines ol earth and suy, and canvas and
brushes are coarse, material tilings, that
demand an exchange of tilt by lucre. So 1
was stdl forced to work away as hard as
to

ever.

In consequence, my popularity in sociewas somewhat
embarrassing, because,
to say notiiing of the encroachments upon
my time, etiquette prescribes a respectable attire. 1 brushed my best coat clear
through to the lining before I could make
up my mind to discard it; and as for
gloves, every pair 1 bought cost me an
unutterable pang.
And men—an, there s me misery 01 it!
—it was inexpressioly motifyingto be upon familiar terms with the beautiful young
girls before alluded to, and have all the
time a profound consciousness that the
man in the moon would hate been considered a much more eligible suitor than I.
Considering all these things, I bore myself very meekly. I have no doubt I was
thought very modest that I did not roar
louder—-such a remarkable lion as I was.
1 still lived in my third floor, managed my
own very economical
housekeeping, anil
found the best of my life in my art.
But 1 have not told you how 1 attained
my questionable eminence. 1 had a picture at the Exhibition of the
Hoyal Academy of Design, it was only a ioaming
waste ol green waters, a stretch of yellow
sand in the foreground, a hit of rocky seawall hollowed by the waves, a dun sky,
with storm-clouds flying wildly before the
wind, and low down in the west a break
in the gloom, whence a shaft of lurid light
glancing out, just touched a pale, dead
lace rising ghastly and terrible above the
tempest-driven breakers. This picture was
not an outgrowth ol
my life. I did not put
my soul into it as I had too olten done before. It was merely an inspiration of a
morbid fancy flung upon the canvas in a
freak, l'ut it was weird, eccentric, peeuliar, and took the public by storm. It
made me a lion.
One evening a soiree was given at the
Derby (iallery, and several artists lent
their pictures for the occasion.
I lent
mine; and there it now hung upon the
wall of the gallery. 1 had refused to sell
it; and thus at. this soiree it was among
the foremost attractions.
That was a gala night, more like a
scene from some fairy tale than a veal
event in this prosaic, working age. Stately men, and beautiful gifted women stood
in groups before some triumph of art, or
walked about, conversing in low, soft
tones.
Standing not tar from iny picture—1
could not help hovering near it with u
kind of jealous care—a bevy ot fair girls
passed and stopped before my treasure.
•1 am so eager to see this wonderful
picture. Ton know i was out of town
when it was exhibited,’ said one.
1 looked at the speaker. A taee like one
nt Titian’s women; hair of warm
gold;
eyes a sunny hazel, limpid as crystal. The
small head was thrown back, those striking eyes coolly lived upon the picture. It
was plain the lady thought herself a competent critic.
‘It is a strange, heautilul thing,’ she
said at last. ‘I don’t think I wholly like
it.—but-’
•Oil, Miss Vandermever !’ cried the rest
in chorus.
ty

iniinL

a

ten
She was very much weakened by the loss
of blond, and considerably frightened
withal. 1 obtained some blue glass anil
placed it in the window where she was in

hope.’

were

imy u,

mini;.

‘Very coo], young lady,’ 1 thought. She
hemorrhage of the lungs, and for
days raised more or less blood daily. surveyed it still more critically—this girl

violent

I did not answer, but stood in haughty
silence.
She glanced up at me; and then her
eyes tilled with sudden tears.
‘I'id I wound you,J 1 never meant to do so!’
I was mollified directly.
‘1 see you did not.’
‘You’ll forgive me. then?’ with a smile
like sunshine. ‘Will you call upon me tomorrow and receive the
money lor the
picture?' She put a card into my hand,
and looked at me with the frankest, sweetest lace in the world, said, ‘Now would
you he good enough to take me to my
friends ? 1 am so near-sighted 1 can't -ea
across this great gallery
•Near sighted—with those eyes J’ It was
very bluntly put, but 1 was no courtier in
those days, and 1 could only hope that
she would recognise tho compliment and
forgive the awkwardness. Put she start
tied me.
'Yes. i hey don't look so, do they 1J1
with the most charming simplicity
I took her across the gallery, bowed my
adieux and let! her
lletraeing my steps,
I met my friend Mason.
‘Delalield, my dear fellow, what in the
namoofall that’s wonderful have \oti been
doing !J' he exclaimed
•Nothing that has an\ harm in it, 1

Beggars for Yesterday.
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eater

ntaot from the Manhattan) with the dariug
charge of 00 pounds of powder, penetrated the
"rm<>r of the Tennessee, passed through her

of twenty summers.
'It is too morbid in its tone; but 1 have
a nook at home where it will just lit—my
chamber of horrors 1 call it. You can see
a ghost at mid-day
any time, if you like.
Who is the artist ? Can’t somebody find
him for me?’ with the air of a duchess.
There was a furtive looking about, then
a buzzing whisper, and Miss Vandermeyer turned her eyes upon me. In a moment she was before me.
‘Air. Delatield, 1 would like to buy your

picture.’

T don’t wish to sell it,’ 1 replied,
coldly.
She made an impatient gesture—just "a
little saucy wave of the hand.
‘I want to buy it. How much do you
ask ?’
The gold-brown eyes were fixed upon
my face with a quiet audacity that amazed
me.
1 named a sum that J meant should
startle her.
‘Twenty-five hundred dollars.’
‘Very well. 1 will send my servant in
the morning to take it down.’"
1 started.
‘Aliss Vandermeyer, I don’t wish to sell
my picture.’ For the first time she seemed
to

comprehend

me.

‘Don’t wish to sell it! What did you
it for? I thought artists painted
A curious as well as interesting series paint
their pictures to sell;’ her eyes sparkling
of experiments, made in France, show ap- as
she spoke.
proximately that the heaviest load a man
‘All artists are not alike,’ I said, sharpof strength can carry for a short distance
ly, for 1 was vexeil first at her criticism,
is til It pounds; all a man can carry habit- and
afterward at her pertinacity.
ually, as, lor example, a soldier, in his
She looked at me rather curiously, as ii
is
on
level
knapsack, walking
ground,
1 were some phenomenon.
132 pounds—an extreme load, it would
‘Haven’t you any more like it in yonr
seem—or he can carry an
of
aggregate
head ?’
lolH pounds over 3200 feet, as a day’s
‘1 don’t know.’
work, under like circumstances. If he
1 should hope not,’ she said gravely.
ascend ladders or stairs, as do hod car‘Why?’
riers, then he can carry but 121 pounds
‘Because it wouldn’t lie good tor you.
continuously, and his day’s work cannot There’s something dreadful about it.’
exceed 1232 pounds raised 3200 leet high
‘Really, Miss Vandermeyer,’ I remarked
With regard to the effort and the velocity
sarcastically, ‘you are peculiar. I don’t
which a man can produce by
pulling or understand why you should want the picpushing with his arms, it has been found ture.’
these
1'uK Birds and GiutssiiopcKits.
by
f en
experiments that, under the most
‘I want it because in some moods [ like
years ago, the grasshopper plague in the favorable circumstances, and for continu- to look at such
things.’
districts recently devastated in the West, ous work, an effect cannot be gained ex1 reflected a moment.
from 2G.t to 33 pounds raised
was much less
ceeding
because
inthe
damaging
‘Can you afford to give twenty-five hunsects and fheir eggs were more
generally front 1.8 to 2.1 feet per second, or about dred dollars to indulge a mood ?’
horse
their
natural enemies the in- one-eighth
power.
destroyed by
‘If I please,’ she said, with a little saucy
sectivorous birds.
It is admitted that,
of her shoulders.
shrug
A few days since a person
through reckless and useless hunting, and
wishing an empty
well. I will sell it to you then,’
‘Very
a
wanton sport, the wild birds,
hogshead, drove
sharp trade with a trader —her
including the for
eyes
gleamed—‘upon condition that
an
extra
one,
for
the
price
paying
supposed
red and blue birds, the woodpecker, the
deposit of sugar in the bottom. Taking it home if I choose, 1 may some day buy it back.’
meadow lark, the wren, the robin, and the tlie
‘1 knew you would sell it to me, she
family regaled themselves with the
catbird, have been almost wholly driven after which tlie head was broken out to syrup,
obtain said, with an air of triumph. ‘You’ll nevtlie
there
while
lias
This
done
there
been
revealed
a
to the er want to
sugar.
lay
away,
correspondbuy it back.’
purchaser sixteen nicely preserved
ing increase ot insects, the depredations astonished
not?’
‘Why
rats. He regards this as the worst speculation
of which human
ingenuity, in many in- in sugar that he has ever made. [Lewiston
‘You won’t be rich enough. Artists are
stances, is incompetent to resist.
Journal.
always poor, are they not ?’

1 was not going to think anything more
about her, indeed. 1 found, however, that
Miss Vandermeyer danced before my eyes
as soon as 1 shut them; and her voice
like sweet bells, was all the time ringing
through my head. It being manifestly impracticable to forget her that night. 1 resolved to begin to do so in the morning.
But in the morning I awoke from my
brief, feverish sleep, profoundly impressed
by the extraordinary event. I pon a little
reflection 1 remembered that 1 was to call
upon Miss \ andermeyer that day.
I went, and a footman ushered me into
a spacious drawing-room, where it seemed
that all sorts of beautiful tilings were
grouped in picturesque confusion, I had
not waited half a minute before Miss Vandermeyer came in, and said, if 1 pleased,
1 was to go up stairs lo her den.
We went over carpets soft as moss, up
Might after Might, till we readied the upper story. Thou Mi
Yandernieyer pushed
aside a door, and 1 entered what seemed a
fairy bower. 1 had left winteroul ol doors
j —here
it seemed as it' summer had been
j wooed to linger all through the year.
The
j
atmosphere was warm, and fragrant with |
A
Mowers.
soft
came
in
blossoming
light,
through tho gi'Ouiiit ffbiss. bringing out
the marvelous beauty of the pictured faces

|

I
j

and

landscapes that were everywhere. An
oddly carved writing desk stood in one
corner: a little buhl table with some pretty work upon it occupied another—-tokens

of the strange, beautitill girl who made
the place her home.
‘Conte here,’ said Mi s \ andermeyer,
leading the way across the spacious room.
1 followed, and aw my picture hung in
lit company, one or t wo weird faces above
and beside it. and a companion piece—a
desolate moor, a wild crag, and an eagle

sailing heavily through
sky—just opposite.
•How do you like it

an

empty, gray

said Miss \ ander-

meyer.

•\

cry

much.

It

could

not

be.

better

placed,’

‘This is my chamber ol horrors I come
and sit here when I feel tierce,’ -he said,
with tin air of frankness
'Fierce !'
‘Yes. When tilings ikuYf. go its i like.
Do you not. Mini a great many things very

provoking ?'
‘1 do; hut. you
could lie annoyed.

‘Why?

Because I

1 .shouldn’t
am

think

you

rich?’

Partly.’

You don’t know anything about it, then,
it you tliink that one can’t lie miserable
with a fortune. I wish you had it. and
then you’d see,’ she said.
I wish 1 had.’
‘What? What do you mean? her bright
hazel eyes lull of surprise.
‘I believe I meant that 1 wish that I had
a

fortune,’
•1 in you

I said, laughing.
really ?

‘Indeed 1 do.’
‘Mow, tluil. is odd,1 with a ([iioer look in
her face.
‘IIow odd ?’
•Oil, they generally say that they don’t
value money in the least; that they would
not take it as a gilt; that they prefer poverty, or, at least, a modest competence,
and all such—stuff1
'They say so. Who?
•Oh, some people,1 she returned, that
mischievous light dancing in her eyes.
■What made you think 1 was going to tell
you my secrets?1 And the little fairywalked away with a make-believe hauteur.
I followed herout from the comparative
gloom of this part of the apartment into
the sunshine that llowed over the ilowers
and climbing plants. A piano stood open,
its white keys gleaming.
‘Won’t you play to me. Miss Vaudermeyer ?’ I said.
‘No !’
•Excuse me—you are not musical, then?’
•Oh, yes, 1 play well enough; but when
I have people who can say
anything. I’d
rather talk.1
So we talked; and 1 watched her beautiful fact, wondering at its marvelous
power ol expression, admiring the exquisite tinting of cheek and lip, and the
splendid gold of her hair.
I put her into a picture 1 was at work
upon that afternoon—it was just the lace I
had needed. Having this to do, of course
1 was obliged to think of her more or less;
but 1 definitely decided to begin the next
day to forget her.
It docs seem, however, as if everything
conspired to make one forget a good resolution. I always did dislike combating
obstacles, and when I found that tho fates
were bent upon keeping Miss
Vandermeyer in my mind, I
yielded gracefully, I
hope, comforting myself by thinking that
she must soon go out of town for the summer, and then 1 could apply myself to my
business without hindrance.
The months drifted by. One day I received a tiny note, rose-scented, and addressed in her own exquisite hand. She
had gone to her country-house at Staten
Island. Would I come to dinner that evening ?—only a triend or two, no ceremony,
moonlight and boating!
I went, taking a late afternoon boat.
The red shining of the setting sun upon
the windows revealed the house, a roomy,
quaint mansion, gabled, and half hid by
luxuriant trees. Miss Yandermeyer looked
fresh and lovely in her pure muslin, some
jessamine sprays with waxen flowers
clinging about her bright, rippling hair.
T knew you would come,’ she said, her
beautiful, smiling eyes upon me.
‘We
only wanted you to make up our party.’

‘You
here ?’

are very

kind.

Whom have you
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‘I staid away from you because I thought
should,’ 1 said at last, quite des-

l'rom

it best 1

‘Only my dear old guardian. Uncle perate.
A rosy llush crept slowly over
Lakctuan, you know—Nellie Hamer, and

Mr. Fred Lacroft.’
‘Fred Lacroft ?’
•Oli, you don't know him ; hut he's such
a good fellow.’
It is not particularly delightful to hear
another man praised as a good fellow by
a
young lady—at least I didn't lind it so
1 had no doubt 1 should hate Fred Lacroft.
He was sure to be a detestable snob, i
felt that I had found the enemy ot my life.
So 1

‘Why?’ she asked, after a minute.
Because, Miss Vandermever, I

Lakeman with the

assured and

love

you !’

T he blush faded away to white; and a
smile trembled about her lips.
‘I thought you did " in a low.
cooing
voice.
1 drew a long breath.
•Then you must understand me. You
are going to marry Mr. Lacroft-’
1 was interrupted by a
quick, musical

aoeompanied Miss Yandermeyer to
drawing room : and there was the impudent interloper, playing chess with Mr. laugh.
the

her svvee l

face.

1
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Farragnt
j

in

Mobile

Bay.

Misinformation and the love of ideality in
preference to truth are still responsible for a
great variety of statements received as veritable history. Kvcu such au undeniable occurrence as the great naval battle in Mobile
Bav,
on the morning of the bln of
August, 1SG4, has
become, in nearly twe.ve years, fairly embroidered with unjust poetic fancies. The dignity
of that event, as reviewed in the
past year o'f

memorials, has

induced the writer of this paper
to point out some of the errors and
misrepresentations which he himself has rea l and reread in various publications, since the memorable fight occurred, of which lie was an evewitness. Believing that, a generation
hence,
or after a hundred years from the date of the
buttle m Mobile Bay, statements known to be
true will by that time have been
disentangled
from imaginative historical writings, the writer
also confidently submits these personal observations of that engagement to the confirmation
of all clear-eyed survivors of the tight who, like
himself, have no other earthly motive in thus
testifying than to write truthfully of a great
event.
In this connection, it is only
necessary
to add that, when participating in the
engagement named, the writer’s station was Uiut of
signal officer on an elevated position of his vessel,—the I nited States steamer Port Royal, the
third ship in line,—and directly astern of the
flagship Hartford. Standing then and tluiv
by the side of Lieutenant-Commander Bancroft
Hherardi, though overblown with “clouds ot
war in progress,” who shall deny—from his
opportunity—his right to point out flaws in the
“facts" furnished bv historians and others, at
long and safe distances from the scene, and
fashioned in the beautiful sunlight of peace;
The account given by Mr. Losing u his history ot The Civil War iq Aineiha is •orre<-i
only in part; the errors in his .datement outweigh the facts, lie i- correct in giving the
names of the vessels which participated in the
action, with one exception, naim ly ; where lie
speaks of the Lancaster blitting the Tennessee;
—/Ac L‘>I'l'tisi> ;■ /'•//.s- iiiJ t/h /r
He also fails
to state how the vessels were stationed in lineof-battle previous to passing the forts,— a \ cry
important item for an historian to omit.
Mr. W iiliam Page, the artist win painted the
picture of Farragnt lashed to the r gging of the
Hartford in .Mobile Bay, lias also been misinformed concerning the true position occupied
by the admiral on that day—at least so tar as
lh»* lashing is concerned; and, therefore, his
masterly work of art lias been justly criticised
by many officers and men of‘that fleet w ho
unite in considering it an overdrawn picture.
Nor has Mr. Browned been cither exact, or
accurate in his beautiful poem of The Bar
Fight, in locating his hero high in tin* miz/.enshroud. All this, hovvevi r, </.s 7 nv/.s, shall be
given further on. Forth benefit of Mr Loss-:
iug, in case lie should ever conclude to revise j
and republish his history of The Civil War in i
America, and of all others w howciv not there, j
and who yet may desire to recount the Mobil*Bay light, wi* propose Herewith to give some
ol the preliminary arrangements made bv lie
admiral and subordinates ot the squadron, preparatory to passing the forts and batteries
wdiieh guarded the approaches to Mobile Bay.
For several days previous to the time appointed for making the attack on the enemy,
the vessels lying on the blockade off .Mobile :
Bay had been ordered to the Pensacola N'avv i

‘Whv, you silly fellow, don’t you know
Fred is my cousin, and engaged to Nellie
‘Mr. Helatield—Mr. Lacroft,’ said Miss Darner9 They’re to bo married in
.Sep\ andermeyer.
tember.'
1 bowed, but scowled as tiercel}’ as I
1 was silent trom
surprise.
■Is that my consolation ?' asked iuy torcould, and was conscious of an inclination
to throw him out ot the window.
mentor, presently. 1 could not deny that
‘Would you like a game ot chess while it was.
we are
‘But then, that makes no difference,’ 1
waiting for dinner?’ asked Miss
\ andermeyer.
said, at last.
‘N’o difference ?’
‘No, I thank you,’ 1 responded,morosely.
!
‘What —don’t you like chess?’
‘No.
That confounded live hundred
'1 think it does very well for hoys, 1 thousand dollars ui \ours!' 1 said, bereturned, with a tremendous effort to lie tween my teeth.
*• *h, that is it ? with a
sarcastic.
rippling laugh.
.Miss \ andermeyer blushed a little, and
‘Yes, that is it!’ and hardly knowing
glanced shyly at Air. Frederick Lacroft; what 1 did, 1 turned my easel so that my
but that individual only stroked his mous- picture faced her.
She started.
tache, and gave a low, mellow, goodhumored laugh, thus adding insult to in■Why, this is 1 ?' stie exclaimed, her
jury. I was strongly tempted to challenge eyes glowing. •Did you do it?’
him on the spot.
Yen'
A footman came in and antiyuneed dinShe went up to I tie picture and examIt. was served in a little vine-hung ined it closely.
ner.
‘You’ve made it just like luc,’ he said,
balcony, opening toward the iver. The
soft, summery air was all ihout us; the in a gratified tone.
moon was rising just, over t ie water, and
•1 couldn’t help doing so.’
the birds were singing good-night, in the
‘It's prettier, too, than any likeness I've
it ought, to ever had,’ she added, with quite uncontall, dark tree-tops close by
have been delicious- but somehow it scious sell-praise.
Miss Nellie Hamer was placed |
■Will you sell it ?’
wasn’t.
beside me—a young lady with a face like \
‘No.’
a wax doll, pink cheeks, blue eyes, and
‘Not for live thousand dollars J‘
little rings of yellow hair lying on her
‘Not for ten thousand.’
•Not to me ?’ eoaxingly.
white forehead—a style of beaut}’ that 1
•Not even to you.’
don’t admire. I could, however, have torShe sat down in my arm-chair again,
given her looks if she would have lot me
alone. Hut the creature would talk, which her gloves lying in her lap, her hat in her
was very aggravating, considering that a
hand, her eiieeks crimson, her eyes soft
most animated by-play was going on be- and bright with excitement.
1 paced the
tween Miss Yandermeyer and that detest- room, fast losing my sell-control. 1 loved
able Lacroft, which I could not catch her so,
I wish you would leave off walking,
without giving it my closest attention, lie
laughed a good deal, lie seemed to find and sit down,’she said, in a moment. 'I
things very amusing. 1 took my dinner want to talk to you.’
I sat down instantly.
in silence.
T this your studio ?’ glancing around.
I made one or two discoveries before
1 had always thought
we left the table.
•My studio, dining, and reception room.’
Miss Yandermeyer s uncle rather a nice
‘Why do you live so poorly ?’
am, one or two at :i nine, with orders to
‘To save money.’
old gentleman; but now I perceived that
“send down yards and tup-masts,'’ and land
‘And ttiis is all the home you have ?’ she them with all surplus spars
lie was an old logy, with a rubicund nose,
and ringing at that
who ate like, a gourmand.
said, with an air of tender pity.
station, then to coal up to the fullest capacity
to
and
return
Mobile
Bar
without
Miss
‘You
Yandorneedn’t be sorry for me,’ I replied,
When dinner was over,
delay. This
work
the iron-elads having artueyer proposed a row upon tne river hastily. ‘My debts are all paid now ; and rived, accomplished,
and all things being in readiness, at
Everybody acquiesced. Lacroft and 1 took some day, 1 dare say, 1 shall live in bet- about ‘>.30 on the morning of the ‘>th of Auter style.’
tne oars; but it was Lacrott who took
1st;-*,
gust,
signal was given on tin* ll tg-ship tor
‘And yet you wouldn't accept my for- the tleet to "Prepare for battle!" The followMiss Vandermeyer’s shawl, and wrapped
tune?’ she went on, her voice shaking a ing named ships promptly obeyed the signal,
it tenderly about her.
and got under wav, lashed together side by
little.
'You can sit there, Margaret, he said.
side, in this order:
•.Miss \ andermeyer—’
Margaret, indeed!
Brooklyn and Oetorora;
lint suppose.’ she interrupted—‘ sup‘No,’ she answered, with a little, willHartford and Metaeomel ;
Kiehmond and V rt ltoyai:
ful shake of the head, ‘I’ll sit here.’ And pose I should tell you that it never was so
Lackawanna and Itasca ;
much as people thought—and that what
she sat down close by me.
and Seminole:
Monongahela
there
was
is
or
almost,
lost,’—she
<
quite,
Then I had my revenge. Lacroft was
»s*sipee and (lalena;
to
to
ruin
in
a
now—'gone
cry
Oneida and Kennebee; with the iron-elads
torced to play the agreeable to Miss Da- began
rner.
He did it with a very good grace, broken bank—and that 1—oh, Mr. Dela- Manhattan, Teeumseh, Winnebago and Chickasaw, in the advance, and covering the right
to
to
be
have
a
governess, flank of the wooden
but 1 could imagine bis feelings. That lit- field—expect
ships.
She was or Mo something—for niy living-’
tle hour atoned for my misery.
The next signal made on the Hartford
AdShe broke down here, and hiding her vance toward
the enemy," was answered by the
beside me. her beautiful eyes looking into
tace in her hands, sobbed aloud.
I
was
as they slowly steamed
above-named
vessels,
tor
her
soft
voice
low
mine,
singing
songs
at her feet, caressing her shawl, shower- up the mam ship-channel toward Fort .Morgan
my pleasure. Then 1 undertook to teach
and the (’onfederate llotilla. At about
her to row. Delighttul pleasure it was to ing kisses upon her bright curls, over- six o’clock, and when about a mile andbail-past
a quarher
with
tender
words.
whelming
see her little, white hands trying to manter distant from tie* enemy, our iron-elads
•Oh, my love—my previous darling— epen.’ii fire on the fort, but the Confederate
age the clumsy oar.
tiooomo u gu\ft ness !'
I will work
gunners did not reply for several minutes, durSo, over those silvery waves, we rowed you
like
a galley slave, if you love me ! It was l ing which interval the enemy’s licet steamed
back to the lauding, overshadowed by the
that horrible fortune; but now—now ! out. from behind tin* fort, and Look positions
across the channel t<> dispute our further proghuge old trees that grew close to the riv- only
will you give yourselt to me ?’
er’s brim, and lying in deep gloom. While
ress
i'he\ then opened a rapid and terrific
She put both her hands into mine, smil- liiv upon lie Iniou ships, raking them fore
I hold the boat fast to the wharf, Lacroft
through her tears. 1 don’t know what and aft. Fort Morgan, with her hundred
sprang out to assist the ladies. In an in- ing
I said then I know I was raised from a guns, belched forth torrents of iron hail at the
stant 1 was cursing his awkwardness, for
same moment.
The lirst three or four volleys
trance cd' delicious joy by her voice.
there was n quick, frightened cry, and I
from the fort passed high over the I’nion ves•You
will
think
me
acmercenary—to
sels. and struck the water at least a mile below
knew it was Miss Vandermeyer who
you now 1 am poor, and would not us and down the channel.
slipped and fell into the black water. It cept
I
when
was
lint
rich,
By this time the light had become general.
then, you never
was only a moment’s work to throw oft'
The llag-ship bad made signal to “Carry all
asked me,’ with sly malice.
and
after
her.
how
coat
Ah,
plunge
my
steam
in order to engage the fort
‘Dear, 1 won’t think you so. 1 know and the possible,’’
thankful I was when my darling’s white
enemy’s lleet at close range, with grape
I take that sweet comfort to ; and canister shot.
love
me;
you
\t a few minut'-s after
of
the
the
water—a
face came to
long
top
heart. My black days are over now. ; seven, when the head vessels of the line were
way oft, swept away by the tide, but my
I’ve seen a good many of them, precious I engaging the enemy hotly, and all meantime
not beyond my reach, alter a few swift,
weiv running with full heads of steam, and
Margaret !’
within a lew hundred yards of the fort, the
strong strokes.
She faltered a little, her eyes falling
They were all wild with joy when I laid
Brooklyn and her consort, the Oetorora—head
ship-of the line—slowed down, for the ironher dripping and half Canting on the turfy again.
‘But you can’t support a wile, can you9 clad Teeumseh,just ahead on the right Hank,
slope.
had been blown up by a torpedo and was tragYou are poor, you know.’
‘Oh, my dear fellow, now can we ever
ically going down* In that exciting moment,
dear—not
so very poor.
Be‘Oh,
my
be grateful enough to you? If she had
Admiral Farragut endeavored to have her
I’m doing better all the time.’
move forward, but site tailing to do so, signal
been lost, I should never have got over sides,
Rosette—1
should
never do without
was made for tin* vessels in the rear to “Folit.’ cried Lacroft.
low the Hartford.'’ The flag-ship then passed
Tne words Irore me He was her lover, her. I don’t know how to make my own the
Brooklyn, steamed along the west bank of
I walked up to the house with dresses.’
then
the channel, and was followed hy the remain‘I’ll find a way,’ said 1, trying mentally der of the licet over a sheet of'water
strewn
him, mute and miserable. 1 would have
rushed away, but 1 could not go back to to contrive some way in which 1 could with more than a hundred torpedoes.
Broadside after broadside of grape and canthe city wet as a merman. 1 must stay all pinch myself, and save Mademoiselle llosett’s salary,
.lust then that personage ister was poured into the fort and water batnight. So Lacroft said, and so said Mr. knocked
teries by the several ships, as they passed,
at the door.
Miss Vandermeyer added her
Lakeman
while cheers hearty and loud from the Fnion
‘If you please, it’s getting late; and
gunners rent tin* air as each vessel passed the
persuasion.
1
don’t
mind
reasonobjeetiv e point.
waiting any
‘Do you think we could let you go P' she though
tin
nun in
.in
.1111
ii m;"'
iu.ii.ir ,i
uuiable time, yet you know your uncle-’
said, softly. ‘You forget what 1 owe you.’
‘I’m coming. Rosette. You’ll go home l>«*r ul‘ vain attempts i.» strike the Hartford. but
•lou uwo uni Homing—anyone ivoiiin
was fortunately prevented from reaching its
with me, and toll my guardian i1'
have done the same.’
shining mark I»y the monitor Manhattan. other
In
an hour we readied Staten Island.
gun-boats nf the enemy, the Gaines, the Stbma,
1 think my harsh tone hurt tier. 1 naught
the surprised, grieved look in the eyes .Mr. Rnkeinan was sitting upon the lawn. and tin* Morgan, also fought desperately with
1 saw now that he was a nice old gentle- the wooden steamers. The Hartford, as it
that met, mine, before I turned abruptly
goaded to desperation bv tin* annoyance and
That night, lying awake alter the man. alter all, and that his nose was not dam aye, received from the Guiles, turned sudaway.
at all more rubicund than was becoming, j
household was asleep, 1 resolved to rise
denly and save the latter a broadside which
\\ •* wanted up to nun.
sent her ashore under the guns of Fort Morgan,
early the next, morning, before any one
‘l.’nele, Mr. Dclafiekl anil I have decid- where she burned down to the water's edge bewas stirring, and go to the eity, leaving a
The Morgan also look refuge under
fore
noon.
ed to lie married some day.
We’re in no ;
note to excuse my sudden departure.
the guns of the fort, and during the night sueluirry.’
eecded in escaping up the b.i\ to the city ot
So 1 lelt Staten Island, in the cool,
‘indeed, sir, we an: in a hurry.’
Mobile. The Selma was chased about eight
sweet hush ot the early morning, never, 1
‘Be ijuiet! So uncle, you’ll please give miles up the bay by the Metaeomet tnu! th>
thought, to see it again, llaek to my us your approval,’ said Miss Yandermey- I'ort
(not by tin* former alone, as Mr.
work I must go, and forget that I had ever er.’
bossing iias it), and after an engagement of
about ten minutes, at short range, sin* surrenknown Margaret Vandermeyer.
Mr. I.akcman laid down his newspaper. dered to the tire of those two
vessels. MeanThat was a gloomy day. Toward night
dear, thists quite unexpected ; but time, sixteen men had been killed and wound‘My
name a sunny gleam in the shape ot a note
1 have the highest opinion of Mr. Dela- ed on the decks of the Selma, and a number of
from Miss Vandermeyer.
lield, and I have the homst opinion of Mr. her guns were also dismounted, and considerable other
was sustained before she
Do you know,’ she wrote, that you
Delatield, and I’ve no douot he will make surrendered.damage
were very rude to go away as you did this
an
excellent
and
know
how
husband,
you
she was hoarded by the crows
morning? You want to escape our thanks, to manage your fortune. I shall he quite of Immediately,
the two Union vessels, her ollieers and men
[suppose; but that does not excuse you. pleased to have the charge of it transfer- taken prisoners, and placed on board the Fort
Will you come to-morrow, and bo for- red to other hands. 1 am sure 1
Koval and the Metaeomet; a crew of Union
congratu- otticers and seamen
was assigned to duty ou
given ?'
late you.’
hoard, and the three steamers, in company,
There was a deal of consolation in these
•But, sir !’
down
the
proceeded
bay to the upper anchorsimple words, hut 1 hardened my heart,
•Come with me !’ commanded my tyrant. age. There the heavy wooden ships and ironand wrote to Miss Vandermeyer that urgclads were attacking the ram Tennessee, which
She drew me into the library.
ent business would prevent my7 doing my‘You stupid old darling—did you be- had steamed up from Fort .Morgan for the purself the honor, etc.
pose of destroying them.
lieve that story ?’
This terrible encounter began about nine
What a wretched week followed! Who
o'clock, a. M.,one hour (or thereabouts) after
•Margaret!’ 1 cried in dismay.
would have thought that one little woman
‘I only put a case, you know,’ pursued Lhe Union vessels had passed the forts. Our
sou Id have thrown my mind into such a
fleet had now anchored, and the work of clearthe little gypsy.
the decks of the killed and wounded was in
tumult? 1 worried myself ill, and, con•1 was afraid I should have to tell some ing
progress, when it was discovered that the Tenscious that 1 was looking haggard and
libs; but you believed if all so easily.’
nessee was under way and shaping her course
miserable, I would not go out, but worked
J was dumb.
directly for the Hartford.
at my easel all day, day after day.
But Farragut did not wait for the ram to
‘Now you’ve promised to take me; but
One afternoon, at the end of that wretch- you can’t have mo unless you take the live come nearer than half a mile, before signaling
and heavy wooden ships to “Get
Dil week, I was putting a lew last touches hundred thousand dollars, too. Do you the monitors
under way and close in upon the Confederate
upon my picture, which was now com- ivant to recall your words ?’
monster and destroy it." The superior speed
She put her two dear hands around my af the unarmored vessels enabled them to be
pleted, when there came a low tap at the
door. 1 opened it, and to my inexpressi- neck—and I wasn’t enough of a hero to the lirst to come in close contact with the enemy. The Monongahela. commanded by Comble surprise, beheld Miss Vandermeyer.
give her up.
modor d. II. Strong, was the tirst of the woodShe throw back her veil, put out her liten ships to strike the Tennessee.
She was parI must confess that the fortune has never ticularly adapted for this encounter,—several
tle, gloved hand doubtfully, and said :
‘How do you do, Mr. Delalield ? May I seriously interferred with my happiness. feet of her bow being constructed of solid oak
timber and surrounded by an iron prow of
come in ?’
great weight. She gave the enemy a heavy
‘Certainly, Miss Vandermeyer—1 am
On tho arrival of the express train from blow on the starboard side amidships, and, at
very happy,’ I stammered.
the same iustant, fired a heavy chase-gun at
‘You may wait for me at the door, llo- the East on Wednesday morning, a gen- the ram—a 200-pound Parrott rifle—without
effect upon its armor!
sette,’ she said, turning to the maid who tleman whose wile (a ladv of line
appear- liny perceptible
The Hartford, the Lackawanna, the Os.Mpee,
iccompanied her; and then sho stepped ance) had returned by it, sprang upon
and other vessels, in turn, also fought the ram
inside my apartment, looking around with
the platform of the sleeping-car in which at close quarters, striking its sides with violent
a curious, half timid air.
and
to the injury of the wooden
I gave her my best chair, and stood a she had travelled and met her just in the force, Thegreatly
shots hurled from the 0-inch and
ships.
little way off, looking at her, hardly dardoorway, in a second she was gathered 10-ineh guns of these ships produced no more
damaging effects than the conical-slmped holt
ing to speak, least she should vanish into to his bosom, and he
hugged her and from the rifle of the Monongahela. In this
thin air. My poor studio had never been
kissed her, smoothed down her hair, pat- stress the monitor Manhattan, commanded by
so illuminated before.
Commander T. W. A. Nicholson, and under
‘I came to see if you were ill,’ she said, ted her on the back, kissed her more and the executive management of Lieutenant-Cominto
presently, looking shyly
my face.
more, backed off to arm’s length, inspect- mander C. M. Sehoonmuker, arrived upon the
and immediately gave close battle to the
‘You are very good. No; 1 am not ill.’ ed her
critically, and then tried another scene,
Tennessee.
‘Why haven’t you been to see us, then? hug, all tho time oblivious of the presUp to this moment the ram was uninjured,
You look ill, I am sure,’ she added softly. ence of a score or more oi
people, who and its crew but slightly demoralized by the
T wrote to tell you that 1 was very were anxious to
shocks
received in contact with the heavy
in
or
out
of the car,
get
the door oi which ho was blockading wooden ships. This state of security was,
busy.’
She lilted up one little, diamond-ringed The lady was the first to realize the situa- however, soon to be broken. The Manhattan
had brought into the conflict weapons not poshand warningly.
tion, and remarking, laughingly, ‘‘There, sessed by any other ship in the fleet, namely,
‘Now, do toll the truth to me !’
that will do!” she made her way back 15-incl) Duhlgren guns. While thus closely en‘The truth. Miss Vandermeyer, would, 1 into the car,
the enemy received four blows of solid
blushing like a rose, while gaged,from
these guns; the charges of powder
am afraid, give you little
pleasure,’ I said, the crowd that had witnessed the little shot
used ranging from 35 to GO pounds. At that
scene smiled audibly.
bitterly.
Retime no charge heavier than that last named
[Sacramento
‘I don’t understand you.’
cord-Union.
had ever been used with these guns. A fourth
home air

most

at-

imaginable.

double two-inch iron

••

—

»

plating, and eight

inches

et solid oak backing, lodging in the latter; but
hurling splinters nearly as long as fence-rails

<

in all directions across the deck of the ram, and
which severely wounded the Confederate Admiral Buchanan, besides killing several of his
crew.
Meanwhile, the steering apparatus of
the ram had been seriously damaged, in consequence of attacks made in the stern by the
monitor Chickasaw; the Hartford had also'ahot
away the enemy’s smoke-stack close down to
the plating, which caused the vessel to til! with
smoke and gas. I uder such circumstances,
Buchanan deemed it prudent to surrender.
During the engagement the Manhattan’s
boats were shot awav; Captain Nicholson was
therefore unable to get on board to receive the
sunender so bravely earned. A boat from the
Lackawanna soon boarded the ram, received
the surrender of Admiral Buchanan, and carried it to the Hartford. Fleet-captain Johnson
of the Tennessee afterward stated that he
"wished to surrender to Commander Nicholson of the Manhattan, as the latter vessel had
conquered him. While the entire fleet behaved well, and did good service in this desperate
struggle, the admirable conduct of Commander Nicholson in the management of the Manhattan, and the execution done by her guns,
should have brought him more prominent mention in the official report of the Commander-inchief than was tiiere given.
The concurring opinion of many officers,
both of the regular and the volunteer navy, is
that, had it not been for the l"»-inch guns on
our side, and the skillful manner in which they
were handled by the men in the turret under
charge of Liteutenant-Commander Sclioonmaker, the Federal licet would have been driven out
of Mobile Bay, or sunk beneath its waters!
Without oilier digression, we may now turn
to the station of Admiral Furragut in the rigging of the Hartford, while passing the torts.
We entirelv agree with Captain Thornton A.
Jenkins, of the Richmond, and which others
wno were near tin
Hag-ship in tho battle, that
the admiral tm* not fashed to the riyyiny.
When the lleet had crossed the bar and was
inside of >and Island, and had approached to
within about one mile and a quarter of Fort
Morgan, Admiral Farragut coolly ami deliberately ascended the starboard wain rigging and
halted just beneath the top. Passing his arm
up through the "lubber’s hole,” he seized the
foot of the pilot. Martin Freeman by name,
who was standing in the maintop, giving order*
to the helmsman.
The signal quartet master,
in ohrdienc'* to the orders of Captain Drayton,
took up a hummock-lushing to secure the admiral to tin* shrouds, so that in case he should
be killed, hi» body would not fall overboard or
on the deck: but, bv Freeman’* advice, the admiral w«>uld not allow it to be passed around
him.
The quartermaster returned with his
lashing to the deck: and Furragut, the brave,
parsed ihe long Jin* of torpedoes and the Confederate forts and u t unscathed,—while ‘•till
clinging lo the foot of his tni-ty old pilot, Martin FreeinTm.
This is thi* truth which the historian should
receive and record, if he choose* to make note
ol what was but an i evident in that terrible
action. .Many survivors of that d y will vouch
for the abo\e account. As for Martin Freeman, he still li\«-s in the immediate vicinity of
the bay where the battle was fought—being the
principal keeper of Horn Island light-house, in
Mississippi Sound. Should anv one chance to
question this writer's assertion in regard to the
above- matter, he i> respectfully referred to Mr.
Freeman, who was probably better acquainted
at the time, with the movements of \ Imirui
Furragut than any other individual in the fleet,
—Captain lVrci\ul Drayton, perhaps, excepted,—and he is known as the heroic and loyal
-on of South Caro.ina, and fleet-captain of the
W-*sl (iiiif Squadron.
The philosophy of Admiral Farragut’s chosen
position is easily explained.
During the noise of the battle, lie naturally
desired to be so stationed that when no human
voice could be heard aloft, should it be necessary for him to eommunieat** with the pilot,
by tightly grasping the loot of that person the
signal would be noticed; and. as a fact, Mr.
Freeman did respond, and, by bending down,
lent his ear to the “lubbers' bole” for such
orders as the admiral wished to give him.
To this day, "old salts” smile over the poetical rendering of Farragut’> position, as given
bv that worthv non-combatant. Fnsigu Brownpi!.
At the date of the action, the writer was told
by Lieutenant-Commander L. 1*. Adams, who
commanded a division of guns on the Hartford,
and who was slightly wounded in the engagement. that Admiral
Farragut occupied tin*
quarterdeck during the tight with the Tennessee.
If this is true, what becomes of Brownell's historical poem and Mr. Page's historical
painting? In one ease the beautiful language
of words, and in the other the equally expressive language of lines and colors, may, indeed,
survive, hut their highest glory—the language
of truth—has certainly departed from both
alike.
To revert again to Mr. Lossing, it is to be
seen that he gives the total number of killed
am! wotindt d on the Cnion -<•!.- during the engagement with the forts and the Confederate
fleet, as T»o—ltlo killed, and 170 wounded.
Where he procured his figures, it is difficult to
understand; the following is the correct table,
compiled by the writer, it the time, from the
official report of commanders:
Nam>-

>t

Vessels.

Hartford, Flag-ship

Metacoinct

Armament. Killed.
JS guns.
le
1

Wounded.
J t

.H*

Brooklyn.Pil
Octororu..

gg

10

Richmond.*j*
Port Royal.to
Ossioee.1.1
»
Itasca.
Lackawanna.H
Seminole.a

—

•*

—

—

1
**

—

Monongahclu.l.’

Kennebec
..■
Oneida.to
Oak lot.11
Manhattan (Iron-clad
g
Tecunisi-h

Winnebago
Chickasaw

—

g
—

a
7
•'

*•

—

HV*

4

1
—
—

4

Total.g01
•Drowned.

ga

—

1;‘m

si

Immediately atter the capture of the Tennesadmiral turned his attention toward
Forts (iaines and Powell, the former located
on Dauphin Island, and the latter at Grant's
Pass, the inlet to the hay from Mississippi
.Sound. A bombardment of the hitter work
w;e begun and continued through the greater
part of the day. The fort returned a feeble*
tire, and at night, nearly the whole garrison,
after arranging to blow up the fortitieatiou,
fled to the main-land on tin west side of the
bay. The expected explosion took place at
a'out eleven o’clock, l\ M., and was successsee, tin*

fully accomplished.
On the morning of the nth. the iron-clads
Winnebago and Chickasaw steamed down to
within short range of Fort Gaines, and opened

tire on the enemy.
This fort was garrisoned bvS.'aJ men and oflicors, under tin* command of Colonel C. D. An
derson.of the < ‘ontederate Army. The soldiery
was composed principally of young high-toned
aristocrats from tin* city of Mobile and vicinity,
who had no relish for tield-serviec at the front
in a more northern « lime, and who also considered themselves perfectly sate at, Fort (iaines,
while tin- Fi^ion fleet was blockading the fort
outside the bar. They were unprepared, however, to receive this sudden and unexpected attack from the rear: and after enduring the
bombardment long enough to satisfy them that
it was dangerous business, and that Farragut’s
monitors were in earnest, they urged their
commander to surrender without further loss
of life. Consequently, on th morning of tin*
7th. a flag of truce boat from tin* shore was
sent alongside tin- flag-ship Hartford, and Confederate Major M. II. Browne stepping on
board, delivered the following proposal to surrender to Admiral Farragut:
Head-quarters, Fort Guiucs, Aujt. 7th, W>4.
To Admiral Fnrragut, Commanding Naval Fore*
oil' I >auphin Island
Feeling my inability to maintain my present domtion longer than you may set* lit to open upon nowith your fleet, and feeling also the uselessnes- of
entailing upon ourselves further destruction of l.t«.
1 have the honor to propose the surrender of Fort
Gaines, its garrison, stores, etc. I trust to your
magnanimity for obtaining honorable terms, which
I respectfully request that you will transmit to me,
and allow me sufficient time to consider them and
i his communication will be
return an answer.
handed you by Major M. K. Browne.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servunt,
D. \ni»kus«*n, Colonel Commanding.
At ten o'clock. \. m.. a small naval force was
landed at tin* tort, and the terms of surrender
completed. The tort, garrison, stores, etc.,
were surrendered to tin* navy, amid the shouts
and cheers of the men in the squadron, and
which reverberated for miles over the bav.
The Confederate prisoners were sent to New
Orleans, and soon afterward the fort w as garrisoned by troops detailed for that purpose.
This act ended the Mobile Hay light, in which
the navy only took part, and the admiral thereupon issued the follow ing order, w hich was
read on the quarter-deck of each vessel:

Flag ship Hartford,
Mobile Bay, Aug. 7th, 1SP4.

F. S.

Tin* admiral returns thanks to the officers and
crews of the vessels of the fleet for their gallant
conduct during the tight.
It has never been his good fortune to see men do
their duty with more cheerfulness; for although
they knew that the enemy was prepared with all
devi ish means for our destruction, and witnessed
the almost instantaneous annihilation of our gal
hint companions in the Tecumseh, and the slaugh
ter of their own friends and messmates and gun
mates—still there was not the slightest evidence of
hesitation to follow vour commander-in-chief thro’
the line of torpedoes and obstructions, of which we
knew nothing except from the exaggerations of the
enemy—“that we must all he blown up as certainly
as we attempted to enter Mobile Bay.”
For this
blind confidence in your leader, lie thanks you.
I). G. Fakkauut, Rear-Admiral.

In this connection, the subsequent arrangements made for
holding the position thus valiantly gained will bear brief repetition here.
On the morning of the 8th, tin* Union General
Granger, with tivo thousand troops, arrived
from New Orleans,through Mississippi Sound;
and under cover of the squadron, and bv use
of its boats, landed his army about two aud a
half miles to the eastward ot Fort Morgan, aud
at once constructed earth-works entirely across
the peninsula— there »y cutting otf the retreat
of the Confederates from the fort, and also preventing the arrival of re-enforceincnts. Within
three days after landing, the Union sharp-shooters were lying within one hundred yards of the
fort, greatly to the annoyance of the Confederates.
Batteries were then planted by the army
and navy at distances ranging from two hundred and fifty to eight hundred yards, and bearing upon the fort.
While constructing these batteries the men
were protected, in the day-time, by the sharpshooters, and at night the fleet shelled the fort
to prevent the enemy from strengthening his

'tut also from interrupting the troops of November, ami that their votes, as certified
ii at work in the trenches.
by such certificate, are the votes provided for
Bj thi» arrangement, the Union forces wen' by Hie constitution of the Failed States.
22d
of
pripau.t !.} the
August, to commence a
I'iiis substitute was rejected by the folgenera! fiMtht. ardiiKiit.
On tt.i^ liay, at four o'clock, a. m., the llect lowin'' vote: Yeas—Messrs. Abbott, Baytonne.1 in !i:. of !)att.!e, and tiling commenced urd, Clifford. Field, llunton, Payne and
from the
ii;. and shore batteries. The fort Thurman. Kays—Messrs. Bradley. Edwas comph lely silenced Indore noon; hut the
munds, Frelinghuysen, (iartield, Hoar,
flag which had been shot away, and raised
and Strong.
again several times during the day, still flouted Miller. Morton,
Mr. Edmunds then withdrew las resoludeiiuutly, and the Union tire was kept up until
live o. a. Paring this time the Union shore tion and Mr. (airfield offered the followhatteries tiivd over one thousand shells, ami
ing, which was adopted
the ilcf I tthout t!iirly-li\e hundred.
Kesolivd, That the four person-, to wit:
t'a tiic morning of the 2Md, a white
was
flag
discovered tlj ing from the fori, and consequent- F v-derick i". Hninplnvv s, t diaries \V. IVtirce.
II. Holden and Thomas \\
William
I.one,
ly the bombardment was not renewed. At to
were Uulv appointed F.leelors of I'residenl and
\. M.. tlic < onfederalc (ieneral i’aige siirrcii\ iee-t’rcsident for the Slate of Florida, and that
di ri d the lotd. garrison, etc., after destroying
all tile powder by submerging it in eislerns, tlie votes east by tin: atoresaid four persons are
the vote- provided for l>v the I onstitnlion ol
and sinking most of the guns, l.cneral I.runtint l tilled Slates.
act's troops then marched in and took possession. si\ hundred and titty persons were capYeas- Messrs. Bradley, Edmunds, Fretured, including one major-general and thirtyl iartield, Hoar. Miller, Morlinghuysen,
seven commissioned otticers.
They were im- ton and
Strong—S
Nays—Messrs. Abbott,
sent
as
mediately
prisoners of war to New Orleans.
Bayard, Clifford, Field, llunton. Fame
The total number ol prisoners captured in and Thurman—7
I lie forts and fleet of the enemy between the
On motion of Mr. (iartield, Messrs. Edsill and ggil of August was l.tlhfl; and the total
and Miller were appointnumber of guns captured was '20s, being seven munds, Bradley
ed a committee to draft a report of the demore than the admiral it.id in the vessels which
cision ot the commission, with a hriet
passed the torts.
'l'hc foregoing facts of tin- light in Mobile Huy
statement of reasons therefor, to lie signed
an- written simply and plainly in order that ail
the members agreeing therein, and to
who read may understand them. For twelve by
be transmitted to the joint session of the
long years the writer and many ot his naval
inends have felt aggrieved at the misrepresen- two houses, as required by the electoral
tations of Bussing and other writers upon this vote.
and oilier naval exploits.
The argumentative resolutions, previIf these pages disenchant any readers of the
offered and withdrawn by Mr. Ed.Mobile liay atfair, as it lias been written for ously
them by l-ossing, painted by l’age, sung by munds. was adopted by the committee of
three, with a few verbal changes as to
iirowueil, tlic charge can lie entered against
II. 1*. Baldwin, of Kingston. New York—l ate their
report, and about s o'clock this eve\ olmiteer ( Hiker I
S. N.
ning, it was signed by eight members ot
the commission, who had voted tor the
of Mr. (larlield's resolution.
The Electoral Commission.
Florida adoption
s.VTltitHAV’s JTKX KKDINHS.
Declared for Hayes and Wheeler.

l>o>i
am!

cords with the certificate purporting to be
the certificate ot the Canvassing Board,
and is opened by Kerry, liven though
forged certificates were imposed on Ferry
or the President ot
the Senate should
forge certificates himself, their decision
will not be, scrutinized and is irrevocable.
The wording is plainly (be wily work of
lidmunds and (larfield. Acting on its declaration tlie vote ot Louisiana would be
given to Hayes, and ttie Oregon vote
might be scrutinized, as (iov. (Jrover’s
certificate is not in accordance with the
cert ideate of the State Canvassing Board.
If is not certain that the eight who signed
the report meant to say so much or intended to so decide, but it is certain that
Morton and Garfield will hold them to
their words if thev can.
The Commission on Tuesday proceeded
with the examination of the Louisiana cer-

tificates
in

in

Senator McDonald, ol the Demratio counsel, addressed the Commission

to the Hayes certificate, and
followed by Mr. .fenL's, on the same
side,
file latter said—

—

—

vjuiimv

min

;iruii^

profit,

;i:i

as

to

rit-cuir.

t]is

Dill.

which ofiice, ii is asserted hv the Itepiili
li.-atis, In- resigned before the election.
1 he rule above adopted placed before
the Commission

iavorable

lo

tie- I

dlowing evidence

the Tildcii electors—

First—Flo; certilieate ot the AltornetGeneral (one ot the State Canvassing
Hoard under Stearns) that the canvass ol
the Hoard showed that the t'ildeii electhad Ill-on appointed.
t i-e ipio warrant.'- proceedings
second
and decision ol the Circuit Court ol tinSecond Florida District thereon that it
found tlic Tihlen electors had and the
Haves elector- had not been appointed.
Third
The decision of the Supreme
Court that the State Canvassing Hoard
had canvassed illegally.
I ourth—‘1 lu* act ot the Florida
tlegislature ordering a new canvass.
or-

<•

'll

1.1'

i.cjMiiPin

.ill

iegisiativi and judieial departments of ihe -tat,- government
had united in declaring ;hat the aeLion ot
the returning heard was unlawful and unwarranted. and also maintaining that the
aetimi ol the board wa tainted with eor- \
ruptinu and fraud.
in aeeordanee with the requirements of
the electoral law the two Mouses then
separated to consider the objections.
In the
Senate, alter several preliminary votes, a
re olution
nib-red b\ Whyte (dem j oil
Maryland, to not concur in the decision
ol the Commission, am! that the voles ol
the I’ildeii electors he cmmtcil. was dcleated by a strict party vote ot a; to -i;-|
A resolution offered lay Hamlin, that, 1 !c.rida lie counted tor Have- as decided by
electors,and that the

BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEB. in, 1*77.

iIn- Universe might be allowed
light
to bine ujhhi thi: transaction and the Nation ln> laved from the vile net ol this Reill

oi

turning Hoard.
Abduction and Probable Murder, Involving: Waldo County Parties,

I hurs.day ol last week a desperate aswa- made in a highway of Dixmont,

sault

upon I.yman Croxlord, a respected citizen
of licit town by one John W. Richards, a
man ot
year
The assault which was
1

made with
tie-..

a

large sled stake,

l

arose

from

between the par’roxtord sustained ho serious iniur.es

matter of

some

dispute

ii is feared he may not survive.
Kil hard ejected his escape trout that
place and came to Lewiston, where upon
the Androscoggin Block he found a girl 01
I’.is aeiptai ntanre, a Miss I Ida Mudgetr,
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fonvurdhig

objection

was

By the am creating the Commission it,
had been determined and settled as a fact
that the two Houses should count the
votes.
The duty to count carried with it
the necessary power to perform the aet.
This being embraced in tlie Constitution,
no legislative act could
deprive them of
the power to do so intelligently.
Mr.Jenks asserted the result ot the popular vote had been reversed by the exclusion of l.i.ooo Tilden votes and 2,0(10
Hayes votes, making a difference of II.000 votes
against the Tilden electors.
He proceeded to review the election in
several parishes, taking as a basis ot facts
1 lie Commission, tit its- session on
Saturday Judge Clifford, President of
the Electoral Commission, sent a commu- the testimony before the House in the
ol
last week, took action ns
Louisiana Committee, with the incidental
Wednesday
nication to both Houses of Congress statclaim that this testimony was proper evifollows
ing that the Commissioners had decided
On motion < I Justice Miller, it was or- the ease of Florida lor Haves, and the dence to be considered by the Commisdered that no evidence beifeeivod or con- House adjourned to meet in joint conven- sion. lie claimed that the supervisors of
sidered by the Commission which was not tion to hear the report of the Commission election had thrown out a large number
submitted io the joint. Convention of the and proceed with the count of the electo- 01 votes without a shadow of authority,
and in one case where it could not be told
two houses by tlic President of the Senate,
ral vote.
After the reading of the report
with the different certificates, except such
in favor ot counting the electoral vote ot clearly whether the return for Tilden electors were 270 or 277 the whole vote had
a-, relates to flic
eligibility of I-'. C. Hum- Florida for Haves and Wheeler, written
been on this account thrown out. Going
phreys. one of the electors. Hie vote is objection was presented by several Dem■is
follows: Yeti:-Bradley, Kdiuunds, ocrats and the two Houses separated to over the returns parish by parish, lie in
1- ivlinghiiyseii, (iurlield, Hoar,
Miller, consider the objection. The Senate adopt- each case asserted evidence of fraud and
irregularity, declaring his readiness to
Morton and Strong
n.
Nays—Abbott, ed a resolution endorsing ilie report o! the show
the same by evidence in possession
Bayard. I’lilfonl, Field, llnnlon. Payne, Commission and ordered that the vote ol ol the
House, and constructively before
1 hurnian- V.
Florida be counted, by a party vote ol I.:
;
«>ii motion of .Mr. Abbott, ii was >'cto
1 he House, alter a brief debate, the < 'ommissioii.
I hey were farther prepared to show that
lolveil that in the ease ol Florida this tool; a recess till Mondp, without decidl.evisse and Brewster were ineligible, the
Commission will receive the evidence re- ing the q nest ion.
former holding a position as commissionI 111
I 1.1
l out i, .hi \ i.
lating to tlie eligibility ol F C Humin'
appointed by the circuit court, and
phreys, one of the persons named in the
At oik* o’clock Saturday, c\er\ avenue
Brewster a surveyor of land for the dis-erlilieate No : as elector
Yeas- Alt- to the House
the
and
galleries trict. and he maintained that the clause of
galleries
boll, Bayard, Bradley, Clillbrd, F’icld, themselves were
packed with a dense
limton, Payne and Thurman—s Nays throng of spectators to witness the read- thi‘ Constitution extended not only to the
oiler lull to the act.
1 hey would further
.Messrs. I idmnnd.s, Frelinghuysen. «.:ii
ing of the report of the electoral tribunal prove that under the('(institution of Louislield. Hoar, Miller, Morton Strong—7.
in joint convention ot the two Houses of
iana which prohibited any person from
litc Secretary of 1 lie Commission was
Congress, the decision ol the tribunal
mstructed to inform the counsel on the re- was brief, and to tin- effect that the holding two ofliees three others were dispeetive -idi-s that, tit 11 o'clock Thurs- Haves and Wheeler elector, were Die i|Ualilied, viz : Jotfroin, Marks and Burch,
day. il would he prepared to hear argu- lawful elector :, and that their vote honld who were respectively supervisor of election, district, attorney and state senator, at
ment on the question of the eligibility of
be counted.
the time of election. They were further
I rederick C. Humphreys as an elector.
A soon a read, Field suit to the clerk’s
to show it was determined beMr Humphreys i ; one of the Kepubli- desk
objections to tin* position taken hv prepared
fore the re nit was known, that if necessacan electors, and the question raised as to
tho tribunal, and specific reasi ns
why the ry to atleot the result, the returning hoard
hi- eligibility is that he was at the date of vote should not lie
counted, ;elating to tip* wa
his election a United States Shipping
prepared to give the State to llayes
composition ot the. returning board and
s of for whom the votes had been
( ommis-ioucr, which is alleged to be
the retnsa! ot Ihe Commission to take evi- regardli'
suet) an oilin' of trust and
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perpetrated if—who testified, undei cross-examination that he threw out votes to change
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tor the investment of

ida has been carried in such manner, il is
to ho regretted—but while regretted, there
r.
no other course
open than to accept it.
Hut Florida does not decide tlie contest.

as

ii.

the result without cause or reason.

for technicalities, will throw m the balance the atom's
weight that is required to
turn it.
If the verdict in tiie case ot Flor-
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low.s
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There
instances in jurisprudence in which
the strictest construction of the rules ot
evidence, or the most scrupulous regald

You will find him among horses.
Every stage driver and teamster, who ever
drove a pair of horses knows him well. He
will make you think he is doing all the work,
but a glance at the whittle-tree will show that
the traces are loose, and that ttie other horse is
human race.

the load. This loafer can always tell
when the driver forgets his whip, and on such
No amount of
occasions he takes comfort.

pulling

He feels that he has as much time
he owned

a

clock

factory.

If such

as
a

the pole of
night
stage, he would not swap his chance to be put.
on the electoral commission.
Every dock of liens contains the loafer. It
will hang round, standing on one foot, waiting
for the busy hens to scratch about and find
horse

can

get

a

situation

a

on

it it were practicable to interview the
heart-piercing and frolieksome little god something to

possible to withhold an expression ot re- ital prizes. We should hardly be able to
gret, that learning and ability, and tin* el- give our leaders a lew ideasol the Chicaevation of the Supreme Bench do not go matrimonial brokerage business withavail to obliterate, in a ease so momen- out going somewhat more into detail. Ladies or gentlemen can, lor fifty cents, send
tous, even the appearance ot party bias.
t here can be no denying that the case out a bait ot titty words for nibbling minof the Democrat- in the Florida question nows, whales and sharks, and ttint they
is strong, very strong.
The simple pro- may see how the hook-' are concealed, we
cess of
adding up the honest returns show give a specimen or two, A widow, regismem, neyontt question. i ne
majority
tram! by which ttie .semblance of a different result warn subsequently produced, was

Oil.

Adam started out as a first class loafer, but
after begot married, he turned over a new leaf
and went to farming. I've always respected
Adam for this, ever since.
The loafers are not all to be found among the

though

their desires.’’

fifty

ror

sit

to

moral suasion can induce him to hasten his

Court would be unanimous, or very nearly so, in their views and action. While
we would be the last to ascribe
improper
motives to gentlemen so eminent, it is im-

ii

thing

steps.

a faithful organ and
for the consummation ot

could gi\e revelations that would for a
while make unmarried people forget returning boards and Presidential muddles

<>

weather, and does not confine himself entirely
to one location. The loafer is born lazy. He
will not stand up, if lie can find anything to
lean against, and will always sit if there is any-

ready exponent

estly believed Tilden entitled to the vote
List by the tael ol the deeision ; second,
by arraying the members on the one side
and t he other of a line, according 1 their
party opinions. I( was hoped, at the very
least, that the principles ol law governing the case would be so clear and welldefined that the members ot the Supreme

—

(

as a

Matrimonial News

ure

rhe Electoral Commission, in giving
the vote ol Florida to Hayes has twice disappointed those who sincerely and hon-

to choose

appearauee, means
varies with almost every individual, it is
obvious that the field tor selection should
extend beyond ttie limited sphere of fami-

which
A

as

indispensable

the ideal standard of merit

widely,

and temperament,

attention.

the

reator could make, when he tried,
sort of fearful evample. to hold up lo
the gaze of the rest of mankind
The loafer occupies the same position iu society, that the “yarler dorg" does among his

thing the

one

for
choosing from the beauty and worth of
tin* entire country—to look beyond domes- kind. If the loafer were a salt water lish, he
would be a sculpin, and if a fresh water one, a
tic fields to the gardens beyond the reach
horned pout. He would be a Shanghai in the
of \ ision and select, by the aid of the News,
poultry yard, and an old fashioned red potato
the fairest sunflowers that bloom under among the vegetables. He is worse than the
other skies. Then the News says that “to tramp, for he goes from place to place like bad

an

4&-tiK<>. i*. RowKid. sc Co., 40 Park How, New
York, will rece ive advertisements lor this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt

in single blessedness

pine

a

have about come to the conclusion to give it
It may
up, and have the answer made public.
be that lie was made to show bow mean a

we

more

hr-

conclude

respectable

ought

ment.

We

a

business, and if
fifty cents anything
a donkey is caught

means

titan

to lie satistied with the invest-

conclude

that

widows

W-l

have been provided with companions and
homes, and that tt'jo will at an early day
lie less forlorn.

ward with
the list ol

But No. **«j 1

conies

-die

for-

eat, and then the ioafer i< always
If she
mi hand to take the most of it herself.
ever lays, she will drop her egg on the barn
floor, or in the hen yard, and generally she is
too

lazy

to

put

a

shell around it.

She roosts

on

the lowest place handy, and rather than fly,
will sit on the floor all night. When anything
gets too lazy to go to bed it has compassed the
whole subject. One would naturally suppose
that her forte would lie sitting, hut she will
the nest just long enough to
render the eggs a little off flavor, and then decide that she will resign her chance, and go in-

generally stay

on

other business. This kind of a hen,
generally sheds her feathers quite early the first
to some

Her

spring.

owner

as-ists her in the process,
a hotel, to start a chicken

and sells her frame to
soup with.

great variety of human loafers.
Tlic one that receives the largest share of pulilie attention, is the corner loafer. You will alThere

arc

a

Commission,

wa

adopted

by

the

and the .Secretary wa.-. directed to notify the Home that the Senate
was ready
to proceed with the Court.
Ascertaining that the House would not he
ready, the Senate at. '- i*. M adjourned to
same

vote

-t-

a

so

-i.

am

e

• H

—

.,

pilgrims

answer

The Indians are shooting settlers in Dakota
and running oil' with their stock.
Ten editors and printers in tin* United Slates
Senate—-two of them ftom Kansas.
Fourteen divorce.- were ileereed at the late
of the S. J. ( ourt tor Andro>cog

January term
gin county.

The three unidentilied bodies of the vietinis
of the Fake Shore Bailroad bridge disaster,
have been ordered buried.

Hailey died in
Washington, Saturday morning. He lias been
on the retired list since Oct. 10, 1st;*;.

are loading vessels with it***
poml, having filled their house-.
has packages ot mixed salt and

from the

(leorge Wells
ground celery, delicious for flavoring soups, meat
etc.

Politicians begin to talk about the city election.
reported that Mayor II on-ton intends to decline

It is

eaudidacy.

another

me time ago, wuHowe-, who went »est
heard of at l>enver, Colorado. 11 »* is seeking
milder winter than that ot Maine.

S. A.

empty bottles and sardine boxes in the street
the building generally mark tin locality

file

boys

where the

lina negro Methodists.

a

tramp*

tla/.eltine & Bickford

directly

opposite
A

Maggie Mitchell came near getting her head
broken by the fall of a chandelier at Dc Bar's
Theatre, in St. Louis, last Thursday night. As
the curtain dropped the chandelier fell, making

nine

were

I h>‘ Kev. Father Peterson, Catholic, ol Hoeklaiul,
hell! services in this city, on Sunday last.

There is to he a great emigration to Africa
by Southern negroes within a few years, so
says the Missionary, the organ of South * aro-

Col. Boh Ingersoll has been interviewed. IK
remarked mildly that the Louisiana LYtnrning
Board would have been justified in throwing
out every Democratic vote in the >tate.

there

lodged at the aims house.

last

The Fresno, Cal. F.xpositor of the l.Jh of
January, says that a tlock of wild geese, forming a solid column of birds seven miles in length,
passed over that town the day before.

last

Thursday night

<*n

b'il ami

California produced the biggest wheat crop,
the biggest wool crop and the biggest wine
crop, last year, in her short histon as an agricultural State.

Hartford has largely reduced it.- tramp population by the happy device of taking out the
windows from the lodging house, and the
tramps now seek less chilly quarter-.

come.

About time to get ready your spring bitters.

Tlieodorus

The man-ot-war Plymouth, from Pensacola
for New Orleans, passed through South pass.
Jetty Channel, at New Orleans, at low tide,
drawing nineteen feet six inches.

and County.

storm didn’t

snow

night before.
city has become a convert to the
glass is very healthful, and ha-*

met the

in this

man

theon

that blue

painted

his whiskey

tumbler of that hue.

Monday

I he mild weather ol last week terminated

easterly and a -light rain, followed on iu«*».
ami Wednesday h\ a howling and cold north

with

au

da

I

he

i-

e

yellow

where

even

the coming fashions
color for dresses, bonnets
-*:«vs <0, ami all the women

the

as

Pari

trimmings

and

whisper that

awful

an

will decree

obey

must

t
Smith, ol Belfast, recent
ly made the passage between Mobile ami Havre.
said to be the quickest
Fi ance, in twenty -even da\

file barkentine John

time

made bef

ever

t‘|e

Weed

p,»rt-

two

Mayor Houston, one evening last week, was waif
••il upon by five tramps at once, who had invited
themselves to partake of the hospitalities of the
city. They were sent to the alms house.

hole in the stage close by her.

Progressiva* Age says that (ieorge I.. Starkie
Washington, formerly of thi- citv, died suddenb

The

There will he V2 tishiug steamers in the porgie. fishery on the coast, of Maine the coining
Last year was very successful, tin*
season.
tish being la and the price of oil going up from
sg cents to »the present price.

Llewellyn Note of \V iscasset. wa- waylaid
near that town Saturdav night by three men.

who heat Inin insensible and robbed him of
$120. (lewis then pul into his sleigh, where
lie was subsequently discovered.
In the Superior Court at Portland Monday,
the case of Israel <i. Simpson and wife against
the town of Brunswick, lor damages received
Kv the latter on account of a defective highwa\
a verdict ofSlooO was rendered.
ten year old adopted sun of Peter W hita11.. died Feb. 2, ol h.\»troker, of Hancock,
pliobia. He was bitten sivlv-thrcc davs I»» t«»r.
the symptoms appeared, and died twent\-Imu
hours after the lir-t attack of spasm
A

An Amherst sophomore, who i- tcn-ldm*
school, gave .ml the selection having tin* pa\nd, like great C.i-sar. die with t**. nsage.
<
y." The brilliant tender rendered it, •And.
like great ( :csar, die with dysenten."
‘*

A pair of horses, drawing a load of sand ol
nearly two tons weight, broke through the im
on the. Connecticut river at Hartford on Wednesday, and the horses were pulled down by
I liev won*
linthe heav\ load and drowned.
ed :d S.Mto.
Horace Greeley -aid that ol tin* thousand- he
lent the most lie ever receive I hack u a a livedollar note enclosed in a letter, and upon trm
me
ing out the wi iter ol the letter In* found it
from a lunatic in I tea Asylum win- m*\er
owed him a cent.

of
in

fit last month.

a

hr. Welaku.

S

found

Belfast,

divorce.

suit for

a

Palermo, Sicily, lost

at

lie

1 lie

passage.
line -ti-k to

c.ij tain writes

replace it, which he
be a Itangor spruce, retaining all its uat>
except price, ami this had been quadruple,!

to

a
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pialiti*

Burnham has

lieform

a

numbering

luh

(

k'no

mem

It* years ot age.fhe Ladies A id Societ >,
sociable and supper on 1 riday evening, last
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recently
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ways find him ou the corner when the thermometer stands the highest in winter, and lowest in summer.
He has no particular age or
nationality, and is impervious to heat or co, I.
and will shed water like

a

tin roof

or a

goose's

always cuew* tobacco, ana can nit a
chip aeross the walk every time The dogs all
know him, and shut their eyes and take to the
bark.

He

road when they see him, for they know to an
ounce the weight of his hoot, and also have the
full

that it’ they get anywhere within
ten feet of him, that they will have at least one
assurance

eye tilled with tobacco juice. This loafer always smokes a pipe, tilled with tobacco that
would out rank a Major General, and he always
blows out a cloud of smoke just as you go by,
at the very instant you are inhuliug a long
breath. He is never troubled with weak lungs,
and generally carries on his conversation with
a brother loafer on the opposite corner
He
wears a blue loud, which you can always see
<

hanging over his head. He goes in ilocks, and
is the especial detestation of the ladies, a- his
remarks regarding them are not always complimentary, or suitable for ears polite.

enters
buoyancy
to Hymen's altar in
the hloom of young womanhood, and
attention in a ipieenly sort ot
challenges
The grocery store loafer is the most, expenIl is but one out. of the tour
disputed
Fifth- The certilieate of the State ( an: hows confidence in the (
that
way
hieago sive of the species. He generally selects some
states
Louisiana comes ue.xi, m which
vussing Hoard that they had made a reone store for his headquarters, at which he nevwhose parent
reside in Jackson. Miss the objections made bv the Inends ot Air. method ot matchmaking
She says :
eanvass ot the votes, in aeeordanee with
Monday.
was induced by him to
er trades a cent’s worth. He makes his appearnow, gentlemen, il >(mi want a eorreMpondcnt,
the mandate of the Legislature and theinMudgett
elope,
Tildew are very strong, and ire made still with
In tlie Hon
a
metion wa- made to
view to matrimony, here
where you will
flic paii went to Portland, and thence, by
ance just after supper, and is the last one t<»
truetion of the Court, and that such retind one;
do not look any further, but
this
take a recess till Monday, Inn the ilopnh- boat t.i llo: ton tiii-il 1
Lv
tl.H
letter
and
ot
.-Iivmj/er
very
spirit
nt once. 1
ys taking room
leave,going out just after the gas does. He gets
years ot age, and not very tall, himcant ass of the return
still on file in the lie in
and
make
tlie
of
orobjected
man and wife at a hotel in Lawrence,
the I lorida decision. Ii will be shown eyes and dark hair, and what you would call rather the first reading of the
point
evening paper, und comecrolary of State’s olliee, show that, the der that the electoral law
In
J
think
1
urn
the
tact,
are
very
plump.
lady
you
required an im- Mas \ Following the departure of Rich- that the
ments on all the news it contains.
Tihlen elector- were appointed.
board was not by law looking for to make you happy. As to good looks,
He takes a
returning
mediate decision. The speaker overruled ard from lid
city, otticcr Reed of ih'x- authori/.ed to canvass the Presidential vote cannot ay, but if you answer this, and I like the special interest in the stove, and constitutes
Si ill- The certificates of the Tihlen
the point, and after a brief debate the
-tyle of your letter, I'll send you my photograph if
came
to
tnnnt,
Lewiston
and
conferred
elert-ir
that they met on the day ap- lion
himself engineer, closing and opening the draft
yin. will send yours. Kditor ha* address.
look a recess till In A. M .Monday. wit.li Marshal Snow, who cut
telegrams at all, much less to assume to declare
pointed by law and ea-t their vote in acWe should be pleased to add one or two to suit himself, and adding wood or coal, as the
Mi iM'AV \S I 11
I.I uiNi.
in
all
direction
what parishes and jirecincL. should be
cordance \\ ilh the law
iriuii the masculine side of the matrimo- heat in his body begins to fall otf. He inspects
I lie
orre .pomleu! ot the Huston Post
<>tticer Reed waited in this city until counted and what ones thrown
eventh Guv. 1 Iren
cei lilii-ate |,i the
out..
The
I uesday.
nial 'mirnament, but. the foregoing must every new barrel of sugar that i- opened, and
thits sketehe the proceedings l ,M md-iv
Finding nothing of the scamp, South Carolina
Tihlen eleelor
samples it. He cuts a new piece of tobacco to
objections are ol still anlie went to Ro.stnn to continue the search.
A
tabulated statement. of the |
sutlice. The ( hieago plan is a new de\\ AsiiisoTnx, Feb. I '.
F.ighthJill his pipe with, breaks otf one match from a
<
kind
in
other
while
the
members
A
.1.
the
lather
of
the
came
iregoii
Mudgott,
I
girl,
tote
Florida as shown by the returns
J he count mg ol the electoral vole
in American matrimonial atlairs, full
pro- to this
hunch, and puts the rest in his pocket tor
Tuesday afternoon, urging of i he Supreme Court, can only sustain the parture
f tin- ('omity t 'anvassers. which were the gressed ,-ix States more
to-ilav, until a Marshal city
and shows that, the country is rapidly out- home use. He knows where the cracker barrels
Snow
to
torth
endeavor
put
every
returns canvassed by both the State t an
ol
of
the
ccrtiticates
claim
that
trom
Walts
Fouisiaua
quartet
called to
legality
uipports
va
capture his daughter and Richards, and and Ids \ tile for
growing the old methods oi arriving at set, and which contains the best brand. He
another halt to allow the Kleetorul Com-lug Hoards.
Hayes, bv ignoring one domestic
then went to Boston.
\V v mini, r* in, Fell. !>.
Thursday
The Lleetoral mission to pa's
night
felicity, and is introducing tiie knows where the cheese knife is kept, and how
upon the vote ol that State. Marshal Snow received information that of the recent decisions ol the full court
to slice otfhalf a pound of cheese, to see “if it is
! loimnission this
evening. Tv a vote of .s I lie scene in the Jutll ol the House was a
ideas prevailing in the great centers ol
as good as the other one." -hist as he
decided tlial the lour electoral repetition of that of Feb. I, when the elec- the pair were in Lawrence. He telegraphed that a I’oslinasler continues to he a Hostgoes home
again si
in
to the chief ol police in Lawrence, and to
population
Kurope. The argument, is he takes a handful of raisins or a stick of cinnatotes ol Florida should be counted for
master until Ids successor is appointed
toral count began. Wilh some variation in
chief of police of Boston, who intormed
ottered that as “marriage is the great mon,
Have-' and Wheeler. A lormal report to detaii I he gallers were
just to sweeten his breath. These loafers
again thronged Mr
and Reed and they went to and qualified.
litis efleet was dgned at s ::*(• o'clock this with fashionables,
Mudgett
o! our liies,” it is of so much im- are more expensive than a Newfoundland dog.
event
and
the
mostly ladies,
II seems to be impossible lo give sidling
Lawrence
and
tlie
miscredually captured
evening by Me-.srs. Hradley, l-.dmunds, Hour packed with notables. J’rceediw tlie
that the press ought to be har- He always carries a knife, ami during his leisants, and to-day the party passed through directions for the Hayes era It which, while portance
I
relinglmyscn, Garfield, Hoar. Miller, assembling of the two house-: the Ifou.se this
ure moments whittle*, the chair bottoms and
for
nessed
the work, and that since ‘Baon
route for Dixmout.
Norton and Strong, and will be sent to had a
city
the Florida reds, will not land
barrel covers, ami spits tobacco iuice on the
sharp debate for two hours on the
It seems that the young lady in the ease avoiding
the ]‘resident of the Senate to-morrow.
ilor.
and
other
commudecision of the Commission in the Flotilla
politics, religion,
her upon the rocks of some other of the
stove, or tills the store with smoke.
has hitherto borne a good reputation
A it had been very
each liiui it conducive to their welgenerally taken tor ease. 1 lie feature ol file debate was Mr.
The newspaper ortice loafer, or the “newspa
We by no menus despair ot a re- nities,
states.
her
at
Maine.
among
Jackson,
that
the
neighbors
F.leetoral
Commission 1 bird’s speech, which pictured
granted
btre to be represented by an organ of their per fiend” as he is termed
vividly the She is the niece of Richard’s wife.
by the craft, is the
sult
favorable
to Tildeu from the action
would decide to count F lorida lor Haves, direful results which are
likely to follow
It is a sad atVair to a large family, as
own, it is but plausible to suppose that especial dread of the editor. He drops into the
there was, to-day, no unusual excitement
he Commissiou's decisions, that there is
ol the Commission.
The most probable
Richards, the prisoner,Mudgett, the lather
in political ci.-eles.
The two houses went no power to
matrimony it not exempt from these office regularly to talk over the a flairs of the
prevent or vitiate the fraud of the
Croxlord, the man lying at the ending ot its deliberations will be a state laws.” All of which
nation, and give the editor a few points. He
forward with their regular business, near- ol a
girl,
Hoard.
The
vote
ol
the
Canvassing
may be admitted by
of death, and J’eabody, who is in of the count which shall show that neither
has a new story to tell, which the editor
all the members being in constant at- House was discounted in
point
advance, as was
iron clad utilitarians, but the great mass always
pursuit, are all related by having married candidate lias been chosen bv the electoral
tendance. it was thought not improbable that of the Senate on
has heard weeks before. He uses the editorial
Saturday. It repudi- lour sisters.
of the single ones will lie loath to give
that the decision might be made before i ated the decision of the Commission
up pen to spear flies with, and upsets the mucilage
vote, leaving the House to elect Tildcn
by a
-Miss Mudgett attempted to escape, and
o’clock so as to be reported to-day, but strict
their pleasant walks and the eestacy of bottle. He scatters the
party vote. Fnder the Klectoral bill was
exchanges all over the
and
tlic
Senate
to
choose
Wheeler.
spirited by a hackman to a disreputa
iboiit
o’clock it was given out by some therefore. Air.
Ferry had nothing to do ble house
courtship, though finally the result proves floor, and the copy all around the table. He
at a point between Lawrence
l the members of the commission that it
when the two houses again assembled but
sharpens his pencil with the scissors, and bothThe liquor bill which has passed both ol no more value titan a mitten
would not be possible to get through with declare the decision oi’ tile Commission and Haverhill. The girl was at once taken
ers the editor with questions when he is most
to
the
in
their
return
to
Maine.
join
i he discussion, the
party
houses ol tlu! Legislature includes sovoting and the prepar- stood unreversed, as the two houses bail She is
engaged. He wants to contribute something
reported to appear less penitent called native wine
tlion ol the decision in time for any action not concurred in rev
Tramps.
it;.
There
was
in the lists ot intoxiising
than her paramour.
for the paper, but he never contributes $2.00
of tlie House to-day : hence the Senate adA gentleman wlio lias had considerable
triumphant tremor in his voice as he aniiii'iiams conlesses his (Inutile enine.
for a copy to read. For more than fifty years
H cants prohibited by the Maine law, and
journed at about I and the House about noiineeii ii)' iieciMuii, :in.i no itireoted the
experience with tramps, ami opportunities the inventors of this country have been
Richards and CToxfoid married also eider when sold tor
trying
half-past I. very tew members remaining toller to announce Florida us lour votes seems tlull
tippling pur- • <>
alter that time.
Various rumors were in lor Haves and Wheeler with u marked sisters, and there had been a ieeling he- poses. It also
investigate their habits ami histories, m mvein a iimcuiiic mai win uui oil me newsthe manufacture
prohibits
circulation about the Capitol during the unction. .Morton’s lace at this time was a Uveen tin: men tor some time. Jan. doth, of
all intoxicating lipuors except cider, gave us recently his conclusions in regard paper loafer the minute he comes inside the office. One man thought he had succeeded in
afternoon, and furnished food for talk and study, lie exchanged triumphant glances both men went from Dixmont to WinterI" thi>
very undesirable, portion ol our
port, to sell liny, and were returning, makes the penalty for second conviction
debate to the crowd standing iti the pass- with
mastering the subject. The \ ietim stepped on
long, lank, bilious John Sherman, wlien
< roxlord lc!l his team and
He
that
most
of
the
on
population.
under search and seizure $100 line and
says
got
the 'Supreme and fairly
a tra|i just as he entered the sanctum, and was
agewny nil cutler sine
hugged himself with joy. ilout- Richards’ sled and a
class that pass through this region come
'ourt room, waiting leisurely for tlie iinul we.U'sdark face beanud with
dispute arose, fol- three months'
hi'first pub- lowed
and imposes
shot down through the tloor and then sluiced
imprisonment,
a
and
tumble fight, in
by
rough
action of the commission. These rumors lic smile sinee the Senatorial election in
bom New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, into tlie
river, and the editor sat chuckling over
which f'roxtord was thrown to the ground a penalty of $100 on any magistrate, in
all hail one direction—that there was no Massachusetts, as hi1 turned and \\
a id are Iront the
hispered
lazy, shiftless and often tin- success of the contrivance, when in walked
when Richards struck I,mi on the head preparing a complaint, nr any county at'louht that a majority of the eommission
something in the ear of Hawes, while
hat! expressed themselves in lavor of re- smiles and satisfied nods abounded on the with a sled stake, and would have killed torney, in drawing an indictment, who criminal portion ol the population of the the man all dripping with water, and related a
him on the spot had not a third parly instory of the wonderful escape lie had just had
I
the
laves
certificates, livery Republican side
cognizing
knowingly neglects to allege a prior con- Provinces, who have systematized this from
terfered. I Lewiston Journal, !*th.
lew minutes it would he reported by some
drowning.
t in
t ot ist w a <- \si;
method ol sponging their living. They
viction
one that a vote on the main
The bar room loafer is last on Hie list. He is
had
ipiesti'
the talk i-. all id Louisiana, of
in company, like the gang
To-night
I'rolexsor
the
British
frequently
go
Executive
Atelier,
already been taken, and this was just as the
generally quick wilted, and always dry. He all'he President transmitted to Congress that was
points in the ease and the probable
"lten contradicted. Now and then, a memrecently committed to jail in this ways has a nice little story or a sell ready for
decision ot the ('ommission thereon. Roth Commissioner to the Centennial Exhibi- a
ber o! the commission would come out of
message enclosing a memorial, at the city, and have means of
the Republican and Democratic leaders tion recently read a paper before the Loncommunicating each anil every one who enters the room, when
tlie chamber and make his
ol a Committee
of many their
an incautious question on the
request
way through concede that Louisiana is the
composed
on the road to those
don
part of the victim,
of
Arts
in
experiences
which
he
Society
strongest
spoke
the expectant crowd to tlie House or Senwill render him liable for drinks for the crowd.
case Demoerats have, much
stronger than words ol glowing praise about the exhi- distinguished citizens of New Vork, ask- that follow them. People that feed and
ate
Hut they were very reticent, and in
It bus just occurred to me, that 1 am allow
Florida, and if the Florida decision had
that a site on UedloeN Island be
given clothe tramps are sure to be called upon
reply to questions would give hut little not, so terribly shaken cnnlidenee in the bition, ol which the following is a sum- ing
ing too much knowledge on this subject for the
on which to erect the statue ot
satisfaction.
Liberty by others ,d the gang who may pass their good of
judicial character ot the Commission, the mary :
my reputation, and if I keeep on it will
Almost the entire time until
the world, in commemora- houses.
nearly the Democrats would still he confident that
Cities, as well as individuals, tie
As a general rule the American exhibits enlightening
necessary for me to rise and explain how I
close of the session was occupied witn detion
ol
the
tooth anniversary of American that,
justice and the complete legal strength oi were ot such excellent quality and so careprovide free quarters and rations are came to know so much about liar rooms. My
bate, in which every one of the fifteen their case
would win. As it: is the Repub- fully displayed that the exhibitors were Independence. The President in hi- mes- certain to attract
members ot the commission by turns partramps. The proces- pen is continually leading me into some kind of
lican leaders are outwardly eonlident with evidently alive to the vast importance ol
1 wo or three of the
sage says: “Very little is asked of us to sion that has moved back and forth trouble, and 1 have fears now that some of my
ticipated.
justices mental reservations and the Democratic thp
No
one
who
has
competition.
only do, and 1
and several ul tlie senatorial members
hope the wishes ot the memoria- through Belfast for some years pasl vi- friends will think ilmt 1 liu/e been personal in
leaders are outwardly dubious with in- seen their weak efforts in the
European lists
read elaborately prepared opinions upon
this article; if so,|I shall he at my otiice evereceive
ward hope. The real feeling of the Dem- exhibitions could have
may
your very favorable con- brates between the soup charities ol Banexpected such suthe main points at issue, and the discusnings. from seven till nine to receive their apoloerats generally was pithily
manufactures in metal works, tex- sideration.”
perior
and
expressed
Portland.
The
by
sion is understood to have been, from its
gor
gang now in Bel- ogies.
Mr. Morrison, Charman ot the Committee tiles, and especially irt chemicals, which
commencement to its close, of extraordifast iail had drawn rations at Portland unon \\
and Means, in a telegram sent were shown by them.
As to the general
We don't know whether there was any
ays
nary power and ability. Tlie question ot in
til they became so well known as bumreply to one from his brother in St. success of the exhibition there eould be no thing of
Hear Admiral Wilkes, the geographer
the eligibility of F. <\ Humphreys was
special interest, or any interest mers that further
Louis to the effect that Democrats there doubt. The attendance far
were refused,
that
supplies
not made a
surpassed
and
of
much
at
discussion,
in
two
explorer, died at Washington last
of our Maine exchanges of
subject
all,
still felt confident.
Morrison’s despatch ot any previous exhibition. Alter bearing
when they started tor Bangor, living on week. He was the man
nor was
any vote taken concerning it.
who, while in
ran as follows:—
last
week—the
Sentinel
and
the
Kastport.
testimony to the unbounded hospitality of
At one stage ol the
the country in their transit. Our inform- command of the San
proceedings, how'If you can tel! us of any way in which the the Philadelphian and to the
Jacinto, stopped the
Gardiner Journal. The eopies we received
widespread
ever, Senator Thurman ottered a resoluant recognizes one of the
seven spot run be made to take the
gang nowin jail British mail steamer Treat and forcibly
eight, we kindliness of feeling tor England and Eng- of each were so mutilated and
tion declaring that there was not sufficient
Democrats here will he confident, too."
badly print- as a
lishmen. lie remarked that he believed
tramp who has been constantly on took from her the Confederate
evidence ottered to show that
ed
to
as
be
unreadable.
It
isn’t
a
Humphreys
envoys MacourteThe one tiling which looks to the. Dem- that the effect of the exhibition on Amerthis route for two years,
was not a shipping commissioner on the
in the light of son and Slidell.
The government apoloocrats most prescient ot evil is the skiltul ica would he most beneficial. The
ous custom which some offices have ot
tti ol November.
’I his resolution was
great
these tacts, isn’t it tone for the dispensers
ot one clause of the
gized and placed the prisoners on hoard a
report in cities had received a wholesome and pow- sending only spoiled copies in exchange—
criticised by several Republican members, wording
ol both public and private charity to serithe Florida case to which eight of the erful stimulus to strive in the race for
British armed vessel in American waters,
on the
nor one
ground that it might carry an im- Commissioners have
to
complimentary the senders, for ously consider whether they are not drawsigned their names. higher culture and more icsthetical feeling,
and also promoted Wilkes.
plication that it Humphreys had been
it
the
to
of
and
the
gives
clause
runs litand with the general public from all parts
impression
experts
verbiage
such a commissioner on the 7th of Nov- Stripped
ing hither an idle, worthless, and often
:
•'It,
is
not
competent to go into the effect would have been to dispel innu- critics that all their issue is ot that char- criminal
The President, having pardoned all the
ember, his vote would have been invalid, erally
population, and thus entailing a
evidence other than the papers opened by merable errors,
prejudices and false esti- acter. It is much like the policy of a
and the resolution was not urged, there
has now ordered that the
the President of the Senate” "to
curse upon themselves ami their
prove mates.
posterity ? whiskey thieves,
farmer who should send his stunted and
coming to be practically an unanimity of that other persons than those
suit
the
The
Chairman
that
said
the
against
Exhibition
swindling
Belknap be disregularly
opinion that Humphreys’resignation was eertilied
rotten vegetables to the judges at a counThe elder Cameron, Pennsylvania Sen- eontined.
the Governor of Florida, ac- of Philadelphia was, without
Let’s see, who was it -aid Let
exception,
legally effectual, being tendered and ac- cording tobythe determination and
declara- the greatest exhibition ever held in the ty fair. We value too highly both the pa- ator, whose age is somewhere in the sev- no
cepted before the election.
guilty man escape” ?
tion of their appointment
by the Board ot world, and it had constituted a happy pers named to see such injustice done to enties, lias been sued for breach of
About (j o’clock P. At the debate being Stale
prom"had
been
Canvassers,”
means
of
appointed
celebrating the centenary of themselves without remonstrance. It. is ise. The woman who seeks a
ended, Senator Rdmunds submitted a res- electors.’
M. W. Karwell, Ksq. has retired from
"All proceedings of Courts or American
greenback
Independence. The Americans true that the
olution declaring in substaneo that tlie
the Hoekland agency of the Sanford steamsets ci|
fell
tor
her
or
wounded
of executive oi take up things in a wonderful
heart is a widow
angels
through pride, plaster
four Republican electoral votes of Florida l ioriila Legislatures
way; they
to
easting of vote ol like to do them on a giant scale, and they still our friends can make use of a little and a government clerk. She thinks she ers. after thirty years of faithful, intellishould be counted, and embodying, also, electors subsequent
are inadmissible lor
Mr. Oscar A.
any sueli certainly succeeded. As to their hospital- more of the article without danger.
various reasons for such declaration.
has been damaged $50,000 worth. Simon gent and valuable service
purpose." in other words, the Commis- ity, they give free passes from one end of
Kalloeh
takes
his
Representative ilunton offered the fol- sion will consider
it
is
a
place.
and
that
blackmailing affair,
nothing but the certifi- the Union to the other, they entertain visThe members of the Penobscot liar on says
lowing as a substitute:
cates opened by Ferry (the
he doesn’t propose to respond.
objections not itors at their houses and their hotels in a
The Bangor Whig has a poet who writes
That
the
resolutions
of
electors
named
in
Resolved,
certifirespect to
being opened by him, but simply read by most lavish manner; they like to make a Saturday passed
cate No. ‘J. to wit: Williamson Call, .1. K.
lines
the
of
late
“To my Spirit in the Woods.” Probthe
Geo.
the
and
W.
will
the
Fred
F.
Richards
ot
didn’t
Clerk),
envote
memory
of
Britisher
feel
the
free
ot
the
Camden,
give
Whitney,
Yonge, Robert Bullock and Robert B. Hilton,
country, and there
State in accordance with the certificate was a real
are the four persons who were duly
appointed
good feeling toward this coun- if Newport, and tendering sympathy to ilure loug as State Band Agent, having ably he’s got. a barrel ol old Medford hidelectors by the State of Florida on the 7tli day purporting to be the Governor’s, it it aehis family.
try underlying all their tall talk.
den somewhere among the spruces.
resigned on the 10th.
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That big

Gloucester sends halibut t.» Florida, wliere
it is served up fresh.

dear Admiral
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^iioRAt’F. Doi>d, 121 Washington St., Boston,
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Observations of Men and Things.

BY OUR GEORGE.
greatly amused a few days
The Loafer. That everything was created
since, in looking over a paper that some
for a wise purpose there is no doubt; but what
one sent to us from the lake metropolis of
the Almighty made the loafer for, is a conunthe west
Chicago. The publication is drum that the people of the world have been
neatly gotten up, well arranged, and bus- fooling with for more than liiXM) years, and they
were

•’llilie in

ii hi

•■ii.iiiib.
uin

111m*

m

-umiii

aii>

has discovered that eighty-nine dependants of the Hugueuots hath he.I from
France by the revolution of the 1 lict of Nantes returned to that country in !~ .'u is >ni erin the German army.
Two well diggers were at worl in iib.ounng
ton, ill., and had, after rea< hing forty feet, beudJenlv
gun to bore deeper with a drill,
there was an outburst of ga-. which wa- ligbted by the dame of a candle, and the explosion
killed both of the men.
A despatch has been received in port laud
giving the sad intelligence ol the death d 1 >i.
Jacob M. Tewksbury, of‘-'an I ran
o.i ii
This gentleman was
on the 4th insf.
natiw

oxford county, in this late, and
ii lew k bn r v ot Fort land.

a

freight,

rai-'<- their

Adam Foivpaudi, the tr,»l Icwieoi
luck, < me ot his perlormin: elephant in tin
winter quarters at ocnrruituwn, fa.,
i\
birth the other day to a baby elephant, whi. >.
Mr. Forepaugh say.', i- the tir-t that w a
,1
born on American soil. Mr. I .>rcp:undi tin.
the new arrival at s-NMN'io.
scaily icr.l
b\ the boot and shoe manufacturer- in the
Inited Stall's. «»nlv portions .»f the hide-arc
IJiese arc packed in -Ir.nig brim*,
serviceable.
and shipped to the Northern tanner, who keepthem under treatment from six (origin mouth',
when they at« ready for u-.
arc

F.len

lie w as mg a:
was found dead upon the ice.
ed with others in hauling mu--cl-bed, and w
tirst seen by those at work lying near ids -|,-it.
at once taken up.
face downward. He wa
gasped once or twice, and life w as extinct, if
was one of the most respected citizens m low n
and was t>'» year- of age.
<>ut of the sixty sax mgs bank- in Maine, tin \
six are solvent and in good condition. < »| the
four defaulting banks, tin Tliomaston bank iiaa deficiency of L*o per cent, Brunskxvick I
p -i
rent. (’amden :5 per cent and the < Mono bank
2 per cent. 'The Hniit'Xviek bank lias paid but

dividend throughout
Tliomaston bank none.

the year, and the

one

Bob McBride, editor "1 the Fldorado ilu.i
Ledger, was eowhided the other «lay by Airs.
Hart, xvife of the editor of the Herald. The
lady is of diminutive si/e. and Bob wa- -oou
able to disarm her. xvhon In* took her under
one.
arm, the whip under tin* other, ami
marched down the street to tin* amusement of
an immense croxvd which had gathered around.
The cause for the attack xva> insulting language used by McBride in hi- paper concerning her.
The second annual rep >r of the managers of
the .Maine industrial school for girls, at Hallowed, shoxvs that tin* success of the school
thus far equals the most sanguine expectations
of its friends and patrons.
The building is
designed for thirty pupils, and there arc now
thirty-txvo. The expense of the year w a- siJTUo.
The record for the year i-: Number received.
22: placed in families, K»; returned to friends,
sent to orphans’ home, 2; indentured. .*>;
returned from families, t: escaped, | ; deceased, L
A limn living next tillin' 1:1 iI ill Middleton 11
11 short time ago missoil several of his chickens
very mysteriously.
Recently some lilieratcil
prisoners from the jail explained the matter,
t he chickens came into the jail yard to pick up
the crumbs that came from the jailbird.-.' table.
The prisoners saw them, an,I ilieir table not
being usually overstocked with poultry, they
got a lish-hook and line, baited tile hook with a
tempting bait, watched for their appealanre,
and when a chicken took It, drew the bird in
through the window grates, dressed and eooked it, and made a good meal at their neighbor's

engineers

of

a

are

of the Huston and Maine

on

a

strike, in cunsei|tteuee
wages. 1 he com-

disagreement, about

pany expects to run its trains, and to get
along in future without the strikers
Admiral Bally and Admiral Alden, both
prominent in naval operationsdtinug the

rebellion, died the past week
was

The latter

native of Portland.

a

\\ e are glad to know that tie- rumor of
Secretary Morrill’s death, winch prevailed
in this
lie is

city on Saturday
now improving

was

incorrei t.

Liii.i,

n<

0

n-.

((wen, id the Kennebec .lournal, is writ
the poetry id tomeud fishing

dig np

Mr. Tildou uot Discouraged.

Mr. lilden says

expected the Florid 1 verdict to cm
against him, but urges ln= friend not to
he despondent, as there are other points in
he

his favor and he believes the linal decision
will contirm his election.
Maine is perhaps the best State in the
1 nion tor the building of wooden vessels,
and it so happens that
can now he

milt,

cheaper than

they

betore the war. W e are
jlad to see that many orders are being ev*011 ted, and that, the estimate of vessels to
he built in the State the current
year foots
ipsj.ano tons. [N. Y. Kx press.
Will Mr. K. Basset, who sends money lor suhstate to what post office his payer is sent.
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bill. The senate refused to concur with the
House in adopting the minority report, and accepted the majority report, 'flic hill to amend
chapter HT of the Revised Statutes relating to
drinking houses and tippling shops was taken
from the table, and several amendments offered
The bill was passed to be enwere rejected.

the House tin* bill relating todivoives was
indeiiuitely postponed yesterday, reconsidered,
and in the afternoon assigned for further conIdle masquerade of the ^ oung Eolk-, on Tuesday
Passed to be Kuacted— Bill to
evening, was an exceedingly pleasant atlair, in sideration.
amend
statutes relating to election of Superinwhich about sixty couples in costume participated.
tending School Committee.
Considering that no regular costumer was present,
senate (afternoon).
The Savings Hank bill
the dresses were varied, ingenious and pleasing,
was passed to he engrossed substantially as it
idle company ot colored Skidmore (.nurds that
passed the House. The House amendments to
the bill relating to election returns were adoptinarched in and went through exercises gave rise to
ed and the bill was passed.
shouts oi laughter.
It was noticed that among the
House. Bills indeiiuitely postponed: Proknights, clown nun< and fairies there were the I’re
viding for training classes lor teachers: relathi-Ton. Man an i Ca\e Pear of Dr. Pendleton’s lecing to divorces; to establish a standard qualifiture. The w hole atlair passed off very pleasantly.
cation for the practice of medicine, engrossed : Resolve appropriating £0000 for the anSi \i. i-oi.r. A wholesale batch ot tramps passed
nual encampment of the Maine volunteer milithrough our tow n on Saturday. On Thursday pro- tia. The annual report of sales by the State
ceeding, the eye t.l Deputy Sheritf Black had obLiquor Commissioners was received and acserved their movements at your city, and was on
cepted. Liquors were sold during the year to
tiftv-seven cities and towns, amounting to S*
the lookout for them here. On Eriday some six
came to town, obtaining supper, a night
lodging 5*1.14.
1 eh. j. In the Senate—Indefinitely postponed
and breakfast with the keeper of the town’s poor.
Bills to incorporate establishing training clas.se>
Three others came from Belfast Saturday, joining
for teachers of common schools: to prevent iltie -ix already here, and all engaged actively in the
legal voting; relating to standard of qualiticastions for practice of medicine. The >enate 11011of vagrants, tramps ami beggars,
>pe. i:d ltusim
in indefinite postponement of hill reeoncurrcd
asking for clothe.-, food, \c., and even threatening
that it tle ir wants were not acceded to they would lating to count) attorneys, and passed it to be
engrossed, 'flic proposed amendments to the
steal, Joshua,not the one who commanded the sun
Constitution providing l »r biennial elections
and moon 1«» stand still, but the Joshua who is a
and sessions of the Legislature were defeated
conservator of the peace, having secured sufficient
by a vote <»1 is to 0. Presented and ordered
j.root for their comiction, quietly followed them printed; A< t relating to Judicial Courts.
In the House—resolve in favor of female orthrough Stockton into Prospect, and then went for
for appointment of commission
them in earnc-t. llesult, at s o'clock I*. M., one by phan asylum;
to revise militia laws; acts to amend Revised
one they were mar-hailed by him before a magisStatutes relating to disposal of criminals; retrate and before the closing hours of the week were
quiring railroad corporations to be holden for
oyer, these nine pests of the public peace had their
labor; relating to punishment of criminals: to
amend Revised Statutes relating to indictments:
name- entered for a thirty days sojourn with the
to obtain uniform returns fiom railroad corporkeeper of the County Public House, situated on the ations:
relating to powers of school districts:
hill at Belfast...
flic new Bo ton horse of one of additional
relating to life insurance companies;
our prominent citi/ens creates some excitement by
relating to lose time for lobsters: relating to
witnesses and evidence; to encourage manufacantic- along the street from time jo time—but wre
<
»mwon't gointo particulars just now.A littlecovey of ture of beet sugar—were passed dually. \
mittee
of Conference wa> appointed on the dis-pain i\v-,'mindful ot a few crunihs which at times fell
agreeing votes on the bill giving the County
to their lot last fall, have passed the winter about
j Commissioners jurisdiction in repair of wav*-.
hi
honing them elv es almost evert fair 'flu* resolve in favor of the Maine State Prison,
pr<n.i-e
1
day. however cold, on an apple tree in trout of my and 1 lie hill relating to municipal elections,
were engrossed.
1 he mild weather ot the pa-1 few days hawindow.
A constitutional amendment providing f.»r
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payment ot any poll assessed before the
Haiti- may be heard ill thi
oo-a ion.tllv -mil
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are
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mouth ..I l ebru.ir. a
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rob. in" it -elf with leal, bud and
Alien -piiii
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1 le• chronic dullm
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Savings Bank law was appointed. The hill rein it,.- locality has been -o mewl'at broken in the last
lating to County Attorneys was indctinitelv
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.v?inee the-now has been -topped from
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drifting by the hard crust, tin* roads have become biennial election and sessions of the Legislature and for the compilation of the school laws
loh-i ably j.a able, and con-idernble teaming in be
wen* defeat'd.
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iug don. on the main travelled road-. (Quantities
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Tlielbeise adjourned to ..".UoVloek t hi' evening.
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of tin* mine superintendent..
He said that
Cat Hester was the lirst who suggested
the crime, at the saloon of a man named
Molly MaHonoliue, where a do/en
guires" were present, ineluding the witness and McHugh and 'fully, who were
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eveilement in tin <••1111 incident to the
Molly Maguire. 111 :ii 01'Hester, Mellugli
tun I
lulls wa- mien died this t" re noon
li\ llu1 appearance ot Mr Uea, tin* widIln* murdered man, upon the wil*
ow ol
He testimony -*i 111 ply recitin- s si ami
ed the tad of her husband leaving home
ihe l,"th o! October,
hi ihe morning oi
til*.* Iasi linn* she ever
lsijs, whieh w a
;t\\
him ali\e; also the bringing home
ol hi
body on the da\ following.
Hr. ISetterly, who made the post-mortem examination, described the appearance ol Alexander Pea's head after it was
riddled by Hie bullets of his assassins, any
one ol w hich bullets was sullieient to kill.
The climax ot tin* thrilling trial was
readied, however, when Manus Cull, or
‘•Kelly the I’.um,” W'as placed on the witHe is the
ness Hand for the prosecution.
man who tired the lirst shot at Alexander
Uea, and w ho has now turned Skate’s evidence against his companions in crime.
His >tor\ of the devilish deed held the
crowded court spellbound, and the large
audience wras as still as death while he
told of how that desperate band of ten
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promi*rnou* trotting, but only one regularly matched race during tin afternoon, and that had be. n preiou-ly an aiiged between A .-pauldin and A. Ai.
he judge*
Drake, with a ten dollar h. t on a side,
d'-ckled that Drake v.v.n tin money.
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pot that probable ...l. fa*ter
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murder would lie !i good thing, as Ilea
would have at least $l'.t,0d0 in his possession. This was on the night of the IGth.
On the morning of the 17th of October,
isiis, nine of the Mollies set out at dawn
on their deadly mission. Hester and three
others turned back after going a little
way, and live, including Kelly, went on
to do the deed.
They hid themselves in
the woods on the roadside, between Centralis and Mount Carmel, where they
waited several hours, anil drank freely
from a whiskey bottle they had with
It was customary for Ilea to have
them.
his little boy with him in his buggy, and
the murderers held a council as to what
they should do with the lad when they
would kill his father, in ease he was
along. One of the number, who knew
Mr. Kea belter than the rest, went out on
the roadside to give the signal as soon as
the doomed man was to appear. Two
buggies passed by, and the murderers
levelled their revolvers at the occupants,
only to lay them down in disappointment
when they saw their expected victim was
not there. At. last lie came in
sight. The
picket gave the signal and when Ilea
drove by the assassins rushed front their
ambit'll, and the witness says that he
called on him to surrender. Rea then
handed him his watch and §00 in money,
whereupon Kelly asked Telly what they
would do with the man. Titlly replied,
“Kill him, of course; I won’t be dogged
through the country fur my life by any
Then they tired simultaneously at
one.”
the Superintendent, who attempted ;o escape through the woods, but was already
wounded and fell bleeding on the grass.
The assassins rushed upon him, and i oi-

ly, placing
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discharged
hi
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prostrate

recently been
a bullet into his
man’s ear,
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Maine State Prison was passed to l*e engrossed.
The hill relating to drinking houses and
tippling shops was amended and ordered to he
engrossed. Passed to he enacted—Aet relating
to powers of Supreme Judicial Court; aet relating to appointment and duties of port wardens; a« t relating to mischievous dogs: act requiring accounts against towns and cities to he
veriJied under oath; aet to provide for careful
expenditure of school money: act relating to
normal schools; act to amend aet relating t:>
election**; act for organising loan and building
associations.
The Legislature iinished its luciic-*-- to-day
except the iina! passage «»l ever d bills awaiting engrossment. The hill additional to liquor
law, including eider and native wine elan e.
was passed, also several bank lulls as reported
from the < onference fommittee.
date tax
was i;
,-d at 1 per cent, and interest at
pei
cent.
The movement tor reducing the salary
"I Insurance » onnnis ioner, which came up in
a new form, was
again defeated. Passed under
suspension of rules bill relating to taxation «*t
cluir. li property was amended so a- to c*-;< nipt
parsonages with rtiooo which are not rented,
and passed.
Peb.'*. The following act and resolve* were
passed this evening:*
Parsed to l»e enacted—Relating to the taxation of proper!v of religious societies; to require accounts and claims against towns, eitie g
ctto lie verified by oath; an aet relating to
-aviugs banks; an act relating to drinking
house'* and tippling shops.
f inally passed
A resolve providing for certain amendments to tin* Constitution of the
State .it Maine; in favor of the town of stockton; relating to the investment and deposit of
the surplus funds in tho Treasury: in relation
t>> institutions receiving appropriations from
the Slate; in favor of education in the State
Prison.
Pinally passed—Resolve providing in part
for expenditures of the Government; resolve
authorizing the Treasurer of the State to make
a temporary loan.
There have been passed
during the session one hundred and tiftv-one
acts and eighty-nine resolves.
The State tax
this year i> #U',o,l~;:: last year, $S43,d08. The
business of the session having been completed,
the usual resolutions were adopted in each
branch, and parting speeches were made by
the members, which wen* appropriately responded to by the presiding otlicers, and a little past i o'clock the Legislature was declared
adjourned without date.
.•
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Fatal

Hallucination.

N vv Yokk, l 'eli. 0.
Samuel Cantrell,
Uie wealthy retired merchant who shot
himself in this city yesterday, was the
victim of a dread of poverty, although he
was in affluent circumstances.
At noon a
hall boy at the l’utnam House, where
Cantrell was stopping, heard an unusual
noise in one ol the rooms, lie climbed
iij) to the transom and saw a man lying
on the lloor.
The door was opened anil
Mr. Cantrell was ionnd. He was si ill
alive, but had been wounded several
hours. (Jn the other side ol the room lay
a new revolve]
with all the chambers
loaded, save one. Mr. Cantrell was taken
to Bellevue Hospital, and there l>r. Pell
ascertained that the wound was fatal, the
bullet having penetrated the brain. Thirty-live years ago Samuel Cantrell engaged
in the shoe business. He was a shrewd
business man and one who made it a
point to master every detail of his allairs.
The result was that he prospered, became wealthy, and, being of an enterprising turn of mind, engaged in various
undertakings in different departments ol
trade, in which he was for the most part
successful. He operated in real estate,
and owns at present a quantity of valuable property on Sixth avenue. He was
one ol the original shareholders of the
New York Sun, and has an interest in il
still. Mr. Cantrell has always been a man
of good common sense and sound judgment, but once or twice he lias spoken
apprehensively of impossible financial
dangers which he fancied were threatening him, and at such times has acted
strangely and not at all in keeping with
his usual habits
in 1807 be displayed
signs ol worriment, and expressed tears
about his business which were entirely
unfounded, but which no argument eottld
Of late he lias exhibited the
remove.
same symptoms.
His failure to realise
upon his property seemed to prey upon
his mind, and he spoke of evils that could
by no means occur to a man with a bank
account like his.
Throughout a long and
prosperous business career he was known
as a man of
honesty, and of almost Puritanical morals. He was once a Director
in the Importers and Traders’ Bank,
I reasurer of the Central Iron Works, and
was recently School Commissioner.
“It
was all his own
imagination,” said one of
his suns, last evening.
“He had not a
tiling to trouble him in the world. He
had enough money, and had not long ago
given up his shoo business to my brother
Ceorge lint he thought that lie would
die in poverty.”

broke forth in expressions of horror when
lie reached this point.
In cross-examination lion. .1. \V Kyon.
tor the defence, drew from the witness a
confession of a long catalogue of crimes,
including highway robbery, murder and
indecent assault, in which he had previously implicated. Cull says his right name
i°. Manus
Cull; that he was a member of
the Molly Maguire Society
Louis N. Lenheim, late president of the
along with
Hester and the others, and that it was one f irst National Bank of Montrose, Pa., and
and the same as the Ancient < haler of Hi- father of Nathan Lenheim, who was taken
bernians.
into custody last week, on a charge ot atHon. t \\ Huges proposes to prove to- tempting to negotiate a forged note for
morrow by the testimony of Detective ISIe$10,000, vvas arrested yesterday and held
Parlan, Mull, l.awler and others who are in default of $10,000 bail. Both the father
t race of to-day Iih
no surer lease of life than
1 b.fe
here, the criminal character of Ihe society. and son are now in the tombs awaiting
gone before, on whose graves we tread. The
The town is in a feverish state of excite- trial. Mr. Lenheim, Sr. declares that he
'U.n of Macaulay, even, may become a
reality, and
ment this evening and hundreds are com- is perfectly innocent ot any complicity in
native of New /.eland sit on a broken arch of f.cm
don Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul's.
ing in trom the surrounding settlements the forged note. When Lenheim was taken
to hear MeParlan tell the story of his ex- from his house by a detective, his wife aplie interest of the lecture was
greatly increased
b. orne excellent drawings of its
peared almost frantic with grief, and tosubjects, mcasur perience among the Mollies.
This, the last and greatest of the trials, day it was stated that she had become inmg in the aggregate some eighty feet in length by
1' feet in
has produced a more profound sensation sane.
Mr. Lenheim, who founded the
depth, the work of Percy Sanborn.
ihe succeeding lecture will he delivered on Monthan any of its predecessors. The Mollies Croat Bend Bank,remarked this morning:
nay evening next, by .Rev. Mr. Bixby. ‘'ubject— have been driven to the wall and are mak- “A year ago l was worth $250,000; to-day
The Riddio of the Sphinx.”
1 am penniless. Nathan has ruined me ”
ing a desperate struggle for life.
nd
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testimony ol im low aci.retiou >,i th. -talag
*“df'9 or rock drippings above depo.-its oi loam,
ol the work oi human
'Qtaining human bone
'•rind-; found beneath -ueces-i.e growths ol trees
i. the coast of the Hull oi
Mexico, that must have
asumed 20,000 )ear* in grot, ing ami decaying—ol
(be human jaw bone found
by Agassiz embedded in
ral, the known rat.- ol accumulation of which
-t give it au antiquity ot thousands on thousandyears—were all arranged to show how old the
’hi Folks rearly are. ihe successive races rose,
nourished and fell, each leaving marks in which the
urefill student could read its history. The strong
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Lust week there

nlfair
Rockland, which, however, did not long
remain a mystery. About three o'clock
one morning the door boll of Mr. 11. X.
l’erkins-was rung, and a basket containwas a

mysterious

at

Take the sensible view. Tar cleanses, heals
and cures Catarrh. The only method of
application is by inhaling the vapors of tin;
‘‘Solution of Forest Tar.” Catarrh is a good
IwT.O
tiling to get rid of.
Coxsuptivks, Takk Notick.
of

Fvery

delay
ing a newly born infant was humd on ihe
and much depends on the judicious
step. The Opinion gives the story of subremedy. The amount of testimony
sequent investigations as lollowsTlic clothing in which the child was wrapped 1 >r. Schenrk'
Ftilmonic syrup, a<
ment

seemed to have been taken at random .. a
miscellaneous assortment of garments In
ing to persons of both sexes, and all ayes and
conditions. The shawl is a large wool, n plaid,
considerably worn. Besides this, there was a
boy’s calico shirt; a portion of a girl's pan la ei :
a white woolen petticoat, quite new; a pad- of
ladies’drawers, line, with ruffles; a pair of ladies’ stockings, very nice and line, with silk
clocking on the sides; an infant's chemise;
and two copies of a New York story paper,
one of which was marked with the name John
Stowe.
Tin- basket bore a private mark, being
a re i square on the bottom.
The babe appeared to nave had excellent rare, and is hoaithv
and smart. Of course, with so many articles
easy ,>;■ identilication it was not a ditiicult task
to ascertain the farts regarding the child. The
shawl was soon recognized, and from clues obtained it was made certain that tlip child was
horn at a notorious female abortionist's house,
on Bunker street, at thp North lend.
At this
point the trail got so alarmingly fresh that it
was deemed best not to pursue the search farther. il is tolerably certain llial the parents
are persons who move in
respectable, and perhaps what is termed aristocratic society. Athe child lias been adopted, and i- to lie no expense p, il,.. eitv, the authorities did not rare
to rain the investigation farther.
I
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hotels in tlie.ountn have
been so mu. h looked up to and talked of i-«
modei-; to be imitated and emulated a the I remont and Revere II.m e- of Poston, and in the
lu- ty winter of their age lie s still defy the
competition of many of iheir more pretentionris aN.
'Iis. < napm. Cimir\
,\
»>. now
m ina/e I♦.'>tii h<>u .<
than w hom none know
better how in minister to the wants 01 oioiirnei M at a hotel. P.oth houses are well
pat roni/ed,
nd continue to l.e lainmis a resorts Ibr the
in M distinguished arti I- .diplomat
and
ion
OI n.diilit \.
It

no

r«M|iiirev

Ri-MEiiv will
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debate lo pio\

no
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that ill

i

t*

Dropsy, P.rightA Disease,
Kulnev, Pladder and Clainliihtr < omplain!-.
\i< lention and incontinence <»i I ine, Diabetes
Ill \i'-. Ki<:\ii:i>\ cures Nervous
female < omplailils, and Maladies of

Hie I riuo-Cenital < >rgan in either sex. living
witnesses are willing to bear testimony to the
value of lit m's l:»:ui l-.
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Pure

We have given „■{•(*• un<i>h's Jl'tlsuni a 1 borough
I rial, and have no hesitation in recommending
it to our readers as a safe and ellicacious remecents.
dy for coughs and voids. Price
j I M.
Kendall's Mills < ’hroniclc.
A passenger asked, "t )n which side of the station i> my train:** The attendant answered,
"If you take tin* left, you will be right: if
you
take the right, you will be left.
n. .loin

s,

oi

\\ t-s!

iuver,

\ r.

have been lrouble*I from my boyhood with
chronic or hereditary lung complaint. Some
years since, early in tlie winter 1 took cold,
which as usual settled into a severe cough,
which continued to increase as the season advanced, although I made use of all the cough
remedies I had knowledge of. My family phvsirian als,. proscribed for me,but i experienced
no relict.
During all thi- time I was gradually
running down, losing llesh and strength, until
in v friendsas well as uivm If, became
very much
alarmed, thinking I should waste away in eonWhile
in
Poston
the spring
during
sumption.
following, \ was induced to try Wisrufs Pai
swioi Wti.D < iiivitiiY.
After one da\’s trial
I was sensible that it was relieving me ; in ten
time
had
day’s
my cough
entirely ceased, and I
was soon restored to health and
strength. 1
have ever since kept the Balsam in my house,
and whenever any member of my family lias a
cough or cold. If is immediately resorted to.
No family should he without it."
»o ofs and ftl a bottle.
Sold hv all druggists.
“'1

“You have played the deuce with my heart,"
said a gentleman to a lady partner in a game of
whist. “Well,” replied the lady with au arch
smile, “it was because you plated the knave."
No Failure Known !
There is no case on record where Dr. Morris’ 'Amp of Tar, Wild (’berry and 1 forehound
has failed to give satisfaction, on the other
hand, wherever it has been used by our people, in severe colds, cough'-, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping-cough, and consumption,
they are enthusiastic in its praise. Containing
no opium or other dangerous
drug, it does not
constipate, and is safe to administer in all conditions of health.
This is an important announcement. and the suffering are advised to
heed it. Trial si/e, Irtcts.: large sizes, f»0 cts.
and One Dollar. Sold by W. O. Poor & Son,
sole agents for Belfast, A. 1. Jordan agent for
Or!and. K. P. Stover, agent for Bueksport.
Also agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm
Syrup, which is sure death to worms, pleasant
to take, and requires no physic.
Price
cents. Try it.

Wonderful

Success.

Ii

ii-ported that Bosch EF.’a German
has, since its introduction in the United
: Hates, reached the immense sale of
40,000 dozen
per year. Over 0,000 Druggists have ordered
this medicine direct from the Factory, at Woodbury. \. J., and not one has reported a single
failure, but every letter speaks of its astonishing success in curing severe Coughs, Colds settled on the Breast., Consumption,or any disease
ol the Throat and Lungs. We advise any person that has any predisposition to weak Lungs,
to go to their Druggists; it. II. Moody, agent
i
nur

Belfast; Kittridge, Rockland; Fletcher,
Camden;— -, Waldoboro; Smith A Sons.
—,
Hearsport;Bueksport; Robinson,
Thomaston, and get this Medicine, or inquire
about it. Regular size, 7J cents; Sample Rottor

tic. 10 cents. Tun doses will relieve anv
Don’t neglect your cough.

«

ace.

To Southern and \\ o tern travelers to the
Centennial who intend visiting New York will
lind the Grand Union Hotel, opposite the
Grand Central Depot, one of the best Hotels
in New York to stop at. It is so near the tiepot that the traveler is spared all annoyance
amt expense of carriage, baggage and expressage hire, while its location is such that street
car and stage lines radiate from this
point, to
all parts of the city. It has elegantly furnished
rooms, has all the latest, improvements, and is
run on the
European plan. Travelers visiting
New York, or on their way to or from the
CENTENNIAL, will find this hotel pur excellence in every respect. It is under the management of G. F. A. W. D. Garrison, and has
become one of the mod popular Hotels in the
city of New York.
1 yr
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BELFAST.

Good

a i t i i

Tar

Solution,

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
or

luhulation

tor *

Bronchitis,

or

atarrh, i'onsumptiou.
and Asthma.

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough
Furn'iiugthe Breath.

Sore

Forest Tar

■P

or

MONDAY
Will tir made

i.im: hi

PURE SFIOES!
Warranted Strictly Pun* and to give entire -ati

Kidneys.

Reader

Vegetable t>i11•

tin

Again!

IIODSKKKKPINli GOODS.

only reliable Catarrh KVniedv.
A full Stock of Wax Mowor Material. Physician'
Proscription and Paniily Receipts carefully com
pounded.
Hie

Tl. I-d. MOODY,

or

Soap,

the Toilet and Bath.

Forest Tar inhalers,
Asthma.
Inhaling forCatarra,

I

Consumption,
For Sale by all Druyyists.

or

.‘Sinosl

LAUNDRY!
Goods called foi' every day.
All classes of work neatly and
promptly done.

t

M Alilll Eh.
Iii Poughkeepsie, JS'. ^
Feb. ->tIi, at the residence
of Dr. F. II. Simpson, by Rev DrJKlmendorf, Mr. R.
G. Lewi- anil ML* K\ a Tliombs, both of Belfast.
No cards.
In Frankfort, dan. loth, at the residence of bride
groom’s fatln r, ( apt. Sewall Black, by Kev. M. l>.
Miller, Mr. Austin Black of New York, and Mrs.
/elia It. Witzig of Searsport.
in Kocklaiui, Feb. .‘id, Mr. Fred II. Burpee and
Miss Lucia F. Howard.
in Rockland. Feb. .‘Id, Mr. .Joel M. Fisk and Miss
Marv L. Robinson, both of So. Thomuston.
At Orrington Centre, dan. 20th, Mr. dolm Mar
shall of Georgetown, auk Miss Olive M. Kvder of

Bucksport.
At

Matinicns, dan. noth, Mr. Wm. T. Robbins and

Miss Lois M. Riper, both of Alatinicus.
In Friendship, dan. noth, Rev. W. Crocker and
Miss Fdlen Rogers, Jioth of New London, Conn.

Those wishing to have their
work called for, please loave
address at Laundry.
Entrance on Beaver Street.

Cottons,

Prints,

Carpetings

UIEL).

aged 70 years and 0 months.
In Rockland, Feb. 1th, Margaret, relict of the late
Calvin Tolmnn, aged G7yrs, G ino°. and 18 days.
in Rockland, Feb. 1111, Mrs. Ann, wife of Hugh
Murphy, aged 10 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 0th, Capt. Levi I
Merrill, aged
4o years,
months and 8 days.
In itockland, Feb. 7th, Mr. Charles Glover, aged
"1 years, i, months and 20 days.
In Friendship, Jan..list, Mr. Bradford Davis, aged
70 years, s months and 12 days.
In So. Warren, Feb. 4th, Sally i.. Robinson, aged
4G years, 2 months and 10 days.
In So. Thomaston, dun. 27th, Abigail Jameson,
aged 00 years.
In Warren, Feb. 2d, Martha A., daughter of Seth
and Asenath Crane, aged 17 yi ars, y mos, 10 days.
In Waldoboro, dan. B 1st, Mrs. Mary, relict of the
late Frederick Hahn, aged 00 years and 4 months.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 27th, S. Thurel Gray.
In Waldoboro, dan. list, Isaac S. Kaler, aged i?
years, 5 months and 8 days.

tor

Norfolk,

Fell.

S a.
schr. E. S.

10th,
Wilson, Patterson,
Island.
Feb. 12, steamer Katahdtn, Roi.v, Winterport.iand
proceeded to Boston,
BAILED.
Feb. oth, schr. I*. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s'
Harbor.
Feb. 12th, schr. Orion, Patterson, lor Boston, with
GO tons hay, by Wm. Pitcher & Son.

-o-

the subscribers, having been appointed by
the Hon. Philo Ilersey, Esq., to receive and
examine the claims of creditors to the estate of William G. Piper, late of Searsport, deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give notice that six
months are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
prove their claims; and that we shall attend that
service at the office of the Clerk of Courts in Bel
fast, on Saturday, the third day of March next, at
ten o’clock A. M., and on Saturday, the 25th day of
August, next, at one o’clock, I*. M.

WT.

dW)!' E? WALLACE,
i Commissioners.
Dated the 14th
of
day

February, 1877,—3w*°»3.

At No. 54 Main Street.
Dress and Businoss Suitings

k

FANCY WOODS STOCK

Over-Coat Goods!
Of all descriptions,
short notice.

Will be ottered til surprisingly

which

we

make to order at

will

LADIES CLOAK GOODS

PRI C E S !

The Sale of

our

Stock before

Removal is BONA FIDE.

!

cut and made to measure at short
notice. Those in want of any of the abortGoods
will save money hv buying ol us.
In

great variety

HILTON, Merchant Tailor,
54 Main Street.

ALL

THE

Country Merchants

Cotton!

NUMBERS

FIXTURES

IN

White, Seal Brown, Scarlet,

Will fiiul it for their interest to buy of us,

GAS

-

FIXTURES

OF ALL
as

great inducement) will be offered them for

C

has constantly on hand and for
Belfast Gas Works, a complete as-

undersigned

sale at tin*
sortment of

Haytord Block Shoe Store.

ZSmttixig

GAS

P-I-P-E-!

AT THE-

A -S-H!

KINDS,INCLUDING

Chandeliers.

Globes.

BRACKETS

Also Iron Pipe of all sizes
and Iron Connections.
tin

Shades.

BURNERS.

AND
and

a

lull stock of Brass

A. K. PIERCE.

DRAB, MIXED, &C„ &C.

IB.

WELLS.

F\

Hoops

c*a

-1

l-’.'. 5 1

V

Wanted.

and

ft. Birch

Yard

Wide

Cotton?

or

1 £ V/A Thousand ea
and s ft. Ash at the Red
/ Store foot of Main Street.
mil
E. BEAMAN.

.A.t 6 ots. IPer Yd.

'Wanted.

BIFOCAL that

Hamburg’s! Hamburg’s!
H. H. JOHNSON &

BASS

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

Hamburg’s! Ham burgs!
AT

H. H. JOHNSON

a

Goods delivered to all parts
of the city free of charge.
Those indebted to us will
please settle accounts imme-

CO.’S, Geo. W. Burkett &
Co.,

PI-Als/IIB'CTPLGrS
31,137V.

AND SEE THF-IR

!

Hayford Block, Church
February 1C,

1S77.

St.

CO.’S,

HAMBURO-S!
Belfast. .1 an. St, 18:r.

HAIR WORK!
AT REDUCED PRICE.

diately.

AND SEE THEIR
Belfast. Jan-

one

HERVEY’S Jewelry Storo.

Goods!

VIAL, GUITAlt ami VIOMN strings.
A Full I.Irn*. with theCELEBRATED PADUA
KG of Superior Quality and Tone, ut

CALL

allow

long distances with the

tf'd

To be sold UFGARDLU'H OF COST.

Musical

sortment, with

For Weak Eyes, and
to read tine print, and see at
« all at
same Spectacles.

OR TWO ROOMS, suitable for occupation
a Dressmaker.
Address
Dressmaker,
location, terms. Sc.

care Journal ofliee, giving
Belfast, Feb. 7, 1877.

careful ol your Eyes, and have Classes select
perfectly adapted to their true focus aud
Always on hand a Large and Full as-

BEed

condition.

Convex, Periscopic,
Concave, Fine Tints

OUR STOCK OF

ONEby

Blind!

Double

1’

Rooms

the

For

LOOK AT OUR

Hum

Commissioners' Notice.

hi

Thick Boots!

1UU

cane

Ready Made

CLOTHING !!
WEDNESDAY

ENOCH C.
ldtf

Custom Made

1 / \/ \ Thousand
Ash.

ARRIVED.
F* b. th, schrs. George Shat tuck, Comery, Boston,
to d. II. Ruler with general merchandise; Pearl,
Bates, Long Island.
Feb. 0th, schr. Sarah C. Smith, iOf Philadelphia,
Bunks, Boston, to Hazeltiue & Bickford, to load ice

Days!

.Men’s, Youth’s and Hoys'

1877-

MEWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.

For the Next 30
Custom and

IMIIB TJ Id. GfS !

Birch and Ash
SHIP

Bottom Prices.
A penny saved is as good as a peuny earned. Live
call lit 54 Main stiver. Sign on tin- window.

Hosiery.

AND SEE THEIR

31,

ASSOK 1 MI'.N f OF

us a

and

H. H, JOHNSON & CO.’S, L O W
Belfast,

Obituary not ice a,beyond the jjate, AmneanilAge
must bepaidfor.j
In this city, Feb. loth, Miss Sarah II., eldest
daughter of dense and donnett L. Townsend, aged
years, 1 month and 20 days.
In this city, Feb. 11th, Mrs. Charlotte <)3good,

tf.-f

Hamburg's! Hamburg’s!

Jan.

FI N I

A

*

their

EXPERIENCED HELP.

PI

Winter

Persons wishing to Huy will lirnl it for
advantage to call and examine my STOCK id
LOGOS before purchasing elsewhere, for I am sell
ing good- at

(dose out

.,

Belfast, Fell. X, 1>: .\

supply of

LADIES FURS.

We

Chapped Hands, salt liheuin, Skin Diseases,

fresh

mriiiH
A I S(

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, (Tits, Burns,

Forest Tar
|
I

:i

TUESDAY

Corner of Main and llitdi Sts.

ly***'

just r<*c»-ivt*d

Hats, Caps

A 1ST D

and for Files.

a

C. W. HANEY

and

Salve,

ME.

special day fm tin? sale of
Uu.'

l*«--1 in

German Catarrh Snuff.

s

a

XjXdXTESlVrS

fact ion.

I

:O'

^

In- ion lit I at

JUST RECEIVED

tut. L. MOODY’S
tin- mark* t.

will

us

81 Main Street,
tUlrlit.

R. H. MOODY S.

spf.moslfi

with

T W.PITCHER&CO.

7W/' finrdtr::.

4a.
1

unset-

having

accounts

Hair Oti ",

'•Ti.OOaT.Oo

by

dealing.

N. B.—Parties

Underwear. pleaso

Ivitii

i n e a s

s

of

Flannels and

b n mil Hood;',

u

and fail'

Gents Woolens.

in the market

io all who are sutlering from the errors and indPereiions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &**., 1 will send a recipe that will
cure you, I KF.F OF CIIAKLF..
This great remedy
wa> discovered by a missionary in South America.
n
Semi a self-addressed envelop* to the Ki \ .L«si
I
1 \ M \N. Stiff ion />, Jiible /foure j\rte ).>/*/.' C/7//,

arid

wo

our

LOW PRICES!

FRIDAY

larpe Stock ami great variety of

SlioulcLer Braces

Tar,

ao-

wear.

Thanking you

Genuine Patent Medicines

NOTICES.

Throat, Lungs. Asthma,

Sure

a

on

intend to make in

x

or

in HI

SOLD for CASH !

our

b

Drugs and Chemicals

cull

SPECIAL

Counters this day

quote

STOCK

IIAn (HIT

We place upon

or

Goods!

Dry

we

*’

••

per-

() K

DRUG STORE!

lOauO
a.8
8al9
loalfi
loan
loaf*
lual’j
12al.‘.
f-.OOul i.00

••

sure

«•

hut will say that our

CARPETINGS &C.

Suitable tor Mtase**

r, No 8 Main ?! r reet.

'iiwMut mi
80 Lamb
l.hOTurk..v
1.2f»
Chicken
!;>«'
o I-owl
Harley
t
Lee-«•
Out'
Lw-uii-'
i ? oua'-.:»0 Duck
1* .tut-. -,
Aid '* Hay
i.oaLr» .Straw
Api-les
'.'a9 Washed Wool
Drie.t Apples
’.a2fi Unwashed
Butler
Joan Hides
Clu e- *20 Call Skins
Kggs
Kuini.t 11i.umb
Fork Bm V
H Hard Wood
1 oil** Soft
Lard
8-.tlo Shorts per cl.
Beef
\ **itl
Lime
Oar Butter Salt
Dry < ’od
4 Plaster
Pollock

l

hniC's and burn-, are cleansed and
healed, h\ the “Forest Tar Salve"—-sure.

mom.

i l.u.r
( .in
Corn M< •:* 1
Kye .M‘ ui

?■ a m; LN

t a g

ii

ENTIRE

SHORT LENGTHS

MOODV’S

PRICE CURRENT.
free/:/j for t\e Journal

',irrertrd

anil

large

a

U'e will not enumerate (foods

We make
t

pay them

D-

e e

TERMS. 82 00 PER DAY.
d. F. HARRIMAX, Proprietor.

mjh.yV. Prolific at‘J0a93c.
Apples—Wo quote New F.ngland fruit at $1 7b:i
Vi p»er bbl; Western apples at 8"-' bO.
II.iv and Straw—NVe quote prime Northern and
F.ast**rn coarse hay at $2" 00a21 00; prime Western
at 817 ooal'.'uo; medium Northern and Eastern at
$! uOal'.f 00; prime do at 81 OnalS 00. Straw ut
8"i 0O:i2V 0-» per ton

liyC. H

invest, their m mey where it will

<»

Im.'li

Chicken,.
Potatoes—Jackson potatoes are selling at yOca
81 on with now and then some fancy stock at a trilie
higher; Rose sell at $.1 oOal 1>; Davis Seedlings at

Uilil PllU^OUCiilH.

lit-.

"Mil

;

NT

A.

1

I’riees,

THIS IImTEL was built last season, on
1 the site of
the IIarriman Horsi:, furnished new throughout, with modern improvements Sample Rooms on first floor,
bath Room, Water Closet*, Finger’s Annunciator, etc. Good Livery and Transient
Free Coaches to and from the House

Stables.

It is easy enough to <eil at doc and some
F<;<.
sales of lresh stock lias e been made at 27c per do/.,
‘•'outhern eggs are selling at '-’tie.
Hi AN
1’ea beaus are quiet at $2 75aV t.Kj per bush
the latter price for strictly hand picked lots. Yellow
eyes are selling at 82 2b per bush.
1‘.
1.1 pies- We/piote choice to good lots of Western Turk* \s at llalV 12c; W estern Chickens and
Fowls at .'a 11 o, and Ducks about the same price as

Forest

eak live

A pound ot energi will; ail ounce oi talent
will achieve greater re-uKs than a pound of t:11
ent with an ounce of energy.
<

—

CASH!

Y

R

cure

and Cravel.

Debility,

1 )

Feb. L*‘jd

WILLIAMSON,

--o-

line'factory;

1, 1H77.

April

A chance for every oue witii

Globe Hotel.

M e quote choice lots of New York and
bi ill •.
Vermont ut 27u2*c, with now and then a fancy lot at
a trifle higher; prime and good New York and Vermont at 'Mu'J'ic; choice W estern dairies at 22a2ov;
parked Western at 14a‘20e for inferior to good.
We quote at H 1 2a 1.. 1 2 for
Cun sf
Id 1 fail for choice, and 1* 1 •.‘aide per lb for fair

BFLFAS1

Bpiore

Proposals Wanted.

MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 12.

—

A Rare Opportunity for Iuyestment!

mm: Mount Desert bridge Company will receive
X proposals for rebuilding their bridge aero*
Mount Desert Narrows until April 1st, Is;:. Tie
building material to be furnished by said Company.
Plans and Specification* can be had on application
to Jv. lv. Thompson, West Trenton, Me., to whom
all proposals should be addressed. The said Com
panv claims tin* right to reject any and all proposals.
d. \V. SOME*.
K. K. THOMPSON,
f. d. SOMES.
M e-it Trenton, Feb.
P:r.
sw*.t

ing of all is the consciousness tlial. liis presence
BOSTON

Entire Stock of

AiNodation are hereby notified tomeit <r
the otlice of I. M Uoardinan, on Tuesday the JUb
inst., at 4 o'clock I*. M., to act upon a proposition t<>
change the by-laws, and transact any other buxines-'
properly before the meeting.
HIRAM Cl IASI., President,
helfast, Feb. 1 1. is:;. 1 w4“

>

ease

Great Sacrifice!

Sphinx."

HPHE. Stockholders ot the Tluftouic 'JVnipU*

___,_

A

Geo. W. Burkett & Go’s

10 OTICE.

pleas-

i» ollensivo to 1 lit*'0 mroutel liitii. IT any disdeserves tin* name ot uni\er-al. ii is this.
Dietetic errors and the lollies whirl) Fashion
imposes upon us lend to foster an i disseminate
it. To the nitil'ul-t\ of hs \ ictims,
i/urr <t
an ]t,r ( <>/.
//,
tliere is hut one answer consistent with < hrisiian iv i-on.
nod has never
sent one e\ i! into tin* w rid lor which he ha< not
sent the remedy.
For the greatest of all spiritual and moral evils, the Croat Physician lias
proscribed a potent and never-failing remedy.
Jle has given explicit rule•* for the treatment
and pi
er\at ion of the spiritual and moral
man. hut Jle is silent in all matters
relating to
the | livsieai man. It would he an unwarrantable detraction Horn His heucticent characterto
suppose that He has atiiieted the greater portion
ot humanity with an incurable disease.
The
dav of plagues is p.a t. The Co.I of Christianitv i- n Cod of i
oj M-i y, His message is
good will to all men.* The earth and all contained therein was intended by the great Designer to suppl\ man's wants: and surely he
lias no greater wants than remedies for his hilirmitie-. >(deuce is rapidly proving that the
earth is luted to Mipply man** utmost nee«l.
New medical plants are constantly being discovered and new properties developed from
those already known, f or Catarrh, the most
potent, remedy yet discovered is Dr. Sage's < ataridi ftemedy. fi^ eilica«*v has been tested in
many thousand eases with uniform aicvess.
Cases that liad been repeatedly pronounced incurable. readily yielded to ii. In continued, oi
obstinate cases. Dr. Pierce's « olden Medical
Ib -eoverv should be taken in connection with
Ihe use of I he Catarrh Itemedy. I till particulars in Jberee’ Memorandum ibol*. They arc
ei «*u aw i\ h\ drnggi.t

AT

Street, opposite

given

$l2b!

BF

SOLD FOR FASH!

-o F~

bookstores and at the door.

dOSI.PH
1877.
tfdd

llelta.-i, Feb. 14,

WILL

tickets for remainder ol

ets.

Wooden Store on High
nplll'
X 1 *lueui.v Kow. Possession

evening.

evening

OF

Great Sale

To Let.

disguise,
identity

spent

Unparalleled

THAT

$1.00.

fo be obtained at the

Wednesday, Feb. ;.
Arrival* of stock at market—Cattle
; Sheep
and lambs lusu; Swine 1000; number Western
Cuttle l.V.H, Pastern Cattle
Mitch Cows and
.Norlhern Cattle IsO.
1’rices of Ibef Cattle per tun lbs, live weight
F..\-

other,

solemnly
mity

Riddle of the

Single 'tickets,

laugh,
disguise,

stripped

The

^TMI i Seventh Lecture ot the ('ourso for the Winte r
X of
and Is??, will be delivered in Pikiu k's
H M i., on Monhav I.veiling, Feb. Id, 1*::,
by
Rev. J. T. BIXBY.

Monday, where all letter** for ad-

even

1 <», o o o

LECTURES.

"dice. Corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadel-

v

THAN

WORTH

sumption may be cured.

tra quality $*» I'1 l-'.’aii r._* V; tirst quality $b ooab : ;
I 2; second quality.fi OOab 2b; third
quality $4 02 1 t
the two met in
4 371-2; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls &c
and
in
of the
of $:t vba t
Hidt
>a*i: per lb; Brighton Tallow 0 a
each other,
drank, ate and danced 0 1Brighton
ve per lb. Country Hides 7a.‘ i-2cperlb;
Country
the entire
When Tallow b 1-vab l-2c. per lit.
Calfskins lOallc per 1!>; Sheared Sheep skins and
time came Mrs. Behlen threw
Land) Skins flat 2b each.
aside her
with a
and IJeWorking Oxen—there has been a fair supply of
hlm
otV his
l'he merri- Working Oxen in market this wek, mostly from
for which the trade did not open very lively.
-Maine,
ment was cheeked, and each turned away
We quote sales
from the
as much at enOne pair girth 0 ft 0 in, live weight 20o0 lbs, $120;
1 pair girth ; ft 4 inches, li\• weight :’.200 lbs,
as
ever, and neither would admit
I pair girth <> ft 0 inches, live weight 3'ViO lbs,
$lf,0;
that
had
an
of
I pair girth 0 ft •> inches, i•
weight, 2700 lbs,
II re.
pair girth •’> ft s inches, live weight, vlbO lbs, $120;
Store Cattlf Not much call for them amt but a
tew in market, mostly from the .North. Prices do
••/ekiai, don't led anybody \oii li.-iuM me p« ml upon their value for I>oh.
Milch <,’ow —Most of the Ou\\s ottered in market
borne."—"mu-v, don t you mind- I am us much
lor salt- are of a common grad,', prices, ranging from
ashamed of il as yon are."
to
pm head.
i
.sle ep and l.ambs Those from the West were all
owned, by butchers and taken direct to the Abattoir
The Import,tut Question.
Trade for .Northern Sheep and
to 1m.- slaughtered.
1 ainbs has been quiet ut pricesjrangiug trom V 1 V to
<>i till loathsome dCca-.
aland) stands pre- 00
11*.
p.T
eminent.
!i renders iis victim a> disgusting to
1 •I. per lb, live
switn- i at Hogs,
weight.
himself us to <*th<■)•<. Ami tho most humiliat-

Singing Society,
being
ignorance
chatted,
ogather nearly
unmasking
domino,

'OM MITTFE

Wm.

Rooms.
^f7*Mr. H. 1.. Woodcock will have both Ladies
and Gents5 Dominoes. Also Masks lor sale.

that most any case of Con-

>

Slaughter

MOUK

CTS.

50

C. Thompson. G. M. Stone.
BALL TICKETS,
$1.00
To be obtained only of the Committee.
Dancers will enter it tlie door ot the Engine

which

of these medicines, according to directions. Dr.
Schorr k certlti

()F

these evidences

Srhenek’s Sea "Weed

Tonic and Mandrake Pills.

Immense

0

-o F~

at 10 A. M.

is often promoted by

employment of two otlier remedies
Scben k provides for the purpose.

additional remedies

WAR COMMENCED
[

DAYS MORE

Concert Commences at 7 30.
Grand March at
8 30.
•Sale of Reserved Seats will begin Friday, Fob.

restored to health,

after being prom>uneed incurable bv physicians
of acknowledged ability. Sehcuck's Fulmonie
will show; but the

Co. No. 5.

FULL ORCHESTRA:
Wiu. H, Wliiililon, of Boston, Deader.

(»f the highest

of many persons

1877 FEBRUARY 1st, 1877,

Y

j

of

Washington Engine

support the pret 'Utions of any other ineilieine. see Dr. Srhenek's Almanac, containing
to

I

-38-

Friday Eve mg\ Fel>. 20.

for

be brought

ran

O \

A T—

—

a

in

DOMINO

Ball and Concert!

mo-

makes your cure more hopeless,

eonvumption,t\M

phia.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Behlen ended
their unsavory marital troubles about two
years ago in the Brooklyn City Court, by
obtaining a decree of absolute divoree,
permitting the wife, who was the plaintiff, to marry again. On Monday night,
in the masquerade ball in Ceruiania Hall.
-Montrose avenue, given by the Bed Men's

GRAND

and

Curls made.

Old Switches re-made

mixed with Grey, &c„ cheaper than elseBRAIDS
where.
satisfaction in the
or

Having given
guarantee the same In future.
Jan IS, l$;r

—

lw3o.

past,

can

MACOMBER.
Hay View St, Belfast, Me.

MRS. C. <).

“Not

Fully Identified."

The Cleverest Cheat Yet.

The Gardiner Journal saya that a sad
ol destitution and misery was found
last week in Pittston. Living in a rickety
>i'c thrill, in mourning and sympathizing hearts.
shanty of boards with laths nailed over the Have you risen from your bed after a short sleep to
l'hev refer to ih< Ashtabula disaster, and were writcracks, were the family oi a miserable hud yourself nearly suffocated with Catarrhal
matten by 31;
3Iarrli.i K. Boor, formerly of Belfast.]
drunkard. The outside door he had kicked ter in your nose, head, and throat? Have you noticed what a depressing influence it exercises on the
‘•Not fully knowu!' O, friends who gather round
oti in one of his drunken sprees, and one
ruiud, blunting its faculties, besides enervating the
her,
ot the gentlemen who went to assist them body as well? How dillicult to lid the head of this
Amid tin* anguish of this hour of fear,
remarked that he would not have his hog loul matter all can testily who are afflicted with
I krongli all I he horror.- of the fate that hound her,
Catarrh. How dillicult to protect the system against
W;t- tld- the form that ye held so dear
live in so cold a hole. Three almost naked its further progress towards
tin lungs and bronchial
ail physicians can testily.
1
It is a terrible disr
a ithin whose ear a voice .-till
tubes,
children
on
a
of
linger-.
lay
heap
rags, crying
panied by his daughter, a good-looking from
1 hri!li:,g lhy .-onI as words may never tell'
ease, and cries out lor rebel. To be freed from the
and cold. Nothing to eat but
Imager
of
about
of
ion
while
still
oca
t
au-t thou not sav. -were these the
danger
lyingdown; to breathe
eighteen summers, about two
trembling tin young lady
ijiiarls of (lour and a halt a pint freely, sleep soundly and undisturbed; to know that
g.-rs
alighted at the ehiei hotel ol the town of
no poisonous, putrid limiter deliles tin* breath and
3\ hose lightest touch thy heart ha.- loved »o well'
Kind
milk, and the milk was frozen
undermines the system; to know that the body does
They gave themselves out to be Lnglish
Moili»-i
ho bore and nursed the tender flower,
and had, among other luggage, four large people lnrnished clothing for the wife and not, through its veins and arteries, carry the poison
>hu dug h« dose lrosu
that is. sure to destroy, is indeed a blessing. To puraught like rude alarms,
and
were
to
the
taken
town
babies,
they
mixes, containing two complete set:, of
■'n't tb<*u nut tell, it, in an e\ il
hour,
immunity lroiii such a fate should be the obfarm. The husband and lather tried to in- chase
" is this tilt* child who left thv
ject of all afflicted. but those who have tried mam
sheltering arms? drawers, like those used by officers in
hut
was
to
sent
for
remedies
and physicians despair of relief or cure.
terfere,
jail
thirty days
111ei —u ho -aw the
camp. They chose, a saloon and two bedlight of thv dark dwelling
Justice Goodspeed, on Friday, and his They become incredulous. With such the long ar1- .ole slowly out u hell -lie had left thv side
rooms, one of which opened into the sa- i>_\
of
testimonials
from our best citizens, phy.-ictans,
ray
< amt tlum not
know, amidst thy tears fust swelling, loon.
As soon as they were settled these family will now have a comfortable home and druggists in favor ol
" as this the daughter of
thy love ami pride
drawers were unpacked, and one set was at least
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
bister thou km west who at morn and even
Must convince them that it possesses great merit,
placed against the door in the gentleman's
Breathed the saint praver at the fond mother's
Two women and a man are under arrest in while the new and original method of its prepara
knee.
bed chamber, the door in question being,
tion when studied with the disease satisfies the mind
I istened the same swt et words of
hope and heaven, like most ot those in continental hotels, Philadelphia. They comprise the Charity Re- of any reasonable person that its method of cure is
look
koine,
lief Association. They hired a house, put out the true one.
upon her now -can thi> be she?
very thin
a sign, collected money from benevolent perBrother—who with a Idnd protecting duty
SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE
For some time things went on very sat- son*. and pocketed the proceeds. They are
COUGH AND LUNG
Treasured Thy sister in thine eyes so lair,
relieves and permanently cures
<
every form
The gentleman was not ex- said to have operated in the same manner in Instantly
we, le «k upon this wreck of what was beauty—
isfactorily.
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the ulcerative
1 hou surely can-t not claim her lying there'*
other cities.
man professes to be a clergystage, together with all its sympathetic disease*.
travagant. but liberal, and was most par- man and looksThe
like one. The women are glib,
Ah 1 tlier.- i- < »ne who knows—to whose clear seeiug,
ticular in calling tor his bill every week
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
and
in
the
trick
of
pretty
accomplished
All this dark hour is bright with infinite truth ;
and pay ing it to the moment.
Before he subscriptions out of susceptible men. getting Relieves in a short time the very worst forms of
i'.u-t Him in faith' tin* treasures of our being.
Nervous Headache, Neuralgia, Tightness across the
had
been many days in the town, he paid
ii will give back, to iin immortal youth.
Temples, Ringing Noises in the Head, and Wake
a visit to the principal jeweler and made
N>c
mu now -.-v. u to our passionate grieving,
Physicians have estimated that t?o,00u to fulness.
A
Bat when \v«* -land with her before liis throne,
some small purchases—in each ease pay; 10,000 persons die annually in this
SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE
country
Ah ti.af to tis -■••enisdark, and past believing,
cash and showing that he was well from the use or abuse ot tobacco. In Ger- Cleanses the nasal passages in a single
ing
shall in the clearer light be ‘‘fully known.'
application
the admirable Inhaler, which accompanies each
provided with bank-notes The jeweler many it is calculated that one halt of the with
package free of charge, and is more serviceable than
|Tla<p i o«i£it itutl Luit^ lfru|»
was most anxious to press his new cusdeaths between the ages ol eighteen and any other form ol inhaler.
Answer for Mo.
ila- been used by Dr.. T> v*.»i in an unusually sue
tomer. and brought all kinds of beautiful twenty-five arise from the same cause. It
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
cessful practice of over 1j years, with more than
U hat would 1 do for you, my dear,
articles to tempt him. but at first his pur- induces various fatal diseases,
by a single application the hard, encrusted satisfaction in every case, l he culls from parties
especially Removes
H to-day could he lord of file'
matter from the nose, opens
the
chases were moderate, though liberally
nasal
using it became -o numerous that he found it necesup
nervous ones.
passages,
allows the siuferer to breathe
njipu-1- that we both wer fitting l. r.
freely and enjoyfor sary to put it up in a convenient form to put upon
31.a. man and woma; not husband, will
paid for. At the end of a month the genthe first time the pleasure of a full breath.
the market. Tins was done in September last, since
33 <>uld \ our laded face be lair and your brow
tleman paid a visit done, and alter makwhich time the amount which has been sold far ex33 hat but the wrinkles there would 1 see
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
ceeds anything of a like nature which has ever been
33 o;ild I love vou then a- 1 Ho now
ing another anal! pun base observed that
Allays pain, inflammation, and soreness ,.j the mu
before the public, and the number of unsolicited tescons membrane of the nasal
But cou slmil ail-wer, dear, for me
his daughter was about to be married and
passages, it is the timonials which 1ih\ e been received show that it is
mod soothing, healing, and grateful
that
lie
of
all
that is claimed tor it, and even more.
to
Paris
tor
preparation
a
l
!
>ve
thought
sending
but lew ;
ever applied to these inflamed surfaces.
toyim c easily
Ot all disease* to which mankind is heir, none
set of diamonds
The jeweler could not
Bight one. light /■', i- not mv
\KA0f* CHEW-SMOKE
amore dangerous than
liuioAi and l.i n«* di>Ao one has known my heart but
SANFORD’S
RADICAL CURE
allow such a chance to slip through his
Ih.l vo'ir hand Oil it and feel il beat
also taken internally, where, by it*, action on tie I eases, and in our New Kngland climate, with ns
-udden
of
f w can pass thro
He
changes
33 here i- tie- other impossible she
had
the
most
set
temperature,
beautiful
in
Mood in eliminating from the sy-tem ilie a-'iii
| the
linger
year without experiencing their troublesome
< ..ii
-po.'keii .1, kneeling at m\ feet
always present in < atarrh, it affectn the whole eon I effects.
the property ol a prince :-,; he wa
Kurope,
I NEST Plug TOliACt II
How
mam
are
carried
nwav
every year h>
f. i' you -hall atiswa r, dear, for me
dilution.
11;. tt..I-I.l, ASK
that dread disease,
sure that only a Aid ford Ing'ese could buy
EOK IT.
Bo.*'
SANFORD’S
lor* v it, ami only one
rtl\E
RADICAL
NO
CURE
OTHER.
them, and begged his customer just to in
1
1 when il enters surrendered h.'Uli
I hus becomes a powerful
purifying agent in oxer
The priee was 'aiiOffOl.
i' iill.sped them
imtdiT—none,
coming the poisonous action of the rotten matter
an dispo-.-e.-H him till lib* de,.uit;.
The inspection was made bat no deei
that has, timing sleep, dropped into the throat and
THE PIONEER TOBACCO CO. BROOKLYN, N. »•
And m>mtti -ticceed him oi royal line
mingled with the contents of the domach. t.. be at,
ion was come to that day
The next da\
Which, hi nine case- mu .*t M, -tarts in a sligtit
V
alii the darkened throne must b.
sorbed into the system.
cold which, it not cloek.-d, is sure to result in tin
•*k in yi ui ou 11 town. lermsandoutfit
■'•
another was made, and “Milord’' agreed
I
oiation
Mould lull oil mini'
ubo\e
named disease.
$66,
H.
11A
lhe('U»iH AND Ll'N.C
1.1
.K
1
<
SANFORD’S
l'
&
RADICAL CURE
o., Portland, Main.-.
lo.! yam -hall answer, lov e, for iue.
to take them.
Tire
was
i J he following beautiful and touching line.-, from
the Boston Traveller, must awaken many a respon-

'■

During the lust lew weeks, says the Vanity Fair, a perfect novelty in the art of
swindling has been brought out in a town
in Italy, and. as a similar ruse might be
played upon the very sharpest tradesmen
m London, an account, of the mode of proceeding may be of interest to the residents
of Bond streets and other parts. Some lime
since a gentlemanly looking man, accom-

We Have Heard of it!! Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

READER,

ease

i

immfii:,
USUALLY KEPT IN A

Dr. A. J. Flagg’s

Furniture Store
CAN BE FOUND AT

Remedy. J. 0. THOMPSON

Safe and Sure

Alter this date the Steamer i\ AJ YUDIN, C aptain
'Vm. R. Roi\, will make but one trip per w eek, leaving Belfast for Boston on Mondays and Boston on
Thursdays, touching at all the landings.
■G-j*-Freight taken at usual rales.
Belfast Dec. 19, Kii.
D. LAM
Agent.

Maine Central Railroad.

EVERYTHING

—

.■

in Prices of

Large Decline

SON’S

-C o: CTrains now leave Belfast at s.lu A .M. F.rook
S.-IT.
Thorndike 9.1v
;•
Lnitv
Arriving ,t:
Burnham 9.55 A. M.
Leave Belfast at
L. 1*. M
Bro.Athorn
dike •t.l ’.
I nity 4.d*>. Arriving at Burnham .!
Burnham at '..00 P. M.

RFTURNlNu.
l eav.- Burnham at It*. 10 A M t nity lu te. 1 ,..m.
dike lu..;
Brooks n.
A
m
Arrive at BHwm
ld.lo p. M.
1 eavc Burnltam at 5 m F M
l mt>
I:
thorn
dike i.5d. BrookJ *» i-. Arrive at Belfast »’ » 1*. \i
These trains Connect ai Burnham with P. iiv i.
Bo-ton and Bangui framOctober 9. 1- (.

Carver's Harbor Packet.

No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston,

j
!

!

THE SCIENCE OK LIKE;
Or. SELF-PRESERVATION.

SORKTOWIlSh MILLION fOPIFSS LH

ia*t-ailing packet
rpilE
X
llu.nia

March

aF.Y.Capt.

--

again

o

Li

r>

AT—

notice.

Country produce ot all kinds will m purcim < d
the going prices.
W hen in port the apt .tin m;,\
lound on board the packet at Harad. n
wlmi t
the store ot Wood-, Mathew x Baker.
Excellent

EXTRE TvT ELY

Ls

$ la

are

P. elf

accommodations
(
1 K*
lv<;.

o

st,

Sept

O

W

PRICES !
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CONSUMPTION,

..

jeweler

1

of the worlii, my dear,
not be m >re my .|ueeii than now
on would ha
e | he same old lover here,
I >■ cej«t thal Id- love Would be oil
your bl'oW
mu anything he too good l'or vou,
I hat a king may give you
A-k and
'• inn- the
thing that l will not do
I or/..it shall tu-u.-r, lov-, for me.

Jewels of

anil Devotion.

Thought

i

.b ad ill ( hri-t they rest 111 hope,
3ml o’er their sleep sublime,
I he shadow' of the
Steeple moves
I rom morn till vesper-* liiim
• *n
every mound in solemn -had.-,
It.- imaged cross doth 1 e,
A
gut th. sunlight to t lie west,
>r
ides t he moon on high.
I

delight'd,

it would be best, to ask if he
should send lie. m round that evening, but
lie

thought

he received a perfectly
traightforward
“1 do not keep ■<> much money
au-wer
about me. I must draw upon my bankets
in London.
1 will give you ..not to close
the business, and the jewels yam can deliter against cash in the course of next
week." The deposit was paid, and the
jeweler satisfied beyond a doubt that he

1

<is-

and

arliest at the

1 ‘a-stoils
i"

t

ni'i'i'

are

us

easily evaded

a-

impossible

.uoinamue.

aie.

Rain addeth zest unto j•!«*:«>ui•<* and teaches
tie luxury of health.
Topper.

Tin* onh in which w, never forgive in each
other b difference «d‘ (.pinion.
Knierson.
1
■

won*h r to see men wicked, hut 1
wonder i<» see them not ashamed, jv-wift.

nev< r

.lieu

>:idd«*st I:ii!111
ot the \

1 'tie

|»iiLtino forth
|dc.

*•

in life

ow. r

t<>

from tile not
succeed.
Whipcome

Predominant opinion-, :,re Generally the opinions of tie* .nerati.ii that i- vanishing.
i Disraeli.
More -hilliii
oievded m tic* making of a
loil would double the relation of mankind.
lolin \\ ei
■

It
we

uallv

u

i-

a

>

piece

oi

moral cowardice when

trom a Jiard place t<» an easy one, or
daneerou- post to a snugly sheltered
Mallv !i\c become utlei failure- from

run

Horn

a

"lie.

tile simple lack of courage.
the ino-i important requi it os of' a holy
til*patience. And by this \v.* do not meaii
merely a meek atld (Jlliet temper when one is
persoiiallv a vaulted and injured; but a like
meekness and (piietnc- ot temper in relation
i"
lb* moral and rclbriuus progress in the
world. 11 »r. I pham.
me

of

1 he \ ieb*dliides of life sutler us not to be
.dated by any present good fortune or to admire that 1 i icily which b liable to change.
I iiturity carries for
every man many various
and uncertain events in its bosom.
[Solon.
No trail of character b more vainahle than
he possession of a good temper.
Home an
never In* made happy
without it. It i> like
itower> -priu-;n- up in our pathways. rovivin
and cheering u-. Kind words and looks
if.* tin outward demon trations;
patience and
forhentv.Ui e are the sentiments within.
j he w hole law b impressed on the
gracious
mul; every part of it is written over upon the
renewed hear*. And. though remaining corruption makes such Idols in tin* writing, that
oftentimes the man himself cannot read it, yet
he that wrote i can lead it at .all times: it ]«■>
never quite blotted out, or can it he.
What
he ha- written lie has written: and if shall
stand.

That w is capital id vice the Re v. Alfred Taylor gave hi' fellow < hautamplans in a recent
uldress. He bade them
\
wash, ami be
■lean;
cat, and be strong ; hi sleep, and be
cheerfulexercise, and be muscular; i)
ook up. am! be hopeful."
flies, recipes are
le t
patented. AM < bristi tn workers are wel‘.in** to m- c
iicin. and sonic need to.
<

1

"!<l eiioneli ll< VV lit look hack wilh solilt'/I iil.s,'n ntinn I,.r forty years; ami I
in I!,. |-ro;tiv-sof society a most marked
% i<IfiK-i- "l iln' hiylier m iii'ra!
intelligence the
-'I, liter apt it Hi I,
tor looking at tilings as tlvv
in
aii'l lor not allowing strange, aiisnnl ndtions to tni;,' possession ol tiir inino: while,
i.aain. 1 * an trine, even within the last ten
\
nrs, in a most, remarkable manner. 1 lie prev
nielli e of a sievin' to ilo things right for the
right's sake, ami not merely beeause they are
politic. | Dr. \V. 11. 'arpeuter.
I :i 111
11■:*' il

in scr

I he (lilli

iilty

which most people have in rei-inn is to bring the though! of i.oil into their
'lailV lives. His very greatness makes il liar,I
to I'oimeet liim wilii
homely, every-,lay maters.
We get some sense of Him in ehuteh, or
in the
prayer-meeting, or in rare hours of exalte,I feeling, lint when we go into the Inisv
worhl, where mosl of nnr life i- spent, timl
lath's away into heaven, that is farther oil than
the bine sky above tntr lieails. This is a treat
loss to ns.
ft is neglect on our part of our
highest opportunity, <.od walks witli us in
closest nearness, at every moment.

How

Cans

Wan

First

Used

t.reat was the amazement in all England
when at the close ot the last century William Murdoch discovered the use ot combustible air or gas. So little was the in-

vention understood and believed in by
those who bail not seen it in use that even
great and wise men laughed at the idea.
■How could there be light witiiout a
wick ?” said a member ol Parliament when
the subject was brought before the House.
Even Sir JIumphery Davy ridiculed the
idea of lighting towns by gas, and asked
one ol the proprietors it they meant to
take Ihedome of St. i’aul’slor a gas-meter,
sir Walter Scott, too, made himself merry
over the idea of illuminating London by
smoke, though lie was glad enough,-not
so
long after, to make his own house at
Abbottsford light and cheerful on wintry
nights by the use ot that very smoke.
When the House of ('omruons was lighted
by gas, the architect imagined that the
gas ran on fire through the pipes, and he,
therefore, insisted on their being placed
several inches from the wall for leaf of
the building taking lire; and members
might he observed carefully touching the
pipes with their gloved hands and wondering why they did not feel warm. The
lirst simp lighted in London by the new
method was Air. Akermann’s, in the Strand
in 1810, and one lady of rank was so delighted with the brilliancy ol the gaslamp on the counter that she asked to he
allowed to take it to her home in her carriage. Mr. Murdoch was, however, too
busy with other pursuits to continue the
study of gas, and though he was undoubtedly the lirst to apply it to practical purposes, many others laid claim to the honor
and other people quickly reaped the benefit of his cleverness and ingenuity. In
this lie shared the general fate of the inventor.

1150
waiilul. vervwher.-.

mi

i.»i

::i

'|ur>i!i>n,

JESSE

AMES
'I \M 1

child, and would have her own
way. She had come to tell “papa" that
the tailor was waiting for him in the next
room and lie must go. and tiiat she was
ijuite sure the jeweler would like her company better than his; besides she had a
locket she could not open, and the jewelei

spoiled

a

mud help her. The jeweler was not proof
against the playful charms of the young
lady ; he saw Ids goods safe, not exactly

under his eyes, but next door t » it. So
•he begged her father to go, and he would
wait. “.Milord" left the room, anil the
poor dupe en joyed half an hour of delightful flirtation with the young lady. There
was something very winning in iier
way :,
and then she wn a voting bride
The time passed like a dream, and at
last the young lady passed oil' to go and
hurry her father. The jeweler sat in meditation; his thoughts wore all engrossed
with the sweet girl who had iu-t lelt.
Then he began to wonder bow long his
customer would be
1'hen lie went and
tried the tlap of the drawer. It was “all
it was locked.
So he sat down
right
and mused again. Alter some three hours
lie began to think he must be forgotten.
So lie rang the hell and
requested the
waiter to remind “Milord’’ that he was
waiting, but to do it very politely. The
waiter tepiied that “Milord" and the signorma had gone out an hour ago.
There
was nothing to do but wait, and wait he
did. Neither returned. Table d’hote passed
and although the poor man began to have
a
presentiment that something was wrong,
the landlord wn consulted, but was sure
that his guest was a real gentleman, whose

only

fault

forgetfulness.

So

again he
waited until past the small hours of the
night. At early morning the landlord
again returned, and he also began to think
the ease suspicious.
The jeweler was furious. lie made, a dash aL the drawer
and with the aid of the poker, broke
open
the 11 1]«
His next move was to take the
casket.
He thrust his hand into the compartment, and smile back into the armchair.
He saw before him
nothing but. a
si]uare open void, leading into a set of
drawers in the nexi room
The landlord
did likewise, and so did the waiters. Then
was

and looked at each other, and :tl
they
hi .t ordered restoratives lor the leweler.
who had tainted
sat

Spring Wheat

FLOURS.

FIRST PREMIUM A I TIIE
CEXTF.XNIAI. EXHIBITION.
Award given lor “VKin
FINE COLOR" and
“VKIjy 11 BEAT STRFNCiTH” of Flour.
NORTHFIELD MIN N ESO T A.
”77..
ojWrjm'ico ixhar ]V'>uirn."

WANTFfl “Agents
attractive
1

‘-'•■very
Hie Century,”

,o sen

ami

mv m*w

hook, “The ATogrand Cncvcloptrdia.

a.f
a
chance for lirst class canvassers; nothinglike
1;. meeting with splendid success. B. H. Ml's,
'*1.1 INilalinlier. Boston, Muss.

•*■••>•
A line

"■JACKSON’S III:ST"
SWEET NAVY

E W I MG

H

wia- awarded the highest prize at Centennial
Kxpols;r.. If you want the best tobacco
s.*pt.
made ask your grocer for this, and see that
“.I ack-on's Best” is on every plug. Sold by all whole-al. dealers. Any one can get a
supply by applying
ev er

A. JACKSON & CO.,
Va.

[V p-

Manufacturers,

Petersburg,

ton.

Baby Soap,

made

by

Kobinson Bros.

POfin D tk
llIIIBII
w K#

I

\

Co.. Bo-

am*

A

I

su‘;u,y work for one
"rtWu enterprising men
or women in each county.

■

I

Particular- free. Send :?Too for outfit worth
$jn.on.
Address ,1. |. \ HAM & Co., 41o Washington street.
Boston, Mass.

A LUCRATIVE BUSINESS.

rER and

■

and

Broadway,

Y.,

or

New

Orleans, l.a.

No matter how slightly disabled.
increasM nutv paid. Advice and
circular free. T. M. Mi. u \r.i Att
ro? Sansom St.,
Pa.
Philadelphia,

PpK|Q|flMQ
1 ‘■•'wlUllw

profits

contract in L'u viUU-**
the late decline in stocks.
th'y*
The judicious management ot

V^JL JL
■

C/

0

STOCK CONTRACTS
the privilege plan always en.-ures a good return
often ten tine
the im estment in as many days
Semi for information and the "Si»w »n»i*ni,"frer
t ofdand
T. POTTER WIGHT & CO,
stock Brokers. \
.in \\ all St ret t. New York.
on

PILES!
HAVILANDS HEMORRHOID CORE.
A SURE CURE!

r, \\ htdcs.df* and Befall I>Oi*h*r

CHOICE
Ha- 1
Main
u
| I »1 i«*.

tin- \« \v

•:•
!>'-

wio

!.

Stoit-, No. m; \Y udiin’s Block,
ins iI»-

i--

ol

ih»-

I

‘THE BEST PLASTER.
Messrs. Woks <)' I*oti> c. (ientleiio n,— Please send
me six Cot.I.IXS* VOI.TIAC Pl.ASThHS.
Semi by re.
turn mil. I think they are ;he best Plaster I ever
used. Please tind money inclosed.
HASKELL LEWIS
Milford, Del., duly H. IsiY*.

t/i-ssrs. Weeks .1 /‘otter, (i-ntlemen,— Please send
me another C<»i.i.i.\s’ Voi.riAr Pi.asi'fk.
I tind
them to be an excellent Plaster,—the. best that 1
have ever used, lam sorry that the druggists here
do not keep them.
I
M. SMDKIi

Broadway, O., duly,
ALL DKL’(iU1ST<.
cents. Sent by mail, caretully wrapped,
Brice,
on receipt of
cents for one,
for six, or
lor twelve, by WEEKS
POTT!.It, Proprietors,
Boston, Mass’.
SOLD BY

R. L-I. EDDY,
Secured Patents in the I nited State- also in Oreat
Britain, Erance anil other foreign countrios, Copies
of the claims ot any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at
-Vo Ageiuji m tin l mte,/ states possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patent.' nr ascertain,m/ the
pat, ■ntalniih, «;/ in, nt'ions.
K. H- EDDY Solicitoi of Patent

Washington!

<

rvt|iin>f

usually ki-j.t

in

a

lirst da--

ton*,

ol Main

Plank,
Boards,
Cedar Shingles,

Street,

near

Repot.

$8.00
$8o0tol0.oo
•*

have in stock, Asti Lumber (Planed and Joint
Hard Pine Flooring, Cedar Posts, o, 8, lo and
l'-' It., Laths, Cement, Lime, Hair, etc., which can
be sold at KXTRFMKLY LOW PRICKS.
M. K. COOPT 1L
8tf
Belfast, August, 1870.
I

F.

H.

MOSES,

FLORIST,
Designs,
PLANTS

Mrs. Lydia Willey of Claremont, the respected
widow ot the late Deacon M. Willey, tor thirty
years afflicted with lung troubles, gladly certifies :
Di:. Li a»;<<—My Dear Sir: I am happy to be
allowed an opportunity of recommending your
<
'O't'jh and Lana Syrup, for it has proved very oeneneiai to me for quite a number of years past, giving
relief from severe coughs and soreness of the lungs,
when all other remedies ami physicians had failed.
1 have lived nearly seventy years, and have never
taken a medicine more peasant to the taste, or
soothing to the affected parts.
My family unit*
their testimony with mine, in pronouncing it an in
comparable cough and lung remedy.
Mrs l VIHA W 1 l l.Y.

prepaid,

Im
on

receipt

I

«■»

ni

i'.tnosYL

NOTICE.

fm
P.

,t
it

■

>

..

Pa- engm-.
I L*I I

Ill-'

m

>

This Booh also contains More than fifty
Prescriptions lor the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than

Swan

gard Mr. Eddy a* one of tin- moa nimble and
sucre.-sin, practitioners with whom I have had otb
ciul intercourse.
ClfAS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.1
“Inventors cannot employ a person more trust
worthy or more capable of securing for them an eurlj
n

and favoiuble consideration «r the Patent Ottice.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com. of P:it**«ts
Boston, October Id, lh?0.
K. 11 EDDY, K-U2.—Dear Sir you procured for
me, in 1 ~40, my tirst patent. Since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundreds oi oetand
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. 1
nave occasionally employed the best
agencies in New
f ork, Philadelphia and Washington, but I still give
you almost the whole of my business, in your line,
and advise others to employ vou.
Yours truly,
i-EOBUi DRAPER.
Boston, Jan‘y 1, 1- -lyrgr

W. B. SWAN Sc CD.
V\ ith increased facilities for transacting our business and with integrity and fidelity to the interest*
ol* our customer*, we hope to receive a continued
liberal share of the public’s patronage.
S\\ AN & SIBLKY BROS.
V> ii mam B. Svv\\.
A. Cl
n p. Sun » 1.
6w2n
F.i»w \iin Si mi \.

Belfast

Savings

Bank.

K KF. MOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceiv** deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of Juno, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March, interest
being computed on same, the first Mondavs of June
and December.
Deposit a received daily, (except on Sundava and
Legal Holidays, trora *.» to Hf A. M., ami : to 4 p. Ac
Saturdays Bank closes at 1 \ noon.
John H. Qpimb y, Tread.
ASA FADNCK, Brest.
Belfast June 6th Is. 4.
tt

HAN

>

NOTICE.
Kl AS

wife l .li. abeth, has, witimut any
and bourd, this is to tor
any person
ting her on my account, as
I shall pay no dents of her contracting.
J'HLN f*. li IB BAUD.
Is.,.
.iviil"
Belfast, Jan.

my
WHtreu.ioii, lrft
my bed
hid
from tru

Thick Bools!
I

m'*-Ej_LXTJP .Spring streets, lias all the latest
Improved in-drum* nit t..y operating upon teetli; in
eluding
MORRISON S DENTAL ENGINE!

iudiieement

To

I*. :\. r=

<•

Ho*

place

to

Huy is

gi\

«-n to in >t

Ling

Plates.

\»*\ l. i»«*
term, l*.

TUCKER, Proprietor.

roach*** to convey passengers u» amt from the car*
ami boat*.
Sample Room* free to j/ut': ts.
l ivery amt Hoarding Mub.Y connected with the
House.
till
Belfast, Sept. : i,

publican
in the

,i .i.lici'.il

-:;uprem«

t’ouri, January

I,. DL'xVuiNi)

Journal,

to

a

newspaper printed

at

II. II. I'OKKI'iS'

Candy, Nuts, Figs, Dates, Oranges, Lemons, and Fruit ol'

Hazeltine

Belfast

ped.”

City

-c

I

We

are

now

;o:

Co..

Mills!

Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
out his entire Stock of BOOTS :“id SHOES
about the original cost at retail, thereby
giving the
wearer the benefit of the LOW PRICKS for CASH
and C'ASH|ONL\ ; us I propose to close
up my
buftlness very soon no credit will be given.
My stock consists of all the various styles of I A.
DIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ A'/d, cloth,
ami KID FOXED BGOT:S',also SUFFERS, BUT
TnS SHOES, also MEN’S and
BOY’S CALF
BOOTS, A LEX AS BOOT, also CALF S Tit A F
BUCKLE SHOES, also Common KIF, THICK,
and SFLIT SHOES, for common wear, in fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in
detail, and
dually, call and examine the QUALITY and PRI
CES, and you will be sure to buy. As 1 propose to
all HOOD JiARO A1XS as
as they LAST,
if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the
place, at

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON&C0

Mast, Spar &Blockmakers,

Assumpsit on account annexed to writ, lor cash
Plaintiff also claims
labor, amounting to
same amount under a general count for money had
and

& c

and received.
Date of Writ, August lsth, 1*70.
Returnable to >ct. Term .supreme Judicial Court,
\
Barton
Stnil.
WORKS:
\\ aldo County, ls?ii.
1 Ids firm continently assure tlo- masters uud ownAd Damnum, $joo.
ers ol ships that they have the oest of facilities tor |
I
A. GREER fill’s Attv, Belfast, Me.
executing ( very branch of shipwork, for bothw ood- j A True Copy of the Order of ourt with Abstract of
en uiul iron ships, in a manner
the
Writ
guaranteed to give |
satisfaction.
tl'lti
Attest
W.
FRY 1, Clerk.

give

long

FT. FT.

FORBES,

No. 13 Main Street.

LIVERPOOL.

Special
am

closing

Notice.

out my Stock

on

formerly occupied by Hon. .Nehemiah Abbott.

GEO. E

WALLACE,

at Law!

Attorney
II AKA DP

BLOCK, Bellas!, Mr.

.fSr-All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

E. J. MORISON & CO.
'(Successors to Carle &. Mori sou,)

Hay cut

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Iin
peinenls, Paints, Oils, (Hass, &e. No. fA Main
tf’.l
■Street, Belfast, Me.

now

ard upon the premises.
ply to the subscriber.

Will be Sold

For further

tfiW

FRANK

AT

MIIXER,

OYSTERS!
-AND

OTIIKK

__

Wanted, Agent.*? and Every-

body to send for
tennial
An entirely new

sample

“Cen-

PatcntNapkin Holder.”

invention and

universally useful.

street,

Uoston,

Mass.

at short notice.

tflo

JJH.OSPECTUS.

THE TJXTXOXT.

PURE LEAD AND OIL.
N, MASITRY & SONS Ready Made Colors for
and exterior of Houses, Barns,
Fences, &c. Call anti see before purchasing elseJ.

Fainting interior
where.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Maiu St., Belfast, Me.
3»tf

AT/AM

FLent.

of

house

Cedar

Street.

my dwelling
Good accommodations. Apply to
A portion
MILTON F. CARTER.

Belfast, Dec. 14, 1876.—tf24

on

Editor.

JADAVV/.YL, (Sunday*

;>‘>7 If STREET N. \V„
WASHINGTON. />.
in

HENRY l’OLKINHORN.

<

Thf T estimony of the Whole World

HULL'. >WA VS

1 * I I .1 ,S.
Kxtraets from Various l.idti i-.

“I had no appetite, Hollovvav
I’d1
.•...
n.
heartv one."
“Your Pills are marvellous
“1 send for another box, and keep
hem in the
house."
“Dr. Holloway ha- cured m\ headactu that was

>

n

..

t-

1

chronic.”

“1 gave one of your Pills to my hal e tor rlmlera
morbus. The dear little thing got w» II in a da ,.'
“My nausea of a morning i- now cured."
“Your box of Holloway s Ointment cured me <u
noises,in the head. 1 rubbed some of your ninth > n
behind the ears, and the noise has left
“Sendme two box« -, 1 want one f-<; a poor familv
“l enclose a dollar; your price it-. Our tinmedicine to me is worth a dollar.”
“Send me five boxes of your Pill*.
“Let me have three boxes ot your Pill hv i. mm
mad, for Chills and Fever.”
1 have over .’OU such testimonials a- tin
at
want of space compels me to conclude.

invaluable. lr *i«»t•
with tin*
very root of t lit* n il.

ARABIAN

OINTMENT
SCRATCHES

Disorders,

M»

A

no: heal externa!!.
'.!,
mo-r -< urchin
eih"t- t..

Hi >1 ,LOW AY'S
lnvarklbh

I'll II I.A of.

H

« *

«’it!

hi

i*

HORSE-FLESH !

: i.

l'll.I.S

follow m/ hi

Disorder oi

tho

DOMESTIC

Kidneys.

lo ull diseases aileeting these nr^iii-, whether
they secrete too much or tot) little water or w h. thm
with
they he ntlticted with the stone or gravel,
aches and pains m-ttl.d in tie- loins ...- tin- re'imH
of the kidneys, the.-.- rill- ho.,Id
r:tk< n an-. •.i
ing to the print. .1 directions, .,m 1 tin- nimim-iit
should he well ruhhed into tie -mall ol t
t. no .•
bed time.
I his treatment \\ ill els. ulmo-1 mini. d.
iit«* relo t when till othno .in
hav e ! ui. d.

it
to it

:

v\\ r.»i-: .I.h.n

l.i

>

iii>

-til)

..

nii-i i.

II, I..1.1, I
!
M
V
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|
1 -r.u ! nv.t
hi
11
v,
Han
>n
i..
M.r. j.o.J
i;•
I* M M..
H
I
•> l» .'1!, I
t.i' lav. r. '-iai.J,-, l:
> I iti.l
l' t" U U ••••.. ,i
;
It
lv i !.
ni.i;
K• •!*i-rt »
A It,.
| rtlil-1.
.1
V\
I'.l.i. l t». J.U! c --IOT.lt'.
.•
M II i. .N. «
t
I
.|
w
» ."1 'll,.
I. II.,..
tMi.lt
i,t* t

••

.,

•.

ill so ellectnally impr.
it,.
it.
the e rill.-, tin-', ivn.i.i
.1
h.
occasioned
either
ity
intempeiam- .t improp. c
diet,
l'hey reach the liver and reduee it to a m «lth
action; they are wonderfully the i. ioii m •-.»-« oi
spasm in fact they ne\. r tail oi curing dl di-..rdm
ol the liver and stomach
IldUOW A A
l’l I
are he i.e : kn.o. n .n th.
world lor the following d.-. a
\
i.
mm.,
Lilimis < '•'liiplaint •, liloteh.tin
k.n,
.-I.-,
! r
i'on.-mnption, lability, I trophy, I >. ent.
,p»
I
eis «.f all kindI
las, f emale Irregnlurili.
(lout, Headache, indigent ion, litllumn.alion, daun
iiic.-. Liver Complaints, i.nmh.iyn, l'.[.
Kin un.
I
tism, Keienti.-n ol urine, cromla <•? lv.n>.Sore Throat-, .'tone and i.ra.l,
.v
.dm; rni
i umoit leer-i Worm- of ail l.in-Is W'. al.n.
11
..
ally causc, etc.
t\

ANIMALS.
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For Stomachs Out ot Order.
No medicine
ol the stomach

..

»

a

IV|,,IY,I \U

••

«

nil m SAVMKK.

Fro’|i

m: viiSFoiiT, mi
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RICHARD H. MOODV
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W 0 MAN

...io a re Ty *niiiiie unless the ignatm
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a.S ay. lit
for tie
luted
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ux ol Pilipand uintineiu
each
A h .ii i-n n,
ward will be- ydv. n to any oue r. n i. rim m t, nonmtion as may lead to tl..- det. t.rm ;.i ,r. pari m
parties ounteih-ding the iwo,; im-s -u
same, knowing tin m to r.. -j.in i. ..
*^'::oid at tlie immutactm
i ..t. n
\
& C,,.. New York, and 1
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IMPORTANT CAUTION.
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25.
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80.
81.
32
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til.
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pli>"iciun.

We respectfully call the attention of our weekly exchanges to the prospectus published in to day's
Union, and request them to insert the same in their

t issue in pursuance with their kind offer.
The Union is the only Democratic daily publish
ed at the seat of Government. It is dedicated to the
dispassionate discussion of the events and Issues of
the hour. In the language of the initial editorial,
“the immediate object sought in the establishment
the nation from
of this paper is to aid in
being subjected to the ills which must result from
in
abeyance, and frusplacing Its Chief Magistracy
trating the great reforms of administration and
the
vote
of
tinunoe decreed by
November, and we
so to conduct the paper as to demonstrate its
to the country at large, and to secure such
support from the people as to assure its success and
nex

hope
utility

permanency.”

-M

rents.

S, S. SCRANTON & CO.,

K'fATKMKMT

me.,
1
/ /.

A-'.-t
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\

tisii

II

Uii.r,

II*

Ttii.l.

Cu<h ill
Ilk.
>
:;
Premium hi * ‘*»iirlioii*;
I uitfii Mate
■;
I .turns .hi Mortgages .1 i;. I
v allied at
$ I:'**.«miw..i.i,
I.wans .in Collateral -•remit i.
market valitr,
Accrued Interest on above,
»■> I n-nran <• dm li ma
r

Morocco, with above :tr» lance

ia!s ami

...

.Medicine 4

I

>ut.-tawiing l.(*
Items,

M.

$10.00
Manual of directions,
0.00
Case Morocco, of 20large vials ami Book,
These remedies are sent by t lie case
ot
lie
to
any part
single box or vial,
country, free ot charge, on receipt ot
Address
price.
Humphrey"’ lloineopat liic

<

I.

\

1

I
mi

—

I

4

»
■..

n,

,|> *

t -ini'
...
-,

i.nuo.o
i.,,p*>.l;
1

.unp
1
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inic-,

I

Atisrellane.
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...

o.

Office and Depot, 502 Broadway. NewYoik.
For s*al«* by all llriiKsM>.
1 y""

It

AM, I 1.1,

i

s.

r.. ft tMMt

linil'HHKi
ITeasur*

II

lAVI.itK,'

\"'t >tcreturv.

r.

FRED ATWOOD. Agent
:1
Winterport. Mt>

"

CIRCASSIAN LILY
:»»f:

IM I* It*»V IN»l

Com i >l©xion.
j arution

the

«*ume

used

lies «»t **('iri-aasia," \\ )i«>s*•niph■n.'**i- are world-lamed. It will
!.i!
l-iit rh.uigo th> most swarthy to
ii.»t injure the
lilv whit*-m >
Prepared troiu tlu* oritnuil Recipe
l.v MI'S MIRA WI N 1 VVoKliL
Portland, Prim.
Sold ill i;. llii-t by It. 11. Moody, \\ u.
I'dty « •■lit
l‘oor and Pose Sh*M**n
and In* druggists
tf It*
generally.
..

NERVOUS

DEBILITY.

weak ex
Vital weakness or depression :
haunted to* liny, no energy *.r courage, the result ot
mental over-work, Indeseretions or excesor Mint**

ses,
<<»

f

drain upon tin- -vstem. is always

our

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPATHIC SPEC-

IFIC No. 28.

dispels

It

ton*

s

up and im ijjorates tin- sys

the

gloom and despondency, impart-,
strength and energy, -tops 1 lie dram and rrjuv*
tern,

mitt

s

the entire

p*rl.<t

mail.

by

success

Ret

n

used

wenty y*arx w ith
Sold by dealer",

t

thoufunds.

$l.t*u per siuyb vial, «>i r- no pm package
n. nt
and $,,.iio ial ot powdb) mail on
r,'°‘‘,pt or price. A«i'li'."- HUMPHREYS’HOMEtrie*,

ti\

GREAT

HANGOH
l !

' iiiih.ii
y

I.
v
-•

Dyspepsia, Biliou- stomach,
feuppressetl, or Painful Periods,
Whites, too Profu-e Periods,
Croup. Cough, .Difficult Bieaihing,
*alt Itliriiiii, Erysipeltts. Eruption*.
g.
Rheumatism, itheunmiie Pains,
r.
Fever anil Ague, chill 1 < vcr, Ague-,
Flies, blind or bleeding,
.v
Ophtnaliny. and Sore or Weak lives,
f,u
fatari’ll, acute or chronic. Influenza,
"i
WIllMiplllK-foUKli, violent, coughs,
;.ii
Astlima, oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharges, impaired hearing,
f.u
M
feerofula, enlarged glands. Swelling-,
.Vi
General Debility, Physical Weakness,
.Ml
Dropsy and scanty Secretions,
feca>Mrkness, Sickness from riding,
Kidney-Disease, Gravel,
Nervous lletiility. Vital Weakness, 1 ihi
More tiniitli. Canker,.NJ
Irlnary Weakness, wetting the bed. mi
Ml
Painful Periods, or with spasms,
too
Disease of Heart, palpitations, etc
n.i
1
Epilepsey, Spasms, "i. Vitus* Dance,
Diphtheria, ulcerated sore throat,
Chronic Congestions and Eruptions,
FAMILY CASES.

CAUSE

til

••

vial

OPATHIC MFOICINE COMPANY,
ly

.frit t'iibli

mi:■ .i

li

-■

f’nres.
Congestion, inllammaiions,

Worms, Wmin 1- v-t, \v,,nn
CryliiK-Colie, oi'iv»-thing of Imant:?,
Dlarrlura, of Childr.-n or Adults,
Dysentery, Gripum. Biiiou> (Hi..
Cholera-'Morbii*, Vomitim.-,
Cmiuh*, folds, Wronchin-*,
Neuralgia, Tootha. -he. l-'a. .ach.-.
Headaches, sick II admlm \<-it;go,

THE

i Hr

.Mil

ii

^undin ifiliS \
They ar«; Mi" t » iVai

sail njc' (lino,

people

>i«‘k m-"s
*

n,

t

u

.1

<

Oj

w%

HUMFHEE YS
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

The money must invaria

pies.

h.in..

-.I

linn^or 1 ustii*:im*«‘ Co.,

UNION

All hank checks must be stamped.
PoTofih
orders are preferable.
All business communications must he addre-sed
to the “Publisher of Till. Union.”
The Union is conducted on entirely cash prim i

WDM I N
r,"lii

Hartford, Conn.

m

CURES

medieint-N know

11

ill.

:

THE MILD" POWEE

iNt

1

.',1

H.

A N N 11 A I.

THE UNION is served by carriers to subscribers
at 15 cents per week, or AO cents per month. Singh

led at the usual rates.

I Hill!

,11

mi;n
t-n-Hi-

m

Hook

Intensely liiltTOStiny
.!■-1

cro. C. GOODWIN, Sole Ayt., Boston.

copies, three cents, or $7.oo per year. All subsenp
tions must he paid invariably in advance.

will he sent to clubs at tin rat*
of $6 per year, (postage paid.)
Rates of advertising furnished on
application.
IMrNewsdealera ordering The Union w ill he sup

Aii

-i

N. H.
lur.a
every disorder

Addreau, Box 484, City P,

preventing

To

I

.,

MARK THESE J ACTS.

Case,

MONTGOMERY BLAIR,

Elly accompany the order.

Paints, Oils & Varnishes

Agents

(male and female) can sell to
every one. Price, extra silver
plated, 25 cts; gold plated, 35
ctfi. Circular for stamp, iroo
--.'gold in one day.
ADAMS & CO.,Sole Agents
for LT. S.. Box 541: or. 3k Wntpr

HAZELTINE & BICKFORD.

at ail Hours.

iYople going West don’t fail to call. LU-NCH
BASKETS uml i t NCHF.S furnished tor Travellers

purchasing your goods. There you will
linrt General 1IAUDWAKK, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
lor sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 I’henix Row.
April ^0 1875.
tf-C

Dated this sixth day of February, A. D. Dr;.
Jw.'fci
J. W. BLACK, Deputy Sheriff.

rrilLIS/Itll)

25 Albany Street, Boston, Mass.,
(Opposite Albany Depot.)

ot

at public
highest bidder, on Saturday, the tenth day of March, A. D.
1877, at two of the clock, P. M., at the office of 1.. M.
Partridge, in Stockton, in said County, all the right
in equity which the said J. K. Partridge had on the
L'Mh day of November, A. D. 1870, ut 10h..T» o’clock,
A. M. of redeeming the. following described real estate. situate in said Stockton, and hounded as fol
lows, viz.: Beginning at a stake marked No. A, in
the corner of lot No. A; thence, north, eighty-six
degrees west, two hundred and seventeen feet to a
stake marked in lot No. A; thence, north, four degrees east, one hundred and twenty-four feet east,
to the Black line, so called; thence, south,
seventyseven degrees east by the Black line to cedar stake
marked No. 5; thence, south, four degrees west,
seventy-six feet to the tirst mentioned bounds, con
taining one half acre, more or less; the same being
mortgaged to A. P. Manstield, by mortgage deed
dated July 7th, l87(», and recorded in the Waldo
Registry vol. 17a, page ”y:t, to which reference is
hereby had.

excepted,) at.

Refreshments
CALL

particulars ap-

Immediately if Wanted.
DAN'i. II AliADKN.

Heltiist. Krb. 15. 1878.

IN

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

property on Miller Street,
occupied by Lemine Col
ley, consisting of 8 acres grass laud
^with House, Ell, Wood-house and
"a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons
annually upon the premises. A good OrchA

account of poor

Hardware Store
manufacturing Belfast
Before

Belfast, dan. 3, 1877—4mo8‘27

~~

rnhe

be settled immediately, or they will he
placed in the
hands of other parties for collection.
H. 1L FORRES.
Belfast, June 5, 1870.
4‘itf

c..

Plaster at our Mill on the East
Side, at the rate of FIFTEEN
The Portland Advertiser says: ‘‘If you want
TONS per day, and are ready
to see the profoundest
expression of indexible
justice which can sit upon the human counten- to fill all orders for same either
ance, watch the face of your grocer while he is
weighing you a pound of grapes, and see him in bulk or in casks, at a VERY
pick ott the one grape over-weight, and put it
LOW PRICE
Farmers and
sternly and conscientiously into his month."
Mrs. McDonald of Wilkinsburg, l’a., recent- Grangers are invited to call
ly gave birtii to quadruplets. The father is a and examine our Plaster before
coal miner, and the mother about twenty-four
years of age. One of the children lived only purchasing elsewhere.
fifteen

Office

Sale.

on

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

KIMlS ol

*.‘Particular attention giv en to Sewing Machine
Repairing, shot»inns Repaired and Bored to sh..< r
clo.se.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st. l>7u tt

For Cutaneous

e

more

<■

Machine Attachments.

Sewing

2

Sheriff's

,

SS.—Taken
execution in favor
at Law! WALDO,
E. Partridge,
Joseph Williamson against
ami will he sold
auction to the

Attorney

health, all persons indebted to me by note or account, are hereby notified that their accounts must,

IIKAI.KRS

E. J O HN S ON

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale!

Belfast, .June 5, 1870.

As 1

G.

ilEAl.l l{ IN A l.l.

Belfast,

County of Waldo, the last publication to be
less than thirty days before the next term of
this court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, on the third
Tuesday ot April.
1877, that, said Defendant may then and there up
pear, and answer to said suit, if he shall *>••«* cause.
Attest
W. i. I RYE, Clerk.
( Abstract <>/ t'ltj. Wnt )

>

CONFECTIONERY!

aUoit'ei
aliiahlt- medical w«»rk treating ex
oil
MK.NlAt. AM' NKinolh UN A*
than """ neal octavo pave-, twenty eli
g:»lit eng r.a. mgs, !*>>tiiid ill uh-t ant ia! mu.-diii. IS
only t**.<'•■ * Barely enough topi,c Pi printoi.*.
"The Book lot young and middle aged aunt
r« :t.i ju-t now,
h«* Science ol I.ilf, or Sell i're
vatioh.
Idle author lets it turned trt>in Kuropem
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SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,
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FK AN h IJottARD
the Court that l>.
suggestion
tin- time of service of tin- writ, was not
an inhabitant ot this Stat»,and iiad no
tenant, agent,
or attorney within tile same, that his
goods or estute
have been attached in this action, that he has had
no notice of said suit anti attachment, it is oruki:
u, that notice of the pendency of this suit be given
to the said Defendant,
by publishing an attested
copy of thia Order, together with an abstract ol the
t’laiutilf writ, three weeks successively in the
And
JAMES
lendant, at

Hotel.

JOIIUIHS,
OfT'ICL: « \VutiTi.>o Konti.

AI

chi

..

and inserting
ti-io

Maiu Street, .Belfast, Me.

«(. D

standardot

cheapest

nowon

American

I

Bools & Shoes

o

Improved Dental

highest

i'Aii.iiNci AN‘ii ,‘3'fO* t- i.AN'iVfor sale. Colonies organized and
transportation furnished. The Immigrant's Guide, 60
pages, sent iree.
i>r AAIAII BROWN,
Sears Building, Boston.
Svv'io

by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid base, as persons prefer,
lie lias the country rigli for the use <d

11 I.

Boots, Siloes & Rubbers

these tlnvors maintain tlie

cellenee, and with the .rest eare given to their manufacture, are guaranteed to be tally equal, if not sup,rior to any in the market. For Sale bv U rarer*. Address orders to STFT: O', x WOOD, Hut'mum. remt
Street, Boston.
mins':.:

May "till be found at the oi l stand of
Dr. Moore, corner of Church ami

Particular att- ntion
artificialteeth.

Y our

Standard Fruit Flavor..
Warranted Strictly Pure 4 Unadulterated.

MOORE.

Successor to Dr. C.

HOUSEKEEPERS.

STETSON & WOOD’S

DR. G. P. LOMBARD,

Dr. Folsom’s

.Buy

TO

D E IT TI S T R T !

»

the price ot the booh.

HIE

Siblev Bros.

\

n-sriMoMAi.d.
“I

EOK

-•

KDWAKD SIBLKY, recently of tlie linn
of K. Sibley & Son, i.- admitted as a partner in
firm from this date, and the firm name w ill be

MK.

our

by express,
I

Bl'LBS,

MAIN STREET, liUCKSPORT, ME.
.tfc^orders by mail promptly attended to.

GXffN.
.Sent

>t
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Fancy Pots, Rustic Work and Wire Stands

Prepay.d only by

><»

•*

v

FTMIF Greatest Cavalry
eader and Indian I ighter
X this countrv ever produced. Shi will b.- 'he
most exciting amt thrilling hook ot tin -ra-on.
11
lustrated with a steel portrait ot to n. t'u-tei and
numerous other spirited engravings.
Mr-. < 11-1• -r
and the parent- ol t .eii. t u-h
will rec* -i\
-hoc
a
of the profits made on each hook. Anir
a.miaow readv.
Send at once for term- amt -ir-iiLo
i;t m K I R X S I It KM \
PuhlNh,
I
Washington St., P.o ton.

ed,

Cut Flowers and Floral

all

.-'i-

ic

MAGHIHIST!

$1.L’.u, i.; and l.oo
Good Spruce Shingles, j r .M.,
$l.;.o
$1j.0o tol'l.oo
Spruce Clapboard
4c to loc
Gutters, per foot,

it n ill tine

PIIK f:,

No. 76State St.,opposite Kilby St.,Boston

t>ot

has on hand amt C constantly
receiving supplier of Lumber, Shingles, Laths
and all other kinds ol’ Building Material which he
can sell at prices the very low* -r, as below
Hemlock Timber, per Al.,
$10.7*0
$10.00 to 10.00
Boards,
$«;.*»o to o.oo
Spruce Joist,

I he worst cases ol Cou^li, (witere Consumption
is not already seated,)Col<l», Hrimcliisls, Aottima. ('roup, and there Is no disease of the Throat
and Lungs that it will not benefit.

PATENTS.

the

1 I
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Nervous an:
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*l in-bilitv, ii v’ udiondria, Uloomy Forebod
u-e ol’energy. Haggard
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LIFE OF GEN. GEO. A. CUSTER.

undersigned
rpiiT.
JL

Lungs,

all kintH

nin/if <jmrrrirs, '/'ms, < 'nfj\ rs.
F/iw, /:?<th
/Mrif,
I ii/t't/ur, ('iih r,

Xflirt'"
i-v*

in

I

by

compound

of medicinal gums ever united together. It there
fore seems impossible for them to fail in affording
prompt relief for all pains and aches.

‘>r**:it

To-'nimH

ami

tin- attention

New Lumber Yard

and certain.

Hayford Block Shoe Store.

CIGARS!

IT RELIEVES CONSUMPTION

contain the grand curative element, Ei.h
^piU’V
-A. tku'itv, combined with the finest

m

NEW FIRM!

When a I’eoria youth goes to spark a
girl lie finds the old lady in one corner of
minutes, two died two hours alter birth,
the room, lire old man in another, and the
and the. last lived for five days. All four were
dog under the raelodeon.and he is required perfectly formed and almost
as large, it is said,
to speak up like an orator.
as ordinary infants at birth.

VOLTIAC-

publi«hf>d by
INSTITI

Jl

■

Consumption.
Cough medicines, also, are generally of an astringent nature, producing costiveness, thereby greatly
their beneficial effects; but the Syrup has
impairing
in its combination one of the b< .-t tonics known to
medical science, making its action at once speedy

COLLINS’

Franklin B. Swift,
>un

NOTICE

ruses o<

M. R. COOPER'S

EVERYBODY

AT

M..mil;t«

tie- h-orst

to cure

j

Belief obtained or money returned. No humbug.
Price one dollar. CHA N Ii AVI LAND, P. O. Box
i“i, N. V. 1 -tablished in 18fn..

NVw Store

failed

never

IT HAS CURED CONSUMPTION.

from gifift Jg5

on one

VIM 1' has

cough where consumption had not already become
seated, and mum cases thut bad been given up by
physician-, have been ( i KKD by tbi- remedy.

|

OF
A0-

DRFSsr'FN FOR parTICULARS
Wilson Sewing Machine Co., Chicago,

N

lj u great and reliable medicine, ami when
every
utlier remedy is tried and found wanting, this, by its
Win n all other remedies fail, and two teuspooiifull
immediate beneficial etleet. passes at once into favor,
taken before going to bed. will soon Ioom n and re
which it retains forever afterwards.
! lieve the worst Cough, that sweet and refreshing
D sure to follow it use.
Kaeh package contains |>r. Hanford’s Improved | sleep
Inhaling lube, with full directions for use in all eases,
t'rice, £1.00. For sale bv all wholesale and retail
druggists throughout the I nired States. W1.1KS
& I'OTIT.ft. (ieneral Agent
Many cases which had been given up by physi
and Wholesale Drug I
cians, and the patient left to waste away by degrees,
gists, lloston.
I have been restored to perfect health
this mo ft
wonderful discovery.
it is, as iis name indicates, a f'ovgh Syrup and a
Lung Syrup. Many remedies ol this kind, while
€«««
relieve the Cough, have no effect at all upon
I they
the
and consequently do not touch the scat
of the disease.
This remedy has healing
! ties which an found in no other medicines ofproper
a like
CHEERFULLY RECOMMENDS
; character, and WILL IT KE all Sf MPTnMS of

ysmMWffitfwwif®
HBoE%VufW
SViro^^VN0!!
QUALIFICATIONS
yHARAC

about thirty-eight years There were four
other men on the cage with him at the
all kind constantly
time. When the cage had reached within
on hand.
one hundred feet of the surface McDonnell
4ttr<iiv<* nio :i call ami satisfy yourself.
bis
fainted,and before
condition was known
FKAXKUN B. SWIFT.
to those with him, fell from the cage. The
Belfast, l>e<\ •_*!, 1MY».—Minos-..*
man was caught as lie fell between lineage and the timbers of the shaft, and horrible torn and mutilated, and beiore the
cage could be stopped was rolled off and
precipitated twelve hundred and fifty feet
down the shatt.
What little semblance ot
humanity was left in his lifeless form by rillll, l NDEHSKiNKD having formed a co-partJL worship in business under tin* nameaud style o
the cage was crushed out by the fall.
As
soon as possible the
cage was lowered and
&
(lie fragments of his remains gathered up
And leased the store on Main street,
formerly oe
in a blanket and taken to the surface, llis copied by ,1. li. Wadlin, are now
prepared to otter
head, legs and arms were all torn off, and :* well selected stock of
there was scarcely enough of Itis body left
FA MILY (1KOC E RIFS!
to tell how the pieces belonged. Hut there
is one consolation in connection with the Corn, Flour and Meal.
Pork, Beef,
whole matter, and that is, that lie was
Kerosene Oil,
senseless when lirst caught between the
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
timbers and the cage, ami consequently
Tobacco,
suffered nothing from either that or his
and Spices,
fall. Is it not unusual for persons who und all goods usually kept in a first-class tirocery
have been in the hot airol a mine to laint store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
as can be bad at any store in the
eity.
on being
t >ur Stock is
brought near the surlaec when
purchased lor Cash, anti by strict inthe lirst breath of cool, fresh air meets the tegrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share
of patronage.
(five as a call.
lungs. The reason for this we do not preI1K.V 1IA/.KLTINK.
N. K. KI'.K.N.
tend to understand, but llio fact is well
lsro.—Mlf
Belfast, Dec.
known to all. Many run the risk of just,
such a death as happened to Mr. McDonnell by being ashamed to let their condition be known to their comrades on Uncage. They, in fact, risk their lives lor tear
of being laughed at. The only salvation
lies in informing tlmse on the cage of the
leeling and being by them sustained till
the surface is reached or the cage is stop-

nglish sparrows have the reputation of stnvat-lionies, seldom migrating mnler any circuiustanees; hut. those taken to Poston several
years ago, and their descendants, are quitting
that, city by thousands.

SANFORDS RADICAL CURE

“AN EXCELLENT PLASTER.

WELL, THAT IS CUTE!
New

a local and constitutional
remedy. It strengthens !
the system by internal n-e, while
endeavoring to
throwotf the disease, and soothes and heals the in |
I
flammed nasal surfaces by direct application.

TOBACCO

Al-o 1 *»*;tl«*r

Tin* Virginia t' i I.v (Nevada) l-htlerprist*
cl tile I dli instant lias the following ue
count ol a liorrihle accident, which occurred at the Consolidated imperial mine on
the afternoon ol the previous da\ "Among
the miners coining to the surface at the
time of changing shafts was Hugh Mi Hon
nell, a native ot Not a Scotia, and aged

SONS,

KKOICIEX IS OF

the

al than that •'Milord" should close it]) the
tlaj), and ask the yotiug lady to go awav,
as he wished to he alone,
lint she was

&

V< Tl lli ns .11

Patent and Straight

as

jeweler afterwards said, ‘'just like a
golden fawn." Nothing was more natur-

BOOKS

TiltK,«*r
Trie*!. .Sales made from this when nil single (looks
lid. A No, Agents wanted on our MAONIFICKM
1 A.MIM 11(111,l-.S. Superior lo all others. With
ilivatuuMc
1 lltiat rala-al Alai* and Nai|ia-rl>
Binaling*. t hese Hooks heat the World. Full par
tabular- tree. Address JOHN R. POTTEII A
< «
I'lilalislier*. PIIILIIIRIPHI A.

dealing with a most perlect gentleLight days after lie was requested
to call the same morning at eleven and
bring the diamonds, for which iie would

iii'uiiucu

>7^i

representing
distinct

was

in

Woman, ia>: at tli 1
1.. >. Harrell.

i:

M-: A
A i. 1 M S \V A .N TM
1 •rand Combination

us,

man.

he paid
iie arrived at the moment and
found his customer in his dressing gown,
sitting along at the set ol drawers referred
3 Milli hold- im society with grieB
Burip- to, a front Hap of which turned down so
ide-.
as to form a
writing table. The jeweler
1 iiarn.'b i' i> a
No- advanced respecltully, and laid the casket
j*<Tli*.'|I v educated will.
Vali<.
•Milord’’
open on the tlap in question,
-31 > tieail i- iN own grave
Miss I B. Ban- just examined the jewels, remarked that
don.
ot course ho did not wish his daughter to
know anything of the transaction at pres■-o -ad. -o lre-li. tin* d/v- that an* th) more.
ent, and then proceeded to take out a
Teijin son.
handful ot beautiful crisp notes
riling- past iua\ Be repented. But Mot re- large
At that moment the door opened, and
ealled.
I vy.
grave.

$2500 J.

1876.

31st,

PKABOU1 MFlflCAl
v. edition .*t the celebrated
.:
m.-dicai work entitled tiie "SCIFN'CK Oi- t-1 F Jor. sKI.I FKKs1 K\ AiION*.
It treats upon Ma n
h. •'!>. how lo-t. how r. gained and perpetuated,
cure
ot
cause and
F\hau*ted Vitality, fmpotentc)
Breiimture 1». dine iu Man. permatorrhcea.or S«*m

W A N T E D
AGENTS

j-

king

the

Association."

1

PM Bi»
h
Burg<
resumed her vvreklv trip- o.
tween this cits and < arver
Harbor.
Yiuulhuveii, and will run ti'itd tu ;t.<

AND WILL BE

% MATCHLESS

w--re
cm could

Medical

National

.-

II

by

Gold Medal Awarded to ttie Anthor

-.

iteto Jtbbcrtiscments.

>

Revere House.

Opposite

111:«i\l>\\ A \

s,

\ | \V ^ OHK

hed,

hi a s ailed fm
il.tpe. /‘rue,, ,<,it
A Lecture on th«* .'Vatore
I rent incut, and Radical cure of Semi
mil
or Spennutorrhoa, in
duced by Self-Abuse,
Involuntary l .m
Ini potency, Nervous Debilitv, and
iriipedi

Weakness,

issions,

meats
Marriage generally; Consumption, l-.pilep
-y, and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, &*
By KOBKUT .1 CUf/\ HKWKI.L, M. |» author m
the “tireen Book, flee.
The world renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experieu. *
that the awful consequences of Self-Abu •<> may be
effectually removed without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordial-; pointing out a inode of cure at
once certain and effectual,
by which every sufferer,
no matter what his condition may be, may cure him
self cheaply, privately and radically.
M&'This Lecture will pro re a boon to thousand-’
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps.
Address,
to

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann St.,New York; r.u.Box.4586.

combines readily ith r urdi, hot or cold,
ii j.ifvcnts "I
.ind the iron sticking,
iwiinp
it save? twt-nty-iivr
per cut ot labor and starch.
11 gives a beautitul
finish
and brightens all colors
iv.>ry
It r- warranted to contain
nothing
srnients will keep clean much
longer, will not
<. k, .nut are not so
easily affected by dampness.
1 or doing
up Infants’ Clothing, Muslins,Cambric-;.
I ices, ct.',, Linen C.lact i.-, invaluable.
n

,,

injurious.
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c.iac’6 C’o., Koston. Mass.. I’. S. A.
i sT A»k your itrcur for lt._d j

day to Jtr*>nts canvassing lor our book
(f[4 A ATerms
and outfit free. Hunt & C*>., Rock)IU
land, Mass.
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